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Introduction
publication is basedin part on the information presentedat the
1991national workshop, updatedand supplementedwith additional material.

On September23, 24, and 25, 1991, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EEA) and the American Water
Works Association (AWWA) held a national workshop on control of lead and copperin drinking water. The objectivesof the
workshop were to help participants:
l

l

Learn investigative requirementsand control strategies.

l

Learn methodologiesfor implementation.

l

Sharefield experience.

l

How To Use This Document

Becomefamiliar with EPA’snew national primary drinking
water regulation for lead and copper and its anticipated impact on utilities.

Become familiar with laboratory and pilot testing procedures.

The workshop speakersincluded individuals from EEA,
states,industry, academia,AWWA and the AWWA Research
Foundation, consulting firms, and utilities. More than 300 participants heard presentations on regulatory issues, corrosion
characteristicsof materials, monitoring &sign and implementation, and control strategies (see Appendix A, Workshop
Agenda). Two breakout sessionsaddresseddesign considerations and procedures for pipe loop and coupon testing. This

...
xlll

Chapter One of this publication discussesregulutory issues, presenting both an overview of the new federal requirements and a state perspective on implementing these
requirements.Chapter ZJvopresentsinformation aboutthe corrosion churacteristics of materials. Chapter Three discusses
the design and implementation of a corrosion monitoring program. Topics include baseline monitoring, selecting an analytical laboratory, monitoring at the customer’s tap, designing a
monitoring program using utility employeesandcustomers,and
integrating water testing and occupancy certification. Chapter
Four focuseson corrosion control ussessment,including coupon tests, pipe loop tests, and electrochemicalmethodologies
for corrosion measurement.Section 4.1, Basics of a Corrosion
Control Study,presentsrecommendationsfor statesand utilities
for performing and evaluating corrosion control studies. Finally, corrosion control strategies are addressedin Chupter
Five, which includes an overview of control strutegies as well
as secondaryeffects. Throughout, the document presents the
experience of utilities in monitoring, assessment,and control
strategies.

Chapter 1
Regulatory Issues
On June 7.1991, EPApromulgatedmaximum contaminant
level goals (MCLGs) and national primary drinking water regulations (NPDWRs) for lead and copper in drinking water. The
MCLG for lead is zero, and the MCLG for copper is 1.3 milligrams per liter (mg/L$ EPA promulgatedan NPDWR for lead
and copper consisting of a treatmenttechniquerequirementthat
includes corrosion control, sourcewater treatment,lead service
line replacement,and public education.

until December7, 1992) was 50 l.tg/L in samplesobtained at
the point of entry into the distribution system.The action level
is not an enforceablestandard,but it triggers corrosion control
treatment. EPA also has set an action level for copper of 1.3
mg/L (also at the 90th percentile).
The final rule for lead and copper applies to community
and nontransient, noncommunity systems.The rule includes
requirementsfor tap water monitoring (lead and copper,water
quality parameters), corrosion control optimization, source
water treatment, public education, and replacement of lead
service lines.

This chapter presentsan overview of EPA’snew NPDWR
for lead and copper.In addition, it discussesimplementation of
the rule at the statelevel, from the perspectiveof the state of
Maryland.

1.1.2 Tap Water Monitoring for Lead and Copper
The dates by which tap water monitoring for lead and
copper must begin are shown in Figure l-l(a); the number of
sites required for additional monitoring are shown in Figure
l-l(b). If a system complies with the action levels, the state
may reduce the monitoring requirements,.asshown in Figure
l-l(c).

1.1 EPA’s New National Primary Drinking Water
Regulation for Lead and Copper
1.1.1 Introduction
EPA’sfinal rule for lead and copper in drinking water (see
Federal Register, June 7, 1991, 56 FR 26460) is part of a
federaleffort to reducelead exposurefrom all sources.The rule
was one of the most controversial regulationsever proposedby
the Agency, receiving more than 3,000 comments.The final
lead rule was developedthrough a cooperativeeffort by EPA’s
regulatory staff, the American Water Works Association
(AWWA), and others. This process resulted in a regulation
basedon the practical realities faced by water utilities as well
as the need to protect human health.

Targetedhigh-risk homes include those homes with lead
solder installed after 1982,lead pipes, and lead service lines. A
tiered approach,worked out between the systemand the state,
should be used to select the sample sites.
The samplesshould be first flush, 6-hour standing time, 1
liter. The systemcan furnish bottles to residentsand train those
residentsto collect the samples.Acid preservativeneed not be
addeduntil the water samplereachesthe laboratory.Acidification may be done up to 14 days after the sampleis collected.

Although drinking water generally does not contain high
concentrations of lead, it can be a source of lead to which a
large number of people are exposed.In addition, recent scientific evidence shows that children, in particular, suffer adverse
health effects from lower levels of lead exposure than previously thought harmful. The potential health effectsof lead in
children can include impaired mental development,reducedIQ,
shortened attention span, diminished hearing, lowered birth
weight, and altered heme synthesisand vitamin D metabolism.
In adults, the health effects include increasedblood pressure.

1.1.3 Monitoring for W&er Quality Parameters
Systemsserving more than 50,000 people,as well as small
and medium-sizedsystemsthat exceedactionlevels,mustmonitor for water quality parametersto identify optimal treatment
and to determine compliance. These parametersinclude pH,
alkahnity, calcium, conductivity, orthophosphate(if used in
treatment),silica (if usedin treatment),and water temperature.

Because of these health effects, EPA has set an “action
level” for lead in drinking water of 15 l.tg/L, measuredat the
90th percentile (e.g., if there are 100 samples,no more than 10
may exceed the action level). In contrast, the maximum contaminant level (MCL) for lead (which was promulgated as an
interim drinking water regulation in 1975 and was effective

Figure 1-2(a) shows the number of samplesrequired for
initial monitoring of water quality parameters.Reducedmonitoring, as shown in Figure 1-2(b), may be authorized by the
state.The sampling site locations for water quality parameters
may be different from thosefor lead and copper,but they should
1

(a) Start Dates for Monitoring
System Size (Population)

Start Dates

Large Systems (more than 50,000)

January
1992

Medium-Sized Systems (3,301 to 50,000)

July 1992

Small Systems (3,300 or fewer)

July 1993

(bb~v;

be representativetaps (e.g., they may be the sameas those for
coliform monitoring). In addition, one samplemust be collected
at every point of entry to the distribution system
1.1.4 Corrosion Control Optimization
Optimal corrosion control treatment (required as shown in
Figures l-3 and l-4) minimizes lead and copper in drinking
water at the tap while ensuring that the systemdoesnot violate
the NPDWRs. The systemmust identify constraints for different treatmentsand fully document its treatment recommendation. Elements of corrosion control optimization are:

Monitoring (Samples collected every 6

System Size (Population)
More than 100,000
10,001 to 100,000
3,301 to 10,000
501 to 3,300
101 to 500
100 or fewer

Number of Sampling Sites
100
60
40
20
10
5

Laboratory study. A laboratory study is used to evaluate
alternative treatments (e.g., pH and alkalinity adjustment,
calcium adjustment,and use of corrosion inhibitors).
Recommendationto the state.
Treatmentinstallation. After the systemmakesa recommendation, the stateapprovesthe recommendationor designates
an alternative.The systemhas 24 months to install the treatment and 12 months for follow-up monitoring.

(c) Reduced Monitoring
System Size (Population)

Number of Sampling Sites
50
30
20
10
5
5

More than 100,000
10,001 to 100,000
3,301 to 10,000
501 to 3,300
101 to 500
100 or fewer

Figure 1-l.

Follow-up monitoring. Different testsare allowed (e.g., pipe
loops, coupons, partial systems, and analyses based on
analogoussystems).
State-specifiedoperatingparameters.Theseparameters(e.g.,
pH, alkalinity, calcium, orthophosphate,and silica) become
compliance measures.

Tap water monitoring (lead and copper).

Compliance with specified parameters.
1.1.5 Source Water Treatment
If the tap action level is exceeded,it becomesnecessaryto
monitor for lead and copper in the source water. If the source
water contains lead or copper, the water system must investigate treatmentalternatives. The system makes a recommendation, and the state either approves the recommendation or
designatesan alternative course of action. Treatment altematives for source water include ion exchange,reverse osmosis,
lime softening, and coagulation/filtration. The system has 24
months to install the treatment system and 12 months for follow-up monitoring. The statedesignatesthe maximum permissible lead and copperconcentrationsfor finished water entering
the distribution system.

(a) Initial Monitoring (Two samples every 6 months.)
System Size (Population)
More than 100,000
10,001 to 100,000
3.301 to 10,000
501 to 3,300
101 to 500
100 or fewer

Number of Tap Sampling Sites
25
10
3
2
1
1

(b) Reduced Monitoring
System Size (Population)
More than 100,000
10,001 to 100,000
3,301 to 10,000
501 to 3,300
101 to 500
100 or fewer

Number of Tap Sampling Sites

1.1.6 Public Education
EPA hasdevelopeda packageof public educationmaterials
that the system must use if action levels are exceeded.This
packageprovides the minimum materials for public education
as specified in the rule: an introduction, information about
health effects and sourcesof lead, and steps that can be taken
at home to reduce lead levels in water. The system may add
information to this package.

10
7
3
2
1
1

Public education program delivery must begin within 60
days after the lead action level is exceeded.Program delivery

Figure 1-2. Monitoring for water quality parameters.
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2AL = Action level
?he 90th percentile tap water level (TL) minus the highest source water concentration (Point of Entry) is e or 2
the practical quantitation level (PQL) of 5 pgR.
*LSLRP = Lead service line replacement
Figure 1-3. implementation pathways for large public water systems.
Source: U.S. EPA, Lead and Copper Rule Guidance Manual, Volume 2 (1992).
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%SLRP = Lead service Ike replacement

Figure l-4.

Implementation pathway for medium-sized and small public water systems.

Source:U.S. EPA, Lead and Copper Rule Guidance Manual, Volume 2 (1992).
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compliance. Training will be essentialfor educatingthe industries, especially the small systemsthat lack technical staff and
resources.

must include bill stuffers,pamphlets to selectedgroups (such
aspediatricians), notices to major newspapers,and public service announcements(PSAs) to local radio and television stations. These must be delivered every 12 months for as long as
the lead action level is exceeded(with the exception of thePSA,
which must be delivered every 6 months).

Maryland has a population of 4.8 million, 80 percent (3.2
million) of whom are servedby public water supplies.Approximately 8 percent of those are served by Washington’sUrban
Sanitary Commission and the Baltimore Metropolitan Water
Supply System. Approximately 530 community water supply
systems and 520 nontransient, noncommunity water supply
systems,primarily schools and day care centers,serve the remaining 92 percent. About 980 systemsserve a population of
fewer than 3,300. The 50 to 60 medium-sizedand large systems
are not expectedto have problems implementing the rule. The
small systems,however, almost certainly will have problems,
primarily with monitoring and costs, and this is where the
state’sresourceswill be used most.

1.1.7 Lead Service Line Replacement
If corrosion control and source water treatment do not
work for systemscontaining lead service lines, and the system
continues to exceed lead action levels, the lead service lines
must be replaced.The rule requires that 7 percent be replaced
each year (over a 15-year period); only those lines that are
under system control, however, must be replaced. Control, as
defined by state statutes,municipal ordinances,or public service contracts, is the authority to set standardsfor construction,
repair, or maintenance;the authority to replace,repair, or maintain; or ownership.No replacementis required for an individual
line if the lead concentration in all service line samplesfrom
that line is less than or equal to 15 pg/L. Monitoring methods
include (1) tapping into the water line, (2) measuringtemperature changes, and (3) determining flush volume between the
end of the line and the tap.

The assessmentlooked at the impact that monitoring will
have on water supplies in the state.A survey determined that
44 state-certified laboratories were available for lead and copper analyses;about half of those are out-of-state laboratories.
A question thereforearisesconcerningwhether adequatecapacity for the analyses will be available, especially in the final
phaseof the rule, when the systemsthat servefewer than 3,300
people are required to monitor. Therefore, the state has made
plans to spreadout the workload over time.

1.1.8 Regulatory Schedule
The regulatory schedules for large, medium-sized, and
small systems are shown in Figure 1-5; the steps that water
systemsmust take are shown in Figures l-3 and l-4. Deadlines
are set for the initial monitoring period, the completion of studies, state approval, treatmentinstallation, and follow-up monitoring.

The laboratory survey identified representativecosts for
lead and copper monitoring, with an upper limit of about $65
per sample.This monitoring included collection by the utility,
transport to the laboratory, analysis, and recording of the results. Analyses for water quality parameterswould at least
double that figure per sample.For larger systems,the total cost
estimatedfor lead and copper monitoring was between$8,000
and $13,000 per year; for small systems,between $650 and
$1,300 per year. Samplecosts,including thosefor water quality
parameters,increase these costs to approximately $1,300 to
$2,600 per year. Many smaller utilities will incur significant
costsin conducting corrosion control studies.At the time of the
assessment,the estimated cost was between $10,000 and
$15,000, although a study in the District of Columbia’s system
cost more than $300,000.It is hoped that most systemswill not
incur such expenses,and some of the earlier studies provide
valuable lessonsin controlling costs.

1.1.9 Impacts of the Lead and Copper Rule
The total capital costs are estimated to be between $2.9
and $7.6 billion; operationand maintenancecosts,$240 million
per year; and total annualized costs, between $500 and $790
million. Corrosion control treatment required by the rule is
estimatedto cost $1 per household per year for large systems
and $2 to $20 per householdper year for smaller systems.Tap
water monitoring will be required for 79,000 community and
nontransient, noncommunity water systems.Monitoring costs
are estimated to be $40 million per year nationwide. Total annualized costs for lead service line replacementare estimated
to be between$80 and$370 million. Stateimplementation costs
are estimatedto be $40 million per year.

Treatmentcostsprobably will not have a significant impact
on larger utilities becausemany of these utilities have been
practicing corrosion control for many years.For the small systems, treatmentcostsprobably will include purchasingfeeders,
chemical storagetanks, and other related work. Costsfor these
systems are approximately $5,000. About 70 percent of the
systemsin the statewill require treatmentfor lead and copper,
with an estimatedtotal of $3 million statewidefor capital costs.

1.2 A Smaller State’s Perspective

This section presentsthe progressand plans made by the
state of Maryland in preparing for implementation of the lead
and copper rule. It discussesthe results of an assessmentprepared for upper-level managementin Maryland’s Department
of the Environment Water Supply Program. Tbis assessment
examines monitoring, treatment,lead service line replacement,
Operation and maintenance(O&M) costs are another faccompliance and enforcement,training, and resources.
tor to consider. O&M costs for corrosion control treatmentare
approximately $1,500 per year. This cost is not large for a
In Maryland and throughout the United States, EPA’s systemserving a population of 3,300, but it is a major expense
NPDWRs likely will havea substantialimpact on small system for small systemsof approximately 15 connections.
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Figure 1-5. Regulatory schedules for large, medium-sized,

and small systems.

The total annual costs for small systemcapital and O&M
compliancewere estimatedto be $3,000 to $4,000 per year.To
this amount must be added the additional costs for coliform
monitoring, the surfacewater treatmentrule, PhaseII monitoring, radon, and PhaseV. The costs to comply with theseregulations continue to increase,and somesmall systemseventually
will be unable to achieve compliance.

The assessmentalso examined lead service line replacement. In the early 198Os,a federal regulation required that
systems conduct a distribution system materials survey and
submit the results to the state, as well as perform service line
corrosion control testing. Thesematerial surveysindicated that
lead service lines were not a significant problem in Maryland.
Lead servicelines were used to a significant degreeonly in the
city of Baltimore, which 10 years ago beganto replace service
lines on a standardrate basis every year Only 250 servicelines
zre left to replace,and the city eventually would have replaced
theselines regardlessof the lead and copper rule.

Another impact of the lead and copper rule, particularly
for Maryland, is the effect of phosphorus-and zinc-basedcorrosion inhibitors on wastewatertreatment.Maryland, Virginia,
6

monitoring lead, copper, and water quality parametersshould
be provided. Waterquality parameterssuchaspH and alkalinity
should be monitored at least once a day, especially in smaller
systems,and more frequently in larger systems.(EPArequires
such monitoring only every 2 weeks.)

the District of Columbia, and Pennsylvania have spent considerable energy and funds over the past few years trying to clean
up the ChesapeakeBay. Part of that effort is included under the
nutrient control strategyto reduce nitrogen and phosphorusby
40 percent. One initiative implemented to reach that goal is a
ban on phosphatedetergents.As a result of that ban, phosphorus
levels in rural wastewatersgoing to plants in Maryland have
dropped significantly. In addition, controls on most of the
wastewaterplants that discharge directly to the bay are very
stringent, with a NPDES phosphorus limit of 0.3 mg/L and
stringent toxicity standardsfor zinc.

Maryland is developing some interesting approachesto
training. The statetraining centerinitially was developedunder
the SafeDrinking WaterAct. This centerwas set up to provide
water and wastewatertraining for operatorsand managers.The
training is conducted by engineers, scientists, and operating
specialists. The center receives local, state, and some federal
funds, and the training is provided at a network of community
colleges acrossthe state.The center offers 25 different courses
per year that are developed with assistancefrom the Water
Supply Program.Last fall, the centerconductedtraining on the
total coliform rule in 12 different locations, reaching 250 people. The state anticipates that it will need to train as many as
2,000 people regarding the lead and copperrule.

For planning purposes,it was estimatedthat about 30 percent of Maryland’s systemswould not comply with the monitoring requirement after the first round. Approximately
two-thirds of the systemsnot in compliancewould require treatment or optimization of existing treatment. It was estimated
that the remaining one-third, or about 230, would require some
kind of enforcementaction to ensurecompliancewith the regulation.

In addition, a number of agenciesaresetting up statetraining coalitions. The agenciesinvolved include EPA, AWWA, the
Association of State Drinking Water Administrators, the National Environmental Training Association, the National Rural
Water Association, and the Rural Community AssistancePrograms.Theseagenciesareworking togetherat the national level
to encouragestate drinking water programsto coordinate and
direct the available training resources.Maryland is one of two
stateswhere this approachwill be tested At the first meeting,
these agencieswill identify the types of training needed;then
they will develop a specific plan to perform the training. Training for the lead and copper rule will receive priority.

Current enforcementprocedureshave two levels. One level
involves issuing a public notice of violation and, in many cases,
providing technical assistanceto identify the nature of the compliance problem and to reachcompliance.This level of enforcement is usually 80 to 90 percent effective in getting systems
back into compliance, but it is very resource-intensive. For
those systemsthat do not comply after the first step, the standard process is to issue an administrative order. An estimated
110 administrative orders might have to be issued for the 230
systems.A significant number of these will be referred to the
attorney general’soffice or to the court. Court action can result
if the system doesnot comply with the order. These situations
frequently end up in somekind of civil action or appeal,which
becomesa long and convoluted process and is very resource
intensive. This year, a proposal will be submitted to the Maryland legislature for a bill that would give the statethe authority
to levy administrative penalties against noncompliant systems.
In so doing, the state could avoid bringing these situations to
court. This proposal is not a panacea,but it is one of a number
of tools available to bring systemsinto compliance. One positive aspect is the creation of a fund that will use fines for
research,technical assistance,and training.

The staff of the Water Supply Program and eight large
water utilities are expected to review the rules and requirements, the progress each utility has made, and the problems
they have identified. Ideally, issuesraised and lessonslearned
by larger systemswill be applied to smaller systems.All statecertified laboratories will meet to discussthe rule and to analyze the required samples.
State staff training is critical. The lead and copper rule
placessubstantialresponsibility on stateagencypersonnelwho
review treatmentplans, identify optimum corrosion control, and
deal with many other issues.Statestaffsfrequently are short of
personnel and expertise, and training for those who are available is necessaryto counter the deficit.

Another key to implementing the lead and copper rule is
an effective training program for water suppliers, engineers,
and state agencies.Training is especially critical to meeting
monitor&and recording requirements,selecting the optimum
treatment,and safely operating and maintaining treatment systems. In addition, chemical dosage control can be critical in
controlling corrosion in systems,and proper operation of facilities will be very important.

Finally, the matter of stateresourcesis probably the most
critical issue facing stateprograms.Stateswill have to develop
some sourcesof funding, such as fees, operating permits, and
taxes. Maryland requires an additional $1.3 million to implement all of the federal regulations through the radionuclide rule
and $0.3 million to fund the six and a half positions neededto
implement the lead and copperrule. A proposalwill be submitted to the legislature for a water-usetax assessedfrom water
suppliers ($1 per year per household), stateproperty taxes, or
income taxes. (This also could benefit private well protection
programs.)

Operator certification might be affected by the rule. In
Maryland, a systemthat provides simple chlorination is a Class
1 facility, but a systemproviding any other treatment such as
corrosion control would increaseits classification level to Class
2. Training programs would enable operatorsto upgrade their
certification. In addition, training in analytical methods for
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Volume ’ 1 ‘/M&itoiing) and Volume 2 (Corrosion
Control T&i !m&#) developed by the U.S. Environm&al Proie &in. Agency. The manual can be or- ---..--
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Ask or PB92112101 #olume 1) and PB93101533
(Volume 2).

Chapter 2
Corrosion Characteristics of Materials
This chapterpresentsan overview of the corrosion characteristics of materials. It describes the corrosion cell, uniform
corrosion and pitting, passivation, galvanic corrosion, and corrosion rate vs. metal uptake. Corrosion occurs only when there
is a corrosion cell, consisting of an auode,a cathode,metal to
conduct electrons from the anode to the cathode, and a conducting solution that transportsexcesspositive or negativeions
produced during corrosion. Some corrosion products deteriorate water quality, and others react with chemicals in solution
to produce scales on the corroding surface that significantly
reducethe rate of corrosion. Changesin water quality that cause
dissolution might causeperiodic high concentrationsof corrosion products in solution.

received theseelectrons, ions move from the cathodethrough
the conducting solution back to the anode. If the anode is a
different type of metal from the cathode,such as in the caseof
pipe and an attachedfitting, a gasket between the fitting and
the pipe will prevent the flow of electrons and stop the corrosion current. Equally important is the conducting solution-in
this case,water. At the anode,positive ions are produced and
at the cathode,negative ions are produced. A flow of positive
ions toward the cathodeand a flow of negative ions toward the
anode must exist to maintain corrosion. If water is eliminated
from this cell, corrosion stops becausemetal ions and anions
can no longer be conducted.

In addition, corrosion rates sometimesincreasewhen dissimilar metals are connected.Examples are copper pipe joined
with solder and brassfittings in contact with galvanized pipe.

Examples of typical anodic reactions (Figure 2-2) are ele
mental copperconverting to cupric ions (Cu+2),lead converting
to lead ions @I+~), and iron converting to ferrous ions (Fe+2).
Once the ionic form of the metal is releasedinto the solution,
it can undergo secondary reactions (Figure 2-2). Under the
appropriate conditions, ferrous iron (Fe+2) can precipitate to

A thorough understanding of corrosion-related reactions
will enable water systems to make scientifically valid judgments in order to minim&e corrosion problems.

Qplcal

2.1 The Corrosion Cell

Anodic

Reactions

(a)

primary

Corrosion essentially consists of four components:an anode, a cathode,a conducting solution, and a conducting metal.
The anode is the point at which corrosion takes place and
electronsarereleased(Figure 2- 1). The releasedelectronstravel
through the conducting metal to the cathode.The cathodecan
be referred to as an electron acceptor. Once the cathode has
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Figure 2-1. A diagram of the corrosion cell.

Figure 2-2. Typical anodic (a) and cathodic (b) reactions.
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form FeC03. When iron scaleson pipes are analyzed,FeC03
commonly is found, indicating a deposit or a corrosion scale.
Fet2 can be oxidized to the ferric ion (Fe+3),which then can
form precipitates such as FeOOH. During thesereactions,hydroxide ions are consumed; as a result, the pH drops in the
region where these reactions take place. Secondaryreactions
with lead can result in the formation of lead precipitate, which
includes hydroxide ions (OH-) and carbonate ions (COs-2)
(lead hydroxycarbonate).The speciesthat deposit, the manner
in which they deposit, and the amount of the deposit are very
important; they affect subsequentcorrosion reactions.It is important to know whether they attach to the pipe, forming an
adheringlayer, or whether they becomea particulate and do not
adhereto the pipe.

sumed by the surrounding dissolved oxygen. Ferric ions produced will react with hydroxide ions or oxygen to form precipitates that attach to the pipe. As these precipitates attach
themselvesto the pipe, a porous tubercle is formed. The result
of this corrosion is the formation of pits and tubercles,giving
the pipe a rough surface.

2.3 Passivation
Passivationinvolves the developmentof a layer of material
resistant to corrosion on the surface of the metal. Initially, the
corrosion rate of a fresh bare metal is relatively rapid, but over
time the corrosion rate slows becauseof the accumulation of
deposits (Figure 2-4). The corrosion rate of lead/tin sol&r can
be reducedby 90 percent in a period of 2 weeks.The purpose
of changing water chemistry through chemical additions is to
promote the formation of thesedeposits or scales.

The factors that determine whether an adhering scale or
particulate is formed are not well understood.Oxygen plays an
important role in cathodic reactions becauseit acceptselectrons. The corrosion rate would be reducedby eliminating oxygen,but oxygen is also a componentessentialto scaling, which
helps reducethe corrosion rate. When the pH drops below 4.5,
hydrogenions can acceptelectrons,but this is unlikely to occur
in most w$er systems.Disinfectants such as chlorine also can
serve as electron acceptors,sustaining the corrosion reaction.
When oxygen acceptselectrons, it also reactswith hydrogen to
form hydroxide ions. These hydroxide ions can convert bicarbonate (HC03-) to carbonate(C03-2). Calcium carbonateand
ferrous carbonatethen can be formed in the presenceof carbonates.At the point where thesereactions take place (e.g., on
the pipe wall), localized high pH can occur, causing metal
carbonatesto precipitate. This pH might be significantly different than the pH of the water away from the pipe surface(bulk
solution). Sincethe pH is localized, the high pH valueswill not
be detectedby collecting samplesfrom the bulk solution.

Earlier literature suggestedthat corrosivenesscould be reduced by an eggshell-thin layer of calcium carbonate;if it is
not possible to form such a layer, the water is corrosive. The
occurrenceof eggshell-thin layers of calcium carbonatein piping systemsis very rare. Data from Hanover,Germany,indicate
that several distinct layers of scale exist, which form over a
period of time (Figure 2-5). The outermost layer of scale,the
layer in contact with water,consistsof a mixture of Fe+3,Mnd
(the oxidized forms of iron and manganese),and somecalcium
carbonate.Thus, this outer layer consists of a mixture of different compoundsandelements.Residing underneaththis layer
is a dense, shell-like layer of Fet3. Beneath these two layers,
the conditions are more reduced (low dissolved-oxygen concentration) and the iron is in the Fe+2or iron solid [Fe(s)] state.
This layer is particularly dense, and inhibits the passing of
different constituentsof the corrosion reaction. The presenceof
this denselayer might, in part, explain the relatively low corrosion rate associatedwith iron pipe. In contrast to this dense
film is the formation elsewherein the pipe of loosely packed,
localized scaleproducedby microbial action. Iron bacteriaderive energyby converting Fet2 to Fet3. The iron, releasedfrom
the water in the Fe+3state,is arrangedin a nonordered,porous
array. As a result, constituentsnecessaryfor sustaining corrosion can pass through this type of scale. Equivalent data for
copper and lead pipe are lacking, but the possibility of similar
reactions must be recognized.

2.2 Uniform Corrosion and Pitting
For a single metal to corrode, there must be an anodeand
a cathode and a difference in the electrical potential between
them. The difference in potential must comeeither from within
the material, perhapsfrom a difference in the crystalline slxucture, in the way the atoms are put together to make the metal,
or in the concentration of the electron acceptor.For corrosion
to occur uniformly, the anode and cathode must be moving
rapidly acrossthe surface of the pipe. Pitting corrosion results
if the anodeis fixed, causing metal loss at one point.

2.4 Galvanic Corrosion

A local differential in oxygen concentration can support
corrosion of a metal (Figure 2-3a). Low dissolved-oxygenconditions can prevail under sludge or a suspendedsolid that has
attachedto the surface of the pipe. In the areasurrounding the
attached particle, higher concentrations of dissolved .oxygen
will exist. Corrosion taking place at the anode,underneaththe
particle, will produce electrons that will be transmitted to the
surrounding area.Corrosion does not occur in the region with
high dissolved oxygen becauseit functions as the cathode.

In galvanic corrosion, two different kinds of metals are in
contact with eachother: the anode,with a higher potential, and
the cathode,with a lower potential (Table 2-l). In this respect,
potential is a measureof a metal’s capacity to give electrons:

Pitting and tuberculation (Figure 2-3b) areparticular problems with iron, The point at which corrosion takes place becomesfixed for an extendedperiod of time, resulting in pitting
corrosion. The electrons produced from this reaction are con-

Lead

Brass

Zinc

Cast iron

Table 2-1. Examples of Galvanic Corrosion
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Figure 2-3.

The oxygen concentration cell (a) and pitting and tuberculation for iron pipe (b).
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Figure 2-5.
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Scale composition on the surface of iron pipe.

the higher the potential, the higher the tendency to lose electrons. In a situation where galvanizedpipe is attachedto copper
pipe, the difference in the potential of thesemetals causesthe
galvanized pipe to serve as anode and the copper to serve as
cathode.Lead has the potential to undergo galvanic corrosion
when it is in contact with brass. Brass fittings can contain up
to 8 percentlead (by weight). Brassis a mixture of copper and
zinc with lead added to make the brassmore machinable.The
lead contained in brass is not spreaduniformly but in pockets
along the grain boundaries(Figure 2-6). In thesecircumstances,
the lead (anode)corrodes,discharging its electronsto the adjacent brass.This can be one way in which lead is corrodedfrom
brass.Another way in which lead held within the brasscan be
corroded is by the action of dezincification of brass. As brass

\

dezincifies, the underlying pockets of lead can be exposedto
water passingby.

2.5 Corrosion Rate vs. Metal Uptake
As pipe material corrodes,metal will be lost at the anode.
This metal can pass into the bulk solution, leading to water
quality problems. It is possible, however, to find corrosion
without any noticeable impact on water quality, becausethe
metal releasedis retained as scale at another point on the surface of the pipe. Scale often is formed by the combination of
iron and oxygen. As the oxygen combines with the iron, the
dissolved oxygen in the vicinity of the pipe is depleted.Reducing conditions occur with the low dissolved oxy en and, by
accepting electrons, the Fe+3 is converted to Fe+9 . Low dissolved oxygen in water distribution systemscan be caused,for
example, by dead ends or heterotrophic bacteria that consume
oxygen. In the absenceof dissolved oxygen, another element,
in this caseiron, servesas the electron acceptor.After the Fe+3
is converted to Fe+2, Fe+2 is free to migrate into the bulk
solution because of the low dissolved-oxygen concentration.
Once in the bulk solution, away from the surface of the pip
the dissolved-oxygen concentration is higher, and the Fe+ is
converted back to Fe+3. Suspendedin the bulk solution, the
Fe+3reactswith hydroxide ions to form ferric hydroxide, which
causesred water problems.

3%Pb

The reactionsdescribedabove also can apply to the corrosion of copper.As with iron pipe, it is possible for oxygen to
be depleted on the surface of copper pipe and for tY2 to be
convertedto Cu+’ or Cu(s) by acceptingelectrons.Studieshave
shown that the copperconcentrationin water sitting motionless
in contact with copper pipe increasesand then decreases.The
decreasehas been attributed to the formation of a layer of
cuprous oxide, which prevents loss of copper.

Figure 2-6. A microgrsph of a cross-section of brass (xl 00).
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Chapter 3
Monitoring Design and Implementation
EPA’s lead and copper rule contains requirementsfor tap
water monitoring for lead and copper, monitoring for water
quality parameters,source water monitoring for lead and copper, and studies for evaluating corrosion control treatment.

should be invaluable in locating these lead service lines for
replacement.

Monitoring programdesign using utility employeesand customers: Cincinnati WaterWorks.

The baseline monitoring program for compliance with the
lead rule is unique, with a completely different philosophy from
the standardpractice of trying to obtain samplesrepresentative
of the water distribution system The monitoring program attemptsto identify the level of lead exposurefor individuals who
drink water when the lead level is likely to be highest (first
draw for water standing in interior plumbing or servicesfor 6
to 10 hours) in residenceswhere the risk for lead sourcesis
high. In essence,the monitoring program seeksto obtain representative samples from a nonrepresentativeportion of the
system,the high-risk homes with lead service lines and other
lead sourcesthe location of which probably is not well known.
For many systems,this is not an easy task.

Integrating water testing and occupancycertification: Durham, North Carolina

3.1.2 Characterizing the Water System

This chapter describesthe part of the rule that pertains to
analysis, reviews the analytical procedures,and discussesthe
criteria for selecting a laboratory. It discussesbaseline monitoring to characterizethe system,drawing on the experienceof
the District of Columbia. It also presents three case studies
illustrating issuesrelated to sampling and analysis:
“At the tap” monitoring: Greater VancouverWaterDistrict.

3.1 Characterizing

The lead and copper rule identifies the method for characterizing the water systemas a materials survey. The rule states
that the level of effort put into this survey needs to be only
what is necessaryto select the sampling pool from which baseline monitoring is required, as long as the highest category of
sampling pool is achieved. Several categoriesexist, based on
the availability for sampling of single-family residencesthat
have interior plumbmg with lead sol&r installed after 1982 or
lead service lines. The highest category of sampling pool consists entirely of single-family homes and is made up of equal
numbers of homes with lead service lines and post-1982 lead
solder. This category is designatedas Tier One-Category A
(Figure 3-l).

the System: Baseline Monitoring

3.1.1 Introduction
The recent lead and copper regulations set requirements
for monitoring lead levels at high-risk residencesconnectedto
community water systems. This baseline monitoring will be
used to determine regulatory compliance for the water system
and also can be used to evaluate the effectivenessof any corrosion control treatmentrequired by the regulations. The methodology for developing the sampling pool is specified as part
of the rule. The appropriate selection of monitoring locations
will be extremely important in helping both water utilities and
regulatory agenciesmeetthe baselinemonitoring requirements.

If a water systemcannot obtain 50 percent of its sampling
sites from lead service lines and 50 percent from homes with
post-1982 lead solder, it should try to meet the next highest
category, which consists entirely of single-family residences
with an unequal mix of lead service line sites and post-1982
lead solder sites.Tier One-Category B (Figure 3-l) must stay
as close to the 50 percent00 percent mix as possible. If a
system can get enough sampling locations from single-family
homes, but only with either all lead service lines or all post1982solder (but not both) the samplingpool is Tier One-Category C (Figure 3-l).

To assistin the sampling pool selection,the regulation also
requires a characterizationof the water system by a materials
survey.This characterizationbenefits utilities beyondproviding
the basis for the selectionof sampling locations. By identifying
pipe materials within the traditional water distribution system,
in the customers’ service lines, and as much as possible, in the
customers’ indoor plumbing, the utility can better understand
its own system and the extent of lead materials in the system.
Knowledge of lead and copper materials and their location
helps the utility optimize corrosion control. In addition, if a
water utility falls under the requirement to replace lead service
lines, the materials survey used to characterize its system

A sampling pool becomes Tier Two only if it needs to
include multiple-family residencesto obtain enough lead ser13

Tier One - Category A

All Sir@ Family Reskkrtlal

I

(SFR)

Figure

Tier One - Category B

I

provide this documentation.The survey should attempt to determine the location and material of water mains, servicelines,
service line connections,and interior plumbing throughout the
utility’s distribution system These should be categorizedby
building type to help with sampling site selection. For large
systems,the survey should have been completedbefore fmalking site selection and beginning the baseline monitoring, and
should have been submitted along with the first monitoring
results. Systems of medium size should have completed the
materials survey by June 1992. Small systemsshould complete
the survey by June 1993.

A// Single Fami/y Residential (SFR)

Tier One - Category C

If it is available, additional information can be included in
the survey suchas estimatesof the ageof lead solder in interior
plumbing and a breakdown of portions or numbers of lead
service lines under the control of the water system. (The rule
defines “control” as any one of the following: ownership of
service lines; authority to replace, repair, or maintain service
lines; or authority to set standardsfor construction, repair, or
maintenance of service lines.) Based on plumbing practices
within a utility’s customerservice area,the water systemmight
want to characterizeplumbing with solder usedbeforeand after
implementation of the lead-solder ban. Or it might prefer to
abide by the rule’s assumptionthat 1982 is a reasonabledate
demarcatingthe use of lead and nonleaded solder.

All Single Family Rssidenlial (SFR)

Figure

Ter One sampling site requirements.

3-l.

vice lines and post-1982 solder locations to meet monitoring
requirements (Figure 3-2). Presumably,the preferencefor the
even mix that differentiated classesA and B in Tier One would
also apply to Tier Two, but all Tier Two sampling pools are
classified as Category D. Finally, any systemthat cannot meet
Tier Two is allowed to include homes with lead solder from
before 1982 and will be classified Tier Three-Category E
(Figure 3-3). It is presumed that every system in the United
Stateswill fall into one of thesecategories.

3.1.4 @formation Sources
If a water systemneedsto go beyond the minimum effort
for a materials survey (meaning that it cannot meet the Tier
One-Category A sampling pool criteria and must document
why), the effort that it must put into the survey could be considerable. For the characterizationof materials within the distribution system,most of the data should be available from the
water utility’s own records.These could include permit or tap
files, distribution mapsor drawings, maintenancerecords,meter records, information from senior and retired staff, contract
documentsand dates,and water quality data.

Tier Two - Category D

MFWELD: Multi-Family Residentis/ and PuW&Privale hi/dings

Figure 3-2.

3-3. Tier Three sampling site requirements.

The needto determinematerials usedon customerproperty
presents a greater challenge. Except for information on customer service lines, probably little or no information on residential materials is available from the water system’s own
recordkeeping systems.Thus, numerous external information
sourceswill needto be researched.Thesemight include plumbing codes,building/plumbing permits, water quality data,dates
of construction, interviews with plumbers and/or building inspectors,and community surveys.

Tier Two sampling site requirements.

3.1.3 The Materials Survey
Any water system that cannot obtain a sampling pool of
Tier One-Category A will have to documentwhy it cannotdo
so, and will have to document that its sampling pool category
is as high as possible. The materials survey can be used to
14

In larger systems,several information sourcesusually will
be available from a number of different agenciesthat can contribute to the materials survey. Many of thesesourcesare computerized data bases.The development of a master data base
can be very useful in accumulating, compiling, and analyzing
thesedata. Frequently such a data basealso will provide additional advantagesand applications unrelated to the materials
survey.

3.1.5 c0nc1usioIts
To develop a sampling pool for baseline monitoring, and
to document the type of sampling pool within the various sampling categories,the lead and copper rule requires that water
utilities characterizetheir distribution systemand their customers’ plumbing systemsby conducting a materials survey. The
survey need be only of sufficient effort to select a sampling
pool for monitoring. If the water systemcannotmeetthe highest
sampling category (50 percent lead service lines, 50 percent
interior plumbing with post-1982 solder in single-family
homes),then it must extend its materials survey effort to document why it could not meet this category and that its sampling
pool is at the highest categorypossible. The water systemthen
would carry out a search of its own and other agencyrecords
to determine the materials of construction of its own and of
customers’piping and plumbing. The schedulefor completion
would be to conduct the materials survey prior to the required
datesfor carrying out the baseline monitoring sampling.

(ICPMS), and AA Platform Furnace.There are three EPA references and one each for American Society of Testing and
Materials (ASTM) and Standard Methods. For copper, five
methods are listed along with 10 referencesto the methods.
Methods for copper are the AA Furnace,AA Direct Aspiration,
ICP, ICPMS, and AA Platform Furnace. Five EPA references
are listed along with two ASTM referencesand three Standard
Methods.
The next paragraphsin the regulation addresslaboratory
certification. Paragraph 1 statesthat “analyses under this section shall only be conducted by laboratories that have been
certified by EPA or the State.” It further says that, to obtain
certification, these laboratories must have analyzed performance samplescontaining lead and copper and must meet the
quantitative acceptancelimits.
A major portion of this rule is the regulation requiring
monitoring for water quality parameters.Large utilities and the
small and medium-sized utilities that exceedthe action levels
must monitor for pH, conductivity, calcium, alkalinity, orthophosphate,silica, and temperature.The regulation specifiesthe
approved methodology for the analysesfor these parameters,
but it does not require laboratory certification for the analyses
and reporting of these data.

3.2.3 Decision Time
A utility must make some important decisions about data
analysis: should it becomecertified and conductall the analyses
in-house; should it go to an outside laboratory for lead and
copper testing only and conduct the analysesof water quality
parametersin house; or should it go to an outside laboratory
for all analyses,including field sampling and field analysesfor
the water quality parameters?

3.2 Selection of an Analytical Laboratory

3.2.1 Introduction
The part of the lead and copper rule that regulates the
analysis of the parameterscontained in the rule is a very small
part of a complex regulation. The results obtained from these
analysescould play a very large role, however, in the ways in
which a utility must respondto the regulation. Selectinga laboratory to conduct the analysis, therefore, becomesvery important.

At the Water Quality Technology Conferencein 1988, a
paper was presentedon “A Utilities’ Perspectiveof Laboratory
Certification.” It was reported that most large utilities preferred
to be certified, for both chemical and microbiological analyses,
and preferred to conduct their own analyses.Most mediumsized utilities are certified for bacteriological analysesonly and
most cannot afford the personnel and equipmentneededto be
certified for chemistry parameters.The report also noted that
small utilities depend on outside laboratories to provide their
compliance monitoring data. Since 1988, more medium-sized
utilities, specifically those on the upper end of the “populationserved” scale,have been considering in-house capabilities.

The regulated concentrationof lead, for example,is being
reduced from 50 l.tg/L to 15 l.tg/L. It is well known in the
analytical community that the smaller the concentrationof an
element to be measured,the larger the chance of missing the
true value. So, as the regulated maximum contaminant level
becomes smaller and more difficult to analyze accurately, it
becomes more important that laboratories provide accurate
compliance monitoring data. Many utilities’ responsesto portions of this rule will dependon the analytical results obtained
from the monitoring.

Numerous scenarios show that a medium-sized utility
could enter the analytical field. For example, two utilities in
Colorado, which fit the picture of midsized utilities, are both
certified for bacteriological parametersand want to obtain certification for organic analyses.They currently have qualified
personnel in charge of their laboratory operationsand are producing (unofficial) in-house data. Both have adequatespacein
which to expand. Both need to purchase atomic absorption
instrumentation, which costs between $30,000 and $60,000, a
high price if dedicated to analyzing lead and copper only. A
utility probably should consider obtaining an instrument that

3.2.2 The Regulation
Section 141.89 of the lead and copper rule addressesthe
methodsrequired by the regulations and presentsa list of methods that may be usedto analyzethe requisite parameters.There
are three methodsand five referencesto the methodslisted for
lead (Table 3-l). The methodsare the Atomic Absorption (AA)
Furnace, Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry
15

Table 3-l.

Analytical Methods

EPA

ASTM

AWWA
Standard
Method
CM

Atomic absorption; furnace technique
Inductively coupled plasma; mass spectrometry
Atomic absorption; platform furnace technique

239.2

D3559-851)

3113

Atomic absorption; furnace technique
Atomic absorption; direct aspiration
Inductively coupled plasma
Inductively coupled plasma; mass spectrometry
Atomic absorption, platform furnace

220.2
220.1
200.7
200.8
200.9

D-l 888-9OC
D-l 688-90A
3120

3113
3111-B

PH

Electrometric

150.1
150.2

D1293-848

4500-H

Conductivity

Conductance

120.1

D1125-828

2510

Calcium

EDTA titrimetric
Atomic absorption, direct aspiration
Inductively coupled plasma

215.2
215.1
200.7

D511-88A
D511-88B
3120

3500~Ca-D
3111-B

Alkalinity

Titrimetric
Electrometric titration

310.1

D1067-888

2320

Calorimetric, automated, ascorbic acid

365.1

Calorimetric, ascorbic acid, two reagent
Calorimetric, ascorbic acid, two reagent

365.3
365.2

Reference (Method Number)
Methodology

Contaminant
Lead

Crthophosphate,
unfiltered, no digestion
or hydrolysis

200.8
200.9

l-030-85
4500-P-F

4500-P-F
D515-88A
l-1601-85
l-2601-85
l-2598-85

Calorimetric, phosphomolybdate;
automated-segmented flow;
automated discrete
Ion chromatography

300.0

Calorimetric, molybdate blue;
automated-segmented flow
Calorimetric
Molybdosilicate
Heteropoly blue
Automated method for molybdatereactive silica
Inductively coupled plasma
Temperature

USGS
Procedure

Thermometric

D4327-88

4110
l-1700-85
l-270-85

370.1

D859-88
450~Si-D
4500-Si-E
450~Si-F

200.7

3120
2550

can, at a minimum, analyze all the inorganic metal MCLs, and
that is capableof both flame and furnace procedures.
Personnel,space,and major instrumentation purchaseare
the three main factors to be considered when establishing an
analytical laboratory.Capital outlay andannual O&M costswill
be the major stumbling blocks to obtaining managementapproval. On the positive side are the utility’s ability to be flexible
and control monitoring and analytical programs,including ensuring that data and reports are produced in a timely manner.
Over the long term, m-houselaboratory capability will pay for
itself. There is no way of telling how the lead and copper rule
and other rules will affect analytical capacity nationally, but it
is strongly recommendedthat utilities take a comprehensive
look at establishing in-house capability.

on commercial or outside laboratories to conduct analysesfor
lead and copper. Some of these, however, could and should
consider conducting their own analysesfor the required water
quality parametersif they exceed the lead and copper limits.
Laboratory certification will not be required for those parameters to be reportable,but specific analytical proceduresare required. EPA has specified the electrometric method as the
approved method for testing pH and the conductancemethod
as the approved method for testing conductivity (formerly
known as specific conductance)(Table 3-l). Portable field instrumentsare availableon the market for both of theseanalyses.
Titrimetric methods are specified for alkalinity measurement.
A well-trained technician could conduct these analyses and
provide valid, accuratedata. In some instances,therefore,conducting these analysis in house will be beneficial.

Small systemsserving a population of fewer than 3,300,
including many nontransient, noncommunity systems,depend

On the other hand, many small and medium-sizedsystems
will choosenot to enter the analytical laboratory businessand
will select outside assistance.The following section presents
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criteria to help systemsselect an appropriate analytical laboratory.

sample locations, must be developedbetween the commercial
entity and the utility.

3.2.4 Selection Criteria

3.2.5 Conclusions

The first consideration is whether to choose a state- or
EPA-certified laboratory.Most statehealth departmentsand all
regional EPA offices can provide a list of certified laboratories.
It is important to make sure that the laboratory is certified to
analyze all of the parametersdesired, especially for lead and
copper.

Only time will tell if all of the rules being promulgated,
including the lead and copper rule, will make it difficult to
produce reliable compliance data. For now, utilities can only
do their best under the prevailing conditions to comply with
the rules and submit timely reports to their primacy agencies.
It might be prudent for many utilities to attemptto conduct
in-house analyses.If, however,outside laboratory servicesare
required, a utility should be selective in hiring this service.
Criteria to be consideredinclude certification status,instrumentation available and methods to be used, the laboratory’s
QAIQC program and reportable detection limits, turnaround
time, and costs for analyses.

The instrumentation and methodology must be investigatedwhen a systemis selecting a laboratory. Familiarity with
the rule is important becausethe rule contains information on
the methodsthat the laboratory must useto analyzethe parameters. The laboratories should be asked what instruments and
which of the three approved methods for lead and the five
approvedmethodsfor copper they will use to analyzethe samples. For example, an ICP method is approved for copper; an
ICPMS, however,is required for lead. If a laboratory has only
ICP capabilities, it cannot provide valid lead data.
A discussion should be held with the laboratory manager
about detection limits. The various methodshave various sensitivities; ICPMS, for example, is more sensitive than AA Furnace. If necessary,a laboratory can provide lower detection
limits than is its usualpractice,but such testing might cost more
than usual. Conversely, acceptabledetection limits can be reported through the use of less sensitive instrumentation than is
the laboratory’s norm and can be less expensive.
Along with discussing detection limits, an agreement
should be reachedabout the proceduresthat the laboratory will
use in reporting the quality assurance/qualitycontrol (QA/QC)
data. The systemmust have documentationthat QA/QC procedures were carried out and that the sampledata are verifiable.

Concernshave beenraisedaboutwhetheradequateanalytical services will be available to meet the requirements of all
the rules. Supply and demand usually dictate availability and
cost, however, and experienceindicates that sufficient services
will be available for utilities to exercise their selection expertise.

3.3 “At the Tap” Monitoring
Another requirement of EPA’slead and copper rule is “at
the tap” monitoring at high-risk locations, which are homes
with newer lead solder, lead pipes, or lead service lines.

3.3.1 Materials Surveys and Site Selections
A materials survey is required to establishareaswith highrisk sites. Information on expectedplumbing materials can be
obtained from area plumbing codes,building departmentfiles
for plumbing age and materials, utility records for age and
materials of service lines, andwater quality data for potentially
corrosive water. The materials survey will identify potential
high-risk sites with site-selection priority as required by the
EPA regulations (lead service lines and lead solder plumbing
for single-family homes). Highest priority site selections will
be single-family home subdivisions constructedafter 1982 and
before 1987 and older areaswhere lead service lines connect
the street water main to the house.

Analysis time is important and must be guaranteed.Section
141.91 of the lead andcopperrule reporting requirementsstates
that utilities must report data to the primacy agencieswithin 10
days of the end of the monitoring period. Sampling must be
timed so that the analysis can be conducted and a report prepared within the required time frame. Most commercial laboratories can improve analysis time at additional cost.
Prices and costsmust be checked,compared,and verified.
Somelaboratorieshave minimum costs, for example $50 for a
single parameter;as already mentioned lower detection limit
reporting and quicker turnaround times can increasethe costs.
Supply and demand will probably play an important role in
future analytical costs.

When the highest risk priority areashave been chosenand
sufficient sample sites selected,questionnairesshould be sent
to eachpotential site owner to confirm information such as the
age of plumbing, type of plumbing and joints, type of service
line, plumbing modification, and fixture staining, and to obtain
an agreementto allow sampling. An adequate number of suitable sites should be obtained to provide an excess (10 to 20
percent) of the statutory number to allow for attrition through
homeowners’ moving, plumbing changes,lack of interest in
further sampling, and incorrect sampling.

If necessary,a small utility might desire to contract with
an outside laboratory to conduct the analyses for the water
quality parameters.If this is the case,then further investigation
and discussion must be conducted with the laboratory. Since
certification is not required, laboratory personnelqualifications
must be ascertained.The type of field equipment and methodology to be usedmust be verified. A monitoring plan, including
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copper concentrationsin the newer home samples(Figures 3-4
and 3-5).

3.3.2 Sample Collection
The most practical sampling of the first draw of overnight
standingwater is performedby the resident rather than a utility
employee.To ensureproper sampling, clear and simple instructions mustbe provided to residentswho take their own samples.
It must be made clear that it is better to report poor sampling
proceduresand repeatthem if necessarythan to provide a sample that is not properly taken (e.g., water flushed during the
minimum 6-hour standing period). Lead service lines might
require special sampling procedures as outlined in the EPA
regulations. Monitoring frequency is dependent on system
population and is outlined in the regulations.

Home Tap Samples, 1-L
Tukey Box Plots, Cu

3
Cumg/L 2

3.3.3 Other Water Quality Parameters

1

All large water systems(serving more than 50,000people)
andsmaller systemsexceedingthe copperandlead actionlevels
must carry out monitoring for other water quality parameters,
including pH, alkalinity, calcium, conductivity andtemperature,
as well as orthophosphateor silica if such inhibitors are used.
Thesesamplesmust be taken from the distribution systemand
from each water source entering the distribution system(they
can be taken from coliform sampling sites). It might be easiest
to take these samplesfrom home water taps when the copper
and lead monitoring samplesare taken.

I
New (22)

I
’

Old (35)

UBC Study, 1990

Figure 3-4. Copper levels from the Greater Vancouver Water District
monitoring program.

3.3.4 Case Study One-Greater Vancouver Water
District Experience

Home Tap Samples, 1-L
Tukey Box Plots, Pb

The Greater Vancouver Water District (GVWD) wholesaleswater to 1.5million people through 17 municipalities. The
water supply comesfrom three lake impoundmentssited in the
mountainsnorth of the city. The lake watershedsare closed to
the public and are unfiltered sources with chlorination as the
only treatmentprocess.The sourcesprovide very soft, low-pH
water with corrosive characteristics.
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The GVWD has undertakenan intensive water quality improvementinvestigation in recent years.Initiatives included primary disinfection, secondarydisinfection, and corrosioncontrol.
As part of the corrosion control investigation, a numberof programs monitoring metals corrosion and leaching were undertaken. Plumbing water sampleswere tested in schools,homes,
apartments,office buildings, and hotel rooms aswell asin simulated plumbing systemsin a corrosion control pilot plant.

@
New (22)

Old (35)

UBC Study, 1990

Figure 3-5. Lead levels from the Greater Vancouver Water District
monitoring program.

In a 1988 monitoring program, 36 homes in the GVWD
serviceareawere testedfor lead and copper.First-draw 1-L samples were taken; 21 percentexceededa lead concentrationof 20
mg/L, and 52 percenthad copperlevels exceeding1.3 mg/L.

3.4 Monitoring Program Design Using Utility
Employees and Customers

A monitoring program of 60 single-family homes and 72
apartmentsuites was carried out in 1990. It was found that 46
and 50 percent of first-draw 1-L samples in apartmentsand
homes,respectively, exceeded 1.3 mg/L of copper; 32 and 35
percent of samplesin apartmentsand homes,respectively,exceeded 15 pg/L of lead. Tukey box plots of lead and copper
levels in newer (less than about 10 years) and older single-family homes in the same study clearly showed higher lead and

3.4.1 Introduction
During the regulatory activities carried out in the past few
years regarding corrosion by-products (CBPs), the most controversial issues, from the utility viewpoint, have centered
around first-draw samplesat the customer’s tap. The requirement of ensuring compliance with action levels or providing
18

optimal treatmentrelated to CBPs presentsa major challenge
to utility managers.One of the major masonsfor concern is
that in most instancesthe major CBP, lead, occurs beyond the
point where utilities have diit control regarding the materials
used, methodsof construction, and factors required to collect
appropriate samplesthat describe the problem. Unlike microbiological problems generally caused by inappropriate treatment or distribution crossconnections,the major causeof CBPs
lies in the building owners’ piping andplumbing fixtures. Utilities do have control, however, over the corrosivity of the water
that comesin contactwith the homeowner’splumbing. Realizing their important role, many utilities collected datain advance
of the January 1992 date for implementing the monitoring
regulations.

3.42 Case Study lb-The
System
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Cincinnati Water Works

The Cincinnati WaterWorks (CWW) consistsof a surface
and ground water treatmentplant to provide water to a common
distribution system.The surface water treatmentplant (Figure
3-6a) processeswater from the Ohio River water by coagulation, settling, and rapid sand filtration. Alum, polymers, and
sometimesferric sulphateare usedfor solids removal. Chlorine
is usedfor disinfection, and fluoride is addedfor prevention of
tooth decay. The raw water pH of about 7.5 is raised to a
finished water pH of about 8.5 by lime addition. About 88
percent of the distributed water is produced by this surface
water treatmentplant, which is located in the southeasternpart
of the system.The remaining 12 percentof the distributed water
is ground water processedby a lime softening treatmentplant
located at the northwestportion of the distribution system(Pigure 3-6b). Raw water is pumped from 10 wells located along
the bank of the Great Miami River. The conventional lime
softening treatment facilities include primary and secondary
basinsand dual mediafilters. Chlorine is addedfor disinfection,
and sodium hexametaphosphate
is usedas a sequesteringagent.
Fluoride also is addedunder statemandate.The raw water pH
of about 7.5 is raised to about 9.5 in the finished water.

(b)
Chlorine
Fluoride-

1

Figure 3-6. Cincinnati Water Works: Schematic of treatment system
for the Ohio River supply (a) and lime softening treatment
system for the ground water supply (b).

The piping network under CWW’s direct control (Table
3-2) comprisesa variety of distribution systemmaterials. Iron
pipe constitutesthe majority of the water mains, becauseiron
pipe was usedduring the largestpart of the expansion,with the
most popular size installed being 6 and 8 inches.’ In 1975,
ductile iron pipe was installed to replace cast iron pipe.
Prestressedconcreteand steel pipe are usedfor larger diameter
pipe installations; steel pipe is used where special conditions
warrant the addedexpense.About 8 miles of asbestos-cement
pipe are still in use. Small copper mains were put into service
as a meansof minimizing stagnant water quality concerns at
dead-end locations. Prior to 1947, all pipe was unlined. Cement-lined grey and ductile iron pipe have prevailed as the
largest part of the systemsince that time.

Table 3-2.

Tee
Grey Iron
Ductile Iron
Concrete
Steel
Transite
Copper

Water Main Materials
Period of
Major Use

Miles in
Use

1856-1975
1975-present
1956-present
1929-1953
1940-1952
1975-l 985

2203
288

194
15

Predominant Size
6”, 8”, (lV-60”)
8”, 12”, (16”)
24”, 36”, W,

(54”)

(367, a?“, 48”

8

6”, 8”

4

2”

1950s. Rubber gaskets, both mechanical and compression
joints, have been used in new main construction since 1958.
Table 3-4 shows that lead service brancheshave not been installed in Cincinnati since 1927. CWW records indicate that
about 31,000 lead service branches are still in active service
among the 212,000 customertaps in the system.

Tables 3-3 and 3-4 list representativejoint and service
branch materials used in the distribution system. Lead and
leadite joints were discontinued for new main use in the late
‘English units (inchesandmiles) areusedin this publicationto facilitate its useby
the intendedaudience.Appendix B containsa tablefor conversionto mebic units.
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Table 3-3. Joint Materials

Water Mains

Period of Major Use

Lead Joints
Leadite Joints
Rubber Gaskets

1860-l 958
1931-1958
1958-present

Nevertheless,in 1985,CWW startedto conductmonitoring
studiesto determinethe extent of lead contamination.Sampling
taps were installed at a residenceserved with a lead pipe and
containing plumbing with lead solder. The results from this
initial study indicated that the plumbing presenteda larger
problem than the lead service branch, with temperatureeffects
especially evident. The results of this initial study prompted
further investigation into the problems with lead.

Table 3-4. Service Branch Materials
Types

Period of Major Use

Lead
Brass

1837-l 927
1923-l 927
1927-present

Copper

3.4.2.1 The Awakening
A coupon study was performed to evaluatethe corrosivity
of the finished water. The past state and federal MCL of 50
pg./L for lead never posed any problems, primarily becauseof
the required sampling methods. Water was sampledfrom the
water distribution system rather than from water standing in
residential plumbing. In September 1985, EPA performed a
short-term monitoring study of employee homesin the Greater
Cincinnati area.Of the 81 homes monitored, 50 were supplied
from the CWW distribution system First-draw 125-n& and
1,000~mLsampleswere collected and analyzed for eight metals: lead, copper,cadmium, chromium, zinc, iron, sodium, and
calcium. Thirty-eight of the 50 samplesdid not show detectable
lead levels in either sample (Table 3-5). Only two of the 50
Table 3-5. Lead Levels in First-Draw Samples as Part of Employee
Monitoring Program
Sample

Percentile

I-Liter Sample
(cla/L)

l-38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

2-76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90
92
94
96
98
100

BDL’
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
BDL
7
8
16
21
34
72
94

In June 1987,a pipe loop was constructedwith 50/50 lead
solder to determine the length of time required for lead levels
to stabilize. Lead concentrationsin the first-draw samplestaken
through mid-1991 typically exceeded15 pg.&. The lead levels
in samplescollected from servicelines and water mainsseldom
contained lead but still exceeded 15 pg/L concentrationson
occasion.
A one-time sampling of 25 drinking water locations was
conducted within the various CWW facilities: detectablelead
concentrationswere discovered at 12 of the sites, and 3 locations containedlead levels greaterthan 15 p&I,. Another survey
performed by the Cincinnati Health Department found that 86
of 656 samplesfrom electric water coolers at various sources
had lead concentrationsat or above 15 pg/L.
The 2-year CWW monitoring program of about a dozen
employeehomesresulted in data on first-draw and serviceline
standing water. None of the locations tested consistently had
lead levels in excessof 15 Ilgn. This was true even of the three
locations with lead servicelines, both the first-draw and service
branch samples.CWW also begana l-year monitoring program
of a home with a lead service line. Lead concentrationswere
consistently detectedin the first liter and in samplescollected
during each l-minute interval for 5 minutes after the first-draw
sample.Concentrationsappearedto follow seasonalwater temperature variations. A number of lead service branchesmight
be addedto the study in the area being monitored.
Other random samplings of routine bacterial samplelocations and storagetanks showed sporadic lead levels. Most recently, a program hasbeendevelopedto collect andanalyzetap
water samplesbefore and after replacementof city-owned portions of leaking lead servicebranches.It appearsthat replacing
a portion of a lead service branch will improve the quality of
water at the consumer’s tap. No efforts have been made to
control the standing time before sampling. A more structured
study might be attemptedat a later time.
The results of the studieshave demonstratedthat elevated
concentrationsof lead are.present in water that has remained
motionless while in contact with residential plumbing and distribution piping. Thus, it is important for CWW to initiate the
structured monitoring required by U.S. EPA and the Ohio EPA
for compliance with the lead and copper rule. Table 3-6 is a
simple outline of the plan for implementation. CWW’s review
of draft rules and the final rule resulted in a seriesof questions
from the utility (Table 3-7). The Ohio EPA answeredthese
questions as of September1991 and CWW proceededwith its
overall plan. The first phaseof work for the plan consistedof
establishing representativeTier 1 locations, efficiently solicit-

‘Below detection limit.

residenceshad standing sample results that exceededthe 50
~rg/Lregulation for flowing water (94 l,tg/L and 72 @/L). Five
of the 50 samplesexceededthe current 15 pg/L action level.
These nontargetedlocations, selectedat random, would have
had a 90th percentile concentration of 8 pg/L. The concentration corresponding to the 92nd percentile was 16 l.rg/L. Although CWW was concernedabout the few sporadichigh lead
levels, there was no sense of urgency in addressing these
“worst-case” results becausethey were well below the regulations in effect at that time.
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Table 3-6. Outline for Implementation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
6.
9.
10.

in the northern half of the distribution systemand hardly at all
in the northwesternpart of the system,which is supplied by the
Bolton plant. If there are two distribution systems,how does
CWW delineatethe two? Are there any additional requirements
in the mixing zone (wherever it might be on a given day)?
These questions had to be resolved to the best of CWW’s
ability.

Review Final Rule for Monitoring Implementation Plan
Obtain Federal and State Answers to Questions, Pose Own
Answers Based on Rule Review
Establish Representative Sample Locations for Tier 1
Prepare Monitoring Plan Packet for Ohio EPA Approval
Solicit Volunteers from Questionnaire
Screen Volunteers and Resolicit as Needed
Train Dispatchers, Valvemen, and Homeowners
Perform Materials Evaluation
Begin Monitoring After Ohio EPA Approval Is Received
Collect All Locations Within One Month and Repeat in Six
Months

CWW determinedthat it would need to collect 100 samples from its California Ohio River treatmentplant servicearea
and 60 samplesfrom its Bolton service area. These numbers
were basedon the population served by each system.Each of
the systems includes lead service lines and copper service
branches that were installed after 1983. Therefore, CWW assumed that Tier 1 sampling was required and that half of the
samplesin each systemhad to be lead and the other half fairly
new copper installations with 50/50 solder. Obtaining a representativesampling of lead servicesin the Bolton system would
be possible only in a cluster area.The other requirementof pipe
installed after 1982, however, would easily yield a group of
sites scatteredevenly throughout the distribution system.Current and former CWW employees,as well asemployeesof U. S.
EPA’s Drinking Water ResearchDivision and the Ohio EPA
who reside in the areaservedby the distribution system,would
be asked to perform sampling, as long as representativesampling could be achieved.This approachcould provide the most
credible set of samplespossible, given the knowledge base of
these potential sample-location homeowners.Private citizens
who wished to participate would not be excluded if they could
meetthe requirements.Obviously, locations with automaticicemakers, humidifiers, and leaks would not provide adequate
sampleswithout precautions.A questionnaireidentified potential problem areasfor follow-up discussions. All of the first
6-month monitoring was plannedfor Januaryor February 1992
and sampleswould be analyzedthe following month, thus establishing the cold weatherconditions; a repeat6 months later
would establishthe warm weatherconditions. Also, this method
would provide a finished program in time to evaluateany necessary follow-up prior to January 1993.

Table 3-7. Lead and Coooer List of Monitorina Questions for Ohio EPA
1. Are the Bolton & California plants two different systems?
2. How do we determine the number of people senred by each
plant?
3. Is an estimate of population served, based on pumpage
acceptable? i.e.,
Bolton service
96,360 based on 12% total CWW pumpage
area population
WTP service
706.640 based on 66% total CWW pumpage
area population
Total CWW service
603,000
area population
4. What are OEPA/USEPA criteria for selection of targeted sites?
5. Will OEPA allow CWW employees to sample their own
residences?
6. Are commercial sites considered single-family structures?
7. Can monitoring be spread over 6 months or must it be done all
at the same time?
If at 6 months frequency, must the repeat samples be precisely
6 months apart?
6. How should the materials survey be conducted?
9. What is the purpose of each of the &J samples at each of the
25 sites and the distribution system entry points?
10. Do WQ parameter samples have to be collected at official
bacteriological sites?
11. Will OEPA accept homeowner sampling?
12. How can one guarantee 6-hour static time prior to first draw
sampling?
13. Do we need to survey for water-using appliances or leaky
plumbing?
14. How do we guarantee that the solder in the 1982 and newer
sampling sites is 50/50?
15. Will sites need to be approved prior to sampling?

CWW put its lead and copper program together using experts from each of the pertinent divisions involved with water
distribution. The WaterQuality and ResearchDivision has responsibility for adding the proper chemicals and ensuring optimum treatment and the distribution of quality water to the
customer.The Distribution Division has responsibility for ensuring that water pipes are properly selectedand laid to deliver
potable water with proper pressure.Theserepresentativesknow
precisely where the water from eachplant goesand the location
of various types of mains and service branches.The Commercial Division determinedwhen various materialswere installed
and provided target lists for representativesampling. The Engineering Division hasdesignand contracting responsibility for
pipe installed in the system.This team provided a CWW responseto a monitoring programthat appearsto satisfy the intent
of the federal law. From the studies that CWW has conducted,
it is apparentthat lead can be presentwhen water is allowed to
stand in contact with plumbing and piping materials for extended periods of time. The challengenow is to understandthe
magnitude of the problem in CWW’s distribution system and
implement a program that will minimize the presenceof harm-

ing and screeningvolunteers from questionnaires,and training
samplers.
Since CWW has a separatePublic Water Supply Identification (PWSID) number for each of its water treatmentplants,
the total number of sites would be 160. Tbe U.S. EPA appears
to consider such situations to be one distibution system, but
the Ohio EPA considersthe CWW to be two separatedistribution systems. CWW shows a fair distribution of copper
branches,but the lead service branchesonly occur in clusters
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fit1 corrosion by-products while keeping other health-threatenmg consutuentsunder control.
3.5 Integrating Water Testing and Occupancy
Certification
One way to ensure highquality water at the consumer’s
tap is to integratewater testing with occupancycertification for
facilities. The experience of Durham, North Carolina, demonstratesthe usefulnessof such a program in ensuring that drinking water meetsstandardsfor lead as well as other parameters.

3.5.1 CaseStudy Three-Durham,

North Carolina

The City of Durham, North Carolina, has a new facility
water testing program that has improved the quality of water
at the customer’s tap. The water is tested for standing and
mnning lead, standing and running copper, and heterotrophic
plate count (HPC) and coliform bacteria The water at the facility must meet minimum standardsbefore an occupancypermit is allowed.
3.5.1.1 Background for Developing the Program
In 1985,a survey was conductedin Durham to determine
the presenceof elevated lead levels. Sampling was conducted
at 582 buildings and elevated lead levels were discovered,especially in samplescollected from new facilities. Lead levels
in excessof 15,000 pg/L were observed in a few unoccupied
new homesin which water had been standing in the line for an
undeterminedperiod of time (Table 3-8). Sixty-two of the 582
Table %6. Lead Concentrations in Samples Collected as Part of Durham Lead Survey
Lead Concentration,
I@Location

Sample Date

Standing

Running

#34 Cleatwater Place
X34 Clearwater Place
(1st Resample)
KM Clearwater Place
(2nd Resample)
3414 Shady Creek Dr.
3414 Shady Creek Dr.
(1st Resample)
3414 Shady Creek Dr.
(2nd Resample)

09/l 6185
09118l85

17,000
76

20
10

09123185

10

cl0

09/l 6185
09/18/85

11,000
950

20
10

09/23/85

20

cl0

To further demonstratethat Durham’s lead problem existed
primarily with new facilities, approximately 100 new facilities
Weresampledin cooperationwith the Inspections Department,
Using the standardsfinally adoptedinto the program,more than
30 percent of the facilities failed one of the three parameters
tested(lead, copper,and bacteria). In addition to lead, bacteria
and copper were found to be major contaminantsof thesenew
facilities during this survey.
3.5.1.2 Implementation of the Program
Sinceit wasdemonstratedthat Durham had a problem with
lead, copper, and bacteriological contamination in new facilities, the new facility water testing program was developedand
presentedto the City Council for approval. The City Council
approvedthe programeffective July 1,1987. The programwas
initiated in June 1988.The implementation of this programwas
slow becauseof the coordination needed among various city
departments.The city water distribution system also serves
areasof Durham County beyond the city limits. Therefore,both
city and county Plumbing Inspections Divisions had to be involved for sample collection. The Engineering Department,
which controls the distribution and collection system,was involved whenever flushing of the distribution system was
needed to improve water quality. In addition, sampling and
testing procedureshad to be establishedand local organizations
representingreal estateagents,building contractors,andplumbing contractorshad to be notified about the new procedures.As
a result of making these contacts, the implementation went
relatively smoothly.There were some problems with real estate
agents and owners, especially when “closing” deadline dates
were being postponedby test failure. But with extra efforts by
all parties involved, most of theseproblems were resolved.
3.5.1.3 Sampling and Analysis
A lOO-mL sampleis taken for standing and running lead
and copper.The standing sample is taken after a minimum of
8 hours standing time. The running metal and bacteriological
samplesarc takenafter running the water for at least2 minutes.
The samplesare collected by the plumbing inspectorsduring
final inspection. If resamplesare required, they are taken by
WaterResourcespersonnel.
The standardsestablishedby the city are:
1. Lead: standingand running 15 ~tg/L (August 1, 1991)
2. Copper:standingandrunning 1.3mg/L(August 1.1991)
3. Heterotrophic Plate Count Bacteria: 100 colonies/ml
4. Coliform Bacteria: 0 colonies/100 mL

samplesexceeded50 pg/L (the city lead limit prior to August
1991).All 62 sitesin violation were less than 2 yearsold. Even
new facilities soldered with 95-5, tin/antimony solder were
found to be in violation of the 50 pgL lead standard(due to
lead impurity in the solder and lead in fixtures).

If these standardsare not met, the occupancy permit is
withheld.

Of the 62 locations that exceeded 50 l.@L lead in the
standing water sample in 1985, 58 were resampledin January
1988. No standing sample exceeded50 l.tg/L lead and only 2
exceeded20 pg/L of lead. Only 8 standing samplesexceeded
5 pg/L and no running sampleexceeded5 pg/L.
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This testing programrequires accessto a free-flowing outlet for samplecollection with no question of accessauthority.
There have been no problems with authority to gain accessto
free-flowing outlets with other programs,such ascross-connection control, and Durham definitely has control over facilities
that havenot beenapprovedfor connection to the water system.
Once facilities, especially private homes, are occupied, it is

ate

count for bacteria. Also, 234, or 4 percent, failed the standing
lead standard of 50 IQ/L. Even 47, or 1 percent, would have
failed the running lead test.without the program, the occupants
of 412 facilities would have consumed water with a copper
content in excess of 1 mg/L (the city copper Iimit prior to
August 1991). Somecopperlevels were found in excessof 100
mg/L.

are almost impossible to ob&n.
The city maintains a certified laboratory equipped with
three atomic absorption (AA) spectrophotometers;two are
equipped with a graphite furnace, used for lead analysis. Although it is possible to analyze lead at a lower level, 5 @L
has been establishedas the analytical detection limit. Copper
is analyzed with standardflame AA.
For the standardplate count bacteriologicaltest, a 24hour
incubationperiod is usedinsteadof the 48 hours usually usedby
the city. This shortertime is usedto expeditethe testingprocedure.
‘Ihe cohform analysisis by membranetilter procedure.

Failures to meetthe standinglead standarddecreasedfrom
15 percent, when the program started,to less than 1 percent in
December 1990. The failures becauseof standing copper have
decreasedfrom 11 percent to 5 percent Tom June 1988 to
December 1990. These results probably are becauseof better
workmanship by the builders (Figure 3-8).

Since the occupancy permit is withheld until the water
meetsthe water quality criteria, it is important to completethe
analysesas soon as possible. Samples are received from the
Inspections Department at about 5:00 p.m. Bacteriological
analyses are initiated immediately, and lead and copper are
analyzedwithin 24 hours. This systemproducesfinal results in
less than 24 hours.
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The program is partially financed by a $I0 fee collected
with the meter fee. There is a $30 resample fee for the first
resample.Any additional resamplesare without charge.
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This program has improved the water quality at residential
plumbing taps.From June 1988through December1990,4,826
facilities were sampledand tested(Figure 3-7). Some 1,521,or
27 percent, failed one or more of the three tested parameters.
Without this program, the occupants of 1,500 facilities would
have consumedwater that failed to meet the city standards.If
five people in each facility consumedthe water, then 3.8 percent of the 130,000people served by the water system would
have consumed water that failed to meet water standards.In
the sameperiod, 297 facilities, or 5 percent, failed coliform
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figure 3-7. Percent of samples failing
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If the facility fails any of the parameters,the companythat
requestedthe test,usually the builder, is notified and requested
to flush the systemthoroughly. Each outlet, hot and cold, is to
be flushed for a minimum of 30 minutes at maximum velocity.
The facility is resampled24 hours after flushing is completed.
The resample is analyzed on the day it is collected. If the
samplefails the resample,further investigation is made to determine the reasonfor failure before reflushing and resampling.
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3-6. Percent of samples failed for lead (a) and copper test (b).

Figure 3-9 illustrates that bacteria and copper contamination are also water quality problems for new facilities. It is
important to correct for theseparametersas well as for lead.
No new facility testing program is responsiblefor meeting
any water standard The testing program only indicates whether

lead, copper, coliform, and

standard plate count tests.
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(a) Penxnt CkpIer standing
Fa/ied and Passed

(b) Pemt
copper Rmhlg
Failed and Passed
cu Rumlhg (2.1%)

The practice of grounding electrical systems,both AC and
DC, to the water system should cease.Although it was not
identified as a problem in Durham, electrical grounding has
been implicated in causing copper corrosion. If lead corrosion
is controlled by isolation of the coppercell in a dissimilar metal
cell consisting of lead and copper, then electrical grounding
also could causelead corrosion.

f

3.5.1.5 Acceptance of the Program
PUS44 (44.0%)

(c) Percent cdifom
Failed and Passed
cdllwm (51%)

prsad

Reactionto and acceptanceof the program was varied. The
Inspections Department’s initial reactions were all negative.
Such commentsas the following were common:

(4&o%)

(d) Pwcmt st¶ndard Flare cvlmt
Failed and Passed
l

Tad PhIa (14.4%)

l

There is no way we can handle the extra workload.
The program is just too much trouble. Our people are not
trained to collect samples.

l

The delay in occupancywill make the program unworkable.

l

The public will never stand for the delay.

Although the Water ResourcesDepartment acceptedthis
program, the overtime requirementscauseddifficulty. As a result, the requirementshave beenreducedby allowing the laboratory staff to work “flex time.”

Figure 3-9. Percent samples failed and passed for copper, coliiorm,
and standard plate count tests.

standardsare being met. Action to correct the water problem
must accompanythe testing program.No systemwith corrosive
water such as Durham’s should expect to meet a lead or copper
limit without a correctly applied corrosion control program.The
City of Durham has used zinc-orthophosphatefor corrosion
control since 1976.This phosphate-basedcompoundwas tested
extensively from 1974 through 1976 and found to be very
effective in drinking water for controlling both iron and copper
corrosion. Although lead corrosion was not tested, the compound also has been proven effective for lead control in other
systems.Someproducts tested,such asme&phosphates,a form
of polyphosphate,increasedcoppercorrosion and thus possibly
lead corrosion.

Appreciation and support for the program, as well as complaints, have been received from builders and contractors. A
frequent complaint is “no one else is doing it.” Many have
complainedabout the extra expense.“I can’t close and will miss
the sale” is probably the most frequent commentin opposition
to the program from the builders and contractors.A few cases
of illegal use of lead solder were discovered Of course,builders objectedto having to re-plumb the facility. Individuals are
now awarethat inspectionsare being performed, and therefore
little if any lead solder presently is being used.When problems
that arenot directly attributable to the builder-usually bacteria
in Durham’s water system-cause the facility to fail, extensive
complaints result. On the other hand, many builders have recognized the value of the program for assuring their customers
that the water meetsquality standards,especially in regard to
lead.

A flushing program also is essentialto ensurehigh-quality
water within the distribution system. This program must include flushing all water lines on a regular basis.All new facilities must be adequately flushed. No water line should be
constructedwithout a way to flush the line. Hydrants or blowoffs must be installed on the ends of all lines. A sampling
program is of limited value without mechanismsin place for
correcting potential problems.
A cross-connection control program is essential if water
quality standardsare to be met at the residential taps. No new
facility sampling program is adequatewithout a cross-connection control program.
A new facility sampling program is valuable in policing
the illegal use of lead solder, but an education and training
program to forestall the useof lead in water systemsis probably
even more effective. A new facility sampling program also will
identify high levels of copper. Good workmanship and proper
use of solder flux will help prevent high levels of copper in
drinking water.

Most opposition from consumershas been because of a
delayed move. A few commercial establishmentshave had to
delay opening after widely advertising an opening date. Although some individuals concluded that the problem must be
with the water system, many have expressedsupport for the
program.Lead in drinking water has received significant attention in the Durham area. It has helped to have facts to share
with the public and to have a positive program to deal with the
lead contamination problem.
The StateDivision of Health Service WaterSupply Branch,
which hasprimacy in North Carolina, has beencomplimentary
but noncommittal about the new facility water testing program.
Other water systemsrepresentativeshave commentedthat the
Durham testing program is making matters difficult for them.
An investigator from the University of North Carolina who
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North Carolina has stated that Durham has the least serious
problem with lead in the entire state. Of the 120 homes with
copper plumbing tested, only 4, or 3.3 percent, exceeded a
first-draw lead level of 15 pg/L. The highest lead level found
was only 31 /.tg/L, probably as a result of the new facility
sampling program and the corrosion control program.
3.5.1.6 Effect of Lowering the Lead Standard
The lead limit has been lowered to 15 pg/L in drinking
water. Although the lower limit results in a larger number of
failures, additional flushing by the builder still meetsthe lower
lead standard(Figure 3-10).
3.5.1.7 summary
The new facility sampling program has resulted in improved water quality at the consumer’s tap. The program has
proven to be economical and without jurisdictional problems
concerning the purveyor’s authority on private property. The
new facility sampling program is recommendedto all water
purveyors.
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Figure 3-10. Number of samples exceeding 50 vs. 15 pg/L.
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Chapter 4
Corrosion Control Assessment
Large public water systems (PWSs) will be required to
conductcorrosion control studies,and medium-sizedand small
systemsmight needto conduct studies if required by the state.
This chapterprovides guidanceon how utilities should conduct
corrosion control studies to meet the requirementsof the lead
and copper rule.
Several methodologies, including coupon tests, electrochemical testing devices, and pipe loops, can be usedto assess
the effectivenessof various corrosion control strategies.Coupon tests are based on weight loss measurements.Electrochemical measurementsuse devices that sense the flow of
electrons,providing a direct measurementof corrosion. Of particular interest to utilities are pipe loop systemsthat simulate
residential plumbing systems and whose key measurements
consist of metal levels. This chapter provides an overview of
each of these corrosion control assessmentmethodologies.
4.1 Basics of a Corrosion Control Study
The lead and copperrule requires corrosion control studies
to be performed by large PWSs and those small and mediumsized PWSsrequired to do so by the statebecausethey exceed
the lead or copper action level (AL). The lead and copper rule
defines certain conditions that must be met by these studies,
but it does not specify (1) the investigative componentsnecessary to accomplish the study, (2) the testing protocols to be
used,(3) the proceduresfor evaluating data, or (4) the basis for
identifying “optimal” corrosion control treatment.This section
discussestheseissuesandprovides recommendationsfor states
and utilities for performing and evaluating corrosion control
studies. It also presentsexamples of corrosion control studies
to illustrate alternative approachesand rationales used in the
design, implementation, and interpretation of findings generated by these studies.

4.1.1 Regulatory Requirements

(b) Calcium hardnessadjustment (calcium carbonate
precipitation)
(c) Phosphate-or silicate-basedinhibitors (phosphate
or silicate passivation)
(2) Protocols should include the useof pipe rig/Ioop tests,
metal coupon tests,partial-system tests (full-scale), 6r
analyses based on documented analogous treatments
with other systemsof similar size, water chemistry,and
distribution system configuration.
(3) AnaIytes are to include the following water quality
parametersin the course of testing: lead, copper, pH,
alkalinity, calcium, conductivity, water temperature,
and orthophosphateor silicate when an inhibitor containing the respective compound is used.
(4) Constraints (chemical or physical) that can limit the
application of a particular treatment option are to be
identified and the existence of one of the following
conditions should be documented:
(a) A particular corrosion control treatment has adversely affected other water treatment processes
when usedby anotherPWS with comparablewater
quality characteristics.
(b) From the experienceof the PWS, a particular corrosion control treatmenthas been demonstratedto
be ineffective and/or to adversely affect other
water treatmentprocesses.
(5) Secondary impacts due to the effect of corrosion control treatmenton other water treatmentprocessesare to
bb evaluated.
(6) Recommendation of the optimal corrosion control
treatment,as identified by the PWS basedon an analysis of the data generated,is to be provided to the state
with supporting documentation and rationale.
While theseelementspresent important pieces of a corrosion control study, they do not clearly delineatehow to organize
and executea study.

The lead and copper rule (141.82(c), 56 FR 26550) specifies six conditions that must be met when performing a corrosion control study:
(1) Evaluate the effectiveness of each of the following
treatments and, if appropriate, any combinations of
these approaches:

4.1.2 Study Components
Three major elements are available to PWSs in defining
optimal treatmentthrough a corrosion control study:

(a) pH/alkalinity adjustment (carbonatesystempassivation)
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0 Desktou evaluations to determme the
alternatives.

onstration testing.
Beyond the desktop evaluation, the specific components,
or steps,included in performing corrosion control studies depend in part on the extent of testing required. EPAbelievesthat,
in certain cases,the results of the desktop evaluation would
suffice in the selection of optimal treatmentand additional testing would not be required.

. Demonstration testing to define the performanceof alternative corrosion control treatmentapproaches.
l

Source water evaluations to assesswhetherremoval of lead
and copperis necessarythrough the treatmentfacilities prior
to distribution.

The full scopeof corrosion studies will vary from system
to system, and the methods and procedures used to reach a
recommendationnecessarilywill reflect this level of site specificity. During the state review of these studies, the following
criteria can provide a framework for evaluating PWS findings
and recommendationsfor optimal treatment:
l

l

l

Small and medium-sized systemsmust recommendoptimal corrosion control treatmentto the statewithin 6 months of
exceedingan AL. EPA envisioned the use of a desktopevaluation to be a sufficient level of effort for these systems to
identify optimal treatment. The state retains the discretion to
require additional testing should the supporting documentation
and rationale provide insufficient justification.

Reasonablenessof the study design and findings.
Technical integrity of the data handling and analysis procedures.

Somelarge PWSs might not need to perform demonstration testing to identify optimal treatment.Table 4-l presentsa
recommendedmatrix of the degreeof testing to be performed
by large PWSs based on the results of initial monitoring for
lead. The rule classifies the existing treatment of large PWSs
as optimized for corrosion control only when the difference
betweenthe 90th percentile tap water lead level (Pb-TAP) and
the highest sourcewater lead concentration(point of entry [PbPOE]) is less than the practical quantitation level (PQL) of 5
pg/L for each6-month period of the initial monitoring program
If this condition is met, then no study or testing is required and
the monitoring results for copper are irrelevant. It is recommended, however, that states give some consideration to the
presenceof copper in tap sampleswhen determining whether
the treatmentin place is optimized.

Best professional judgment of the state regarding the decision-making criteria used by the PWS in determining the
recommendedoptimal corrosion control treatment.

The following sections describe the scope of the testing
and evaluations that PWSs might be required to perform
4.1.2.1 Scope of Corrosion Control Testing Activities
By requiring all systems conducting studies to evaluate
specific treatmentalternatives,EPAdid not intend for all PWSs
to construct pipe rigs or conduct bench-scaletests to accommodate any and all treatment options. It is anticipated that
desktop evaluations will be used as a preliminary step in the
study. Alternatives are to be screenedon the basis of the available findings from: (1) other corrosion control studies for systemswith comparablewater quality, (2) theoretical and applied
researchefforts, and (3) the potential adverseimpacts associated with treatment modifications. As a result of this desktop
evaluation, primary alternativesare to be selected(at most, two
Table 4-l.

Large PWSs not experiencing problems with lead corrosion might find elevated levels of copper for which corrosion
control treatmentwould be warranted.The recommendedlevel
of effort for corrosion control studiesby large PWSsbasedon
copper is as follows:

Recommended Corrosion Control Study Components for Large PWSs Based on Lead Levels
Source Water (POE) Lead Level, ug/L

Tap Lead Level as the
90th Percentile, pg/L

Pb-POE < PQL

PQL < Pb-POE c 10

Pb-POE > 10

Pb-TAP < PQL

None required

-

-

PQL < Pb-TAP cl0

None required

None required

-

10 < Pb-TAP <15

Desktop evaluation

If (Pb-POE - Pb-TAP) <
PQL, then none; otherwise,
desktop evaluation

No corrosion control testing

Pb-TAP .15

Desldop evaluation and
demonstration testing

Desktop evaluation and
demonstration testing

Source water treatment recommended or
required
If (Pb-POE - Pb-TAP) c PQL, then only
source water treatment required.
Otherwise, desktop evaluation and
demonstration testing and source water
treatment recommended or reauired.
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POE I 0.2 mg/L): Desktop Evaluation + Corrosion Testing.
Copper AL exceededand source water copper is high (CuPOE > 0.2 mg/L): Desktop Evaluation + Corrosion Testing
+ SourceWaterTreatment.

4.1.2.2 Evaluating Source Water Contribution
PWSsare required to monitor lead and copperat the points
of entry (Pb/Cu-POE)only if either AL is exceededon the basis
of frost-flushtap samples.Somesystemsmight chooseto monitor the sourcewater contribution of thesemetals simultaneously
with first-flush tap sampling to determinewhether the existing
treatmentis optimal with regard to corrosion control (90% Pb
- Pb-POE c PQL). Otherwise, this monitoring must be completed within 6 months of exceedingthe lead or copper AL.

Lime softening

States must respond to the recommendationsfor source
water treatment within 6 months. If required, PWSs have 24
months to install source water treatmentonce that treatmentis
approvedby the state.For large PWSs,the installation of source
water treatment could precedecorrosion control treatment by
as much as 18 months. Followup monitoring for Pb/Cu-POE
and first-flush lead and coppertap sampleswill occur simultaneously, however, after corrosion control treatment has been
installed.

All systems must submit source water treatment recommendationsto the state within 6 months of exceeding an AL.
While the lead andcopperrule is silent with respectto the levels
of lead or copper that mandatetreatment,Table 4-2 provides a
guideline for sourcewater treatmentneeds.If the sourcewater
is contributing more! than the AL for either lead or copper,then
sourcewater treatmentis required. In caseswhere a significant
amount of lead or copperis present,treatmentis recommended
to reduce the overall lead or copper exposure and to assist
PWSs in meeting the ALs in future monitoring events. Table
4-2 also shows that source water treatment is optional when
moderatelevels of metals are found and is unnecessarywhen
very low levels of either lead or copper are present.

4.1.3 Desktop Evaluations
The logic diagram shown in Figure 4-l presentsthe process involved in performing desktop evaluations for selecting
alternative treatments for further investigation or the optimal
treatment for systems not required to perform demonstration
testing. This procedure allows systemsto eliminate any treatment approachesthat are not feasible and then to determinethe
water quality conditions defining the best corrosion control
treatment approaches.Among the remaining alternatives, the
system should select the optimal treatment on the basis of the
following criteria:

SourceWater Treatment Guidelines
Point of Entry Monitoring Results
Lead, pg/L

l

If a PWS currently is providing conventional treatment
(whether alum or ferric coagulation, iron/manganeseremoval,
or lime softening), modifying these processesmight produce
the desired results. If treatmentis not available, packagetreatment units for any of the above technologies can be installed
at individual wellheads (especially when the elevated metals
are contributed by a small number of individual wells) or at a
centralized treatment location. In the case of elevated copper,
eliminating copper sulfate applications might reduce the background level of copper for some surfacewater facilities.

Cu-TAP (90th percentile) contribution is < 0.5 mg/L: Desktop Evaluation.

Source Water Treatment
Guidelines

Reverseosmosis

. Coagulation/filtration

Cu-TAP (90th percentile) contribution is > 0.5 mg/L: Desktop Evaluation + Corrosion Testing.

Table 4-2.

l

Copper, mg/L
l

Not Necessary
Optional
Recommended
Required

.s5
5-10
lo-15
> 15

5 0.2
0.2-0.8
0.8-l .3
> 1.3

l

In cases where systems find elevated levels of lead or
copper,the sourcesof supply (raw water) should be monitored
prior to treatment and at various stages within the existing
treatmentfacility (if currently treating the supply) to determine
the source of the metals. This monitoring also will help the
system assessthe performanceof the existing treatmentin removing lead and copper.

l

Corrosion control performance based on either the reductions in metal solubility or the likelihood of forming a protective scale.
The feasibility of implementing the treatmentalternative on
the basis of the constraints identified.
The reliability of the alternative in terms of operational
consistency and continuous corrosion control protection.

0 The estimatedcosts associatedwith implementing the alternative treatments.
The first step is to describe the existing conditions of the
PWS in terms of its water quality parametersandthe theoretical
estimation of lead and coppersolubility as well as the potential
for calcium carbonateprecipitation. Changesin water quality
conditions for alternative treatmentsshould be comparedto the

Several types of treatment might be appropriate for removal of lead and copper. EPA specified the following techniques in the lead and copper rule:
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Step

1

DEFINE EXlSTlNG CONDITIONS:
PH
Lead Soiubiiity
Aibiinlty
Copper Soiubility
Calcium
Corrosion indlices
Inhibitor

Step 3

DEFINE COhlSTRAINTS:
l Other Water Quality Goals
l Distribution System Behavior
l Wastewater Considerations

Step 4

ldentify Corrosion
Control Priorities
+
Eliminate Unsuitable Approaches
Based on Results of Steps 1-4

Step 5

flnd Lead and Copper
Soiubfiity for Each Aitemative

Find Lead and Copper
Soiubiiity for Each Aitematfve

Calculate Resutting pH,
Alkaiinity, Caklum to Achieve
CCPP Goal

Calculate Reductions in
Soiubiilty: ExlsM - AhX ,cco/

Calculate Rsductions in
Soiubiiity: Existing - Att x ,oo%

Evaluate Feasibility
of Resultant Water
Quality Goals

Existing

Step 7

Existing

*
EVALUATE EACH ALTERNATIVE
BASED ON:
l Performance
l Feasibility
l Reliability
l cost

Figure 4-l. Logic diagram for evaluating alternative corrosion control approaches.
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of
corrosion activity, (3) results of c&rosion studiesperformedby
other PWSs as reported in the literature, and (4) results from
prior corrosion studies or testing performed by the PWS. The
most pertinent information is the results of any prior corrosion
control testing performed by the system. Beyond the direct
testing results, the PWS should conduct a comprehensivereview of the other sourcesof information.

tential to reduce corrosion.
Each PWS operates within certain constraints-such as
conflicting water quality goals, existing coatingsin distribution
system piping, multiple sources of supply of varying water
quality, and wastewaterpermit limits on metalsor nutrient levels-that can be improved or compromisedby corrosion control
treatment. The PWS should identify and document any constraint that could affect the feasibility of implementing an alternative treatment. This information will be important in the
selection of those treatment options that are viable alternatives
for the PWS to consider further.

WaterQuality Data. The PWS should compile and analyze
current and historical water quality data. The key parameters
of interest include pH, alkalinity, hardness,total dissolved solids or conductivity, temperature,dissolved oxygen, and metals
(e.g., aluminum, manganese,iron, lead, and copper). These
basic water quality parametersonly representthose most commonly required. The system should consider site-specific requirementswhen selecting water quality parametersfor review.
The data collected should pertain to raw and finished water
conditions as well as to the water quality in the distribution
system,if available.Additionally, the results of the initial monitoring program should be consideredwhen available.

Basedon the water quality characteristicsof the supply and
site-specific constraints,the PWS can eliminate corrosion control treatmentapproachesthat would be infeasible to implement
successfully.The remaining options should be evaluatedon the
basis of eachPWS’scorrosion control treatmentpriorities. For
example,a systemthat experienceslead levels greaterthan the
AL in first-flush tap samples should set lead control as its
primary goal. A secondsystem that finds low lead levels, but
haselevatedcopperlevels in first-flush tap samples,should set
copper as the primary objective of corrosion control treatment.
In the latter case,however,optimal treatmentshould not worsen
lead corrosion behavior, and the control of lead can be considered a constraint on the decision-making processfor selecting
optimal treatmentfor copper control.
Each of the corrosion control treatmentapproachesthat are
viable options should be evaluatedto determinethe water quality characteristicsthat describe optimal treatment within each
option. For the passivation methods @H/alkalinity adjustment
and corrosion inhibitors), alternative treatmentsare evaluated
by comparing their ability to reduce the solubility of each targeted metal (lead and/or copper). The calcium carbonateprecipitation method is evaluated by comparing the ability of
alternative treatmentsto produce sufficient potential for scaleforming conditions to exist in the distribution system.The “rule
of thumb” guidelines presentedin Appendix A of EPA’sLead
and Copper Rule Guidance Manual, Volume2 (see Chapter
One for ordering information) can be used to rank the altematives within this treatment approach.
The final selection of optimal treatment will rest on the
four factors discussedabove: performance,feasibility, reliability, and costs.Direct comparison of corrosion control performancefor alternative treatmentapproachesmight not be possible.
Professionaljudgment and experiencewill be necessaryto provide a basis for ranking alternatives.

Understanding the treatment processesat a PWS facility
and their effects on water quality is an important aspect of
interpreting the water quality data and evaluating the appropriatenessof alternative corrosion control treatment techniques
(1). Figure 4-2 illustrates the relationship betweenwater quality
and alternative corrosion control treatmentapproaches.In many
cases,site-specificwater quality conditions will reducethe feasibility of an alternative treatment approach. For example, it
would be reasonableto eliminate the calcium carbonatepre
cipitation option as a viable treatment approachfor PWSsexhibiting low pH, alkalinity, and hardnessin the treated water.
Conversely,a PWS exhibiting high pH conditions with moderate to high alkalinity and calcium content might concentrateits
efforts on calcium carbonateprecipitation, for the following
reasons:
Although high pH conditions might be optimal for lead control, these water quality conditions are very aggressivetowards iron corrosion and most likely would cause severe
degradationin distribution system water quality if calcium
carbonateprecipitation is not pursued.
High dosagesof corrosion inhibitors might be necessaryto
maintain au effective residual throughout the distribution
systemdue to the presenceof calcium. Also, someinhibitors
can causeexisting corrosion by-products to be releasedin
the distribution system,resulting in water quality degradation (2).

The following sectionsprovide more detailed descriptions
of the steps involved in performing a desktop evaluation of
alternative treatments and developing final recommendations
for optimal treatment.
4.1.3.1 Documenting Historical Evidence
The first step of the desktop evaluation is to identify and
document any existing information pertinent to the evaluation
of corrosion control for the system. Four categories of data
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Figure 4-2 is intended to provide general guidelines on
water quality conditions vs. alternative treatment approaches;
it is not intended to serve as the sole basis for selection or
elimination of the available alternatives. Furthermore, a PWS
must usecaution any time a corrosion control approachrequires
a severemodification of the existing water quality entering the
distribution system.Disruptions and upset of existing corrosion
by-products will affect the overall performance of any corrosion control treatmentapproach.

Low PH
17.5

Calcium
OWL CaCO3)

Alkalinity
(mg/L CaCOs)

Moderate
(50-l 50)

High
(>150)

Moderate pH
7.599.0*

Calcium
OWL CaC03)

Alkalinity
(mg/L CaCOs)

Moderate
(50-l 50)

l

High
(>150

Phosphate Inhibitor only appropriate
for pH conditions less than 8.

High pH
>9

Moderate
(50-l 50)
Calcium
(mg/L CaCO,)

Alkalinity
(mg/L CaCOs)

Moderate
(50-l 50)

High
(>150)

Figure 4-2. Suggested corrosion control approaches based on water quality characteristics.
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Calcium Carbonate Precipitation
Carbonate Passivation
Phosphate Inhibitor
Silicate Inhibitor

Example:

Corrosion A&& The PWS should identify and analvze
existing records indicating corrosion activity within the distribution and homeplumbing systemsto obtain information about
the nature and extent of corrosion activity anticipated within
the service area Evidence of corrosion activity can be obtained
by: (1) reviewing customer complaint records for dii water
or metallic taste and odor events, (2) performing an informal
survey of areaplumbers regarding the frequency and nature of
plumbing repairs (especially, for example, hot water heater replacements),(3) reviewing recordsciting the inspection of distribution system mains and service lines when they are being
replacedor repaired,and (4) water quality monitoring for metals or other corrosion by-products witbin the distribution system or home plumbing environments.

The Town of Allywad, a smallPWSoperatinga groundwater
well, found lead levels abovethe action level during initial
monitoring. To preparerecommendationsfor optimal treatment, the PWS operatorbegancollecting information about
the condition of distribution systemmaterialsand the experiencesof nearbytowns andcommunities.From previouspipe
replacementactivities, the PWSoperatorhad noticed a thin,
buff-colored depositon the walls of the distribution system
piping. Sincethe groundwater sourceis well buffered,with
an averagepH of 7.4, alkalinity of 160 mg CaCO& and
calcium hardnessof 140 mg CaCOs/L,this deposit was assumedto be calcium carbonate.
A nearby townshipwith wells locatedin the sameaquifer as
Allywad had installedorthophosphateinhibitor feed facilities
for corrosioncontrol. The township’sexperiencewas not altogetherpositive. It had a significant number of turbid and
dii water complaintsafter the addition of the orthophosphate.The townshipgaveup theuseof the corrosioninhibitor
to restorethe aestheticquality of the deliveredwater supply.

Severalfactors should be consideredin evaluating the usefulnessof this information: (1) the frequency of &ta collection,
(2) the number of coupons, if used, and their locations witbin
the distribution system, (3) the analytical methods and their
respectivedetection limits, (4) the temporal and spatial consistency of the data, and (5) the reliability of the incidence reports.
The results of the initial monitoring program required by the
lead and copper rule, if available, should be included in this
pool of information.

After learning of theseexperiences,the Town of Allywad
decidedto eliminate the use of orthophosphatesfrom its list
of alternativecorrosioncontrol treatmentapproaches.

This information can be used to set priorities among the
corrosion control program elementsby identifying the key materials for protection aud to assessthe general effectivenessof
the existing treatmentapproach.

4.1.3.2 Identifying Constraints
The lead and copperrule provides two conditions by which
a water system may identify constraints that limit or prohibit
the use of corrosion control treatments: (1) the treatment has
been shown to adversely impact other water treatment processesand cause a violation of a National Primary Drinking
Water Regulation, or (2) the treatment has been shown to be
otherwise ineffective for the PWS.

Reviewoffhe Literature. The PWS shouldreview the available literature to ascertainthe findings of similar systemswhen
performing corrosion control testing and the theoretical basis
for alternative corrosion control approaches.

PWSs should evaluatethe impact of alternative corrosion
control treatment options on compliance with existing federal
and statedrinking water standards,and with regulations anticipated to be finalized within the timeframe for corrosion control
installation by small and medium-sizedPWSs.Table 4-3 presentsthe schedulefor regulatory actions during the next decade
in conjunction with the compliancetimeline for medium-sized
and small systemimplementation stepsfor the lead and copper
rule. The key regulatory actions that small and medium-sized
PWSs should fully evaluateto select optimal corrosion control
treatment are discussedbelow.

Several water suppliers in the United States have performed corrosion control studies and published the results
(3,4,5,6). Each study has site-specific goals and objectives, as
well as water treatment and quality conditions, relevant to the
testing protocols. The experiencesof these systemsprovide a
useful resource to other PWSs investigating corrosion control
in terms of study design and execution, data handling and interpretation, and recommendedtreatment given the goals and
constraintsacting on the system.EPA’skad and Copper Rule
Guidance Manual, Volume2 contains a summary of the available literature on corrosion control studies.

l

Prior Experienceand Studies.Corrosion control treatment
is not a new concern for water suppliers, and many systems
have performed studies in the past to assist in the design and
implementation of corrosion control treatment.These past experiencesand studies should be revisited by PWSsto incorporate their findings and results in the present evaluation of
corrosion control for lead and copper.In somecases,the prior
testing targetedlead and copper control. These findings would
be directly applicable to the corrosion control study objectives
for the lead and copperrule. Therefore, additional testing might
not be necessaryto formulate recommendationsfor optimal
corrosion control treatment (if not already consideredto be in
place).

l
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Under the Surface and Ground Water ‘hatment Rules
(SWTR/GWTR), PWSs will be required to meet disinfection performance criteria. These criteria are pH-dependent
for free chlorine, where less effective disinfection results
under higher pH conditions.
The Total Coliform Rule (TCR) requires alI PWSsto meet
minimum occurrencestandardsfor total and fecal coliforms
in distribution system samples.SomePWSs have noted increasesin microbiological growth within the distribution
system after installing corrosion control treatment. In most
cases,however, corrosion control treatment has been found
to have little or no effect on heterotrophic plate counts.

Table 4-3. Schedule of Drinking Water Regulatory Activity: 1990-2000
Regulatory Action
Phase I Volatile
Organic Chemicals
Phase II Synthetic
Organic Chemicals
and Inorganic
Chemicals
Phase V Synthetic
Organic Chemicals
and Inorganic
Chemicals
Phase Ilb Arsenic
Surface Water
Treatment Rule
Total Coliform Rule
Radionuclides Rule
Ground Water
Disinfection Rule
Disinfectants/Disinfection
By-Products
Lead and Copper Rule

Proposal
Date

Final Date

Effective
Date

11/85

07187

01/8Q-O1/91

05189

01191~7IQl

07/Qo

l

07/92+1/93

03192

09/93

01195
06189

07196
07/93

06l93

06189
04f93
06/95

01191
1O/Q4
01197

06193

06l95

01197

08B8

05fQl

07/91-01199

The particular conditions that define the constraints for
each systemwill be site-specific. The PWS should investigate
these conditions thoroughly as part of the desktopevaluation
aspectof the corrosion study.Small and medium-sizedsystems
that exceed the ALs but are not required to perform testing
should considereachof theseitems when selectingthe optimal
treatment for recommendation to the state. Large PWSs required to perform only a desktop evaluation must presentrigorous documentation of any constraints to support the
recommendedtreatmentapproachfor the system.For any PWS
performing corrosion testing, the availability of information
regarding systemconstraintswill assistin limiting the optional
treatmentapproachesthat must be evaluatedthrough the testing
program.
It is recommendedthat all constraints acting on the PWS
be identified and consid&ed in the selection of treatmentapproacheseither for additional testing or as the recommended
treatmentprocess.Worksheetsare provided in Tables44(a) and
4-4(b) for eachof the threetreatmentalternatives(pH/alkalinity
adjustment, calcium adjustment, and corrosion inhibitors) to
assistPWSsin evaluating the constraints on their systems.

‘Dates reflect effective date of the lead and copper rule through small
PWS installation of optimal treatment after the system exceeds ALs
during first round of initial monitoring and is required to perform a corrosion study.
l

The Disinfectants/Disinfection
By-Products Rule
(D/DBPR). currently under development, will be finalized
when PWSs are installing corrosion control treatment as a
result of the lead and copper rule. Adjusting pH conditions
can affect the level of certain DBPs, especially total hihalomethanes (TI’HMs) and total haloacetic acids (TJMAs).
These two contaminant groups are likely to be included in
the future DBPR, and they exhibit opposite relationships to
pH adjustment; that is, TIHM formation increaseswith increasingpH, and THAA formation increaseswith decreasing
pH. An additional consideration is the point of pH adjustment within treatment plants, since lower pH conditions
favor increasedremoval of DBP precursorsduring coagulation by alum. Compliance with the DBPR could be compromised by increasing the pH of coagulation as part of the
corrosion control treatment approach, because this might
reduce the efficiency of conventional treatmentin removing
precursor material.

Example:
After exceedingthelead AL,during initial monitoring,theCity
of Dannyportbeganinvestigatingalternativecorrosioncontrol
treatmentmeasuresto providethe statewith recommendations
for optimal treatment.The city had concernsabout the medium-sized surface water facility’s compliance with the
SWTRand selectionof optimal treatmentfor corrosioncontrol. The existingtreatmentprovidedby Dannyportis conventional coagulation/flocculationwith rapid sand filtration.
Under the SWTR,at least0.5 logs of inactivationof Giardia
and 2.0 logs of virus inactivation were required. For the
Giardia requirements,the plant’s performanceis adequateto
meet the C*t required,i.e., the C*b&*tq
is 1.2 at present.
Viis inactivation performanceis satisfactoryand is not affected by pH changes.Giurdiu inactivation performance,
however,is a functionof pH, andat thehigherpH levelsunder
considerationfor corrosioncontrol, the resultingC*tact:C*~
ratios are 0.99 and 0.83, respectively.Neither case would
provide adequatedisinfectionperformance.

Additional constraints that PWSs should consider beyond
those required by the rule include:
l

l

l

Adverse impacts on the service community, including: (1)
commercmlusers’ water quahty cntena, (2) health-carefacility water quality criteria, and (3) wastewateroperations
(permit requirementsfor dischargesand solids handling program@.

Compatibility of a treatmentapproachwith multiple sources
of supply.

An additionalconcernis continuedcompliancewith the total
trihalomethane fJYTI-IM) standard.Currently,an averageof 60
pg/L lTHM is foundin the distribution system with seasonal
peaksof nearly 100 cl/L ‘ITHM. Increasingthe pH of the
fmishedwater supply could only increasethe probability of
Dannyport exceedingthe future TlTIM standard,which is
expectedto be finalized at the sametime that thecity initiates
corrosioncontrol treatment.

Compatibility of a treatment approachfor consecutivesystems.
Reliability features for the particular treatment approach,
including: (1) process control, (2) operational redundancy
requirements, and (3) chemical supply integrity and availability.

Given the aboveregulatoryconcerns,the City of Dannyport
determinedthatpH adjustmentwould not be a feasibleoption.
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Table 4-4(a). Constraints Worksheet for pl+‘Alkalinlty or Calcium Adjustment Treatment Alternatives
for lead and capperpassivation

or calcium carbonate precipitation.

A. National Primary Drinking Water Regulatlons Constraints
Constraint
Rule
Surface Water Treatment Rule

Reduces inactivation effectiveness of free chlorine.
Potential for interference with dissolved ozone measurements.
Might increase turbidity from post-filtration precipitation of lime, aluminum, iron, or manganese.

Ground Water Disinfection

Reduces inactivation effectiveness of free chlorine.
Potential for interference with dissolved ozone measurements.

Disinfection By-Products

Higher THM concentrations from chlorination.
Reduced effectiveness of some coagulants for precursor removal.

Coliform Rule

Potential for higher total plate counts, confluent growth, or presence of total coliforrns when chlorination is
practiced.

Radionuclides

In-plant adjustments can affect removal of radioactive particles if precipitation techniques are used for
coagulation or softening.
Removal of radionuclides during softening might be linked to the degree of softening. Modifying softening
practices to achieve corrosion control could interfere with removals.

8. Functional Constraints
Increased potential for post-filter precipitation can give undesirable levels of aluminum, iron, or manganese.
Process optimization is essential. Additional controls, chemical feed equipment, and operator attention might be required.
Multiple entry points will require pWalkalinity adjustment at each entry location. Differing water qualities from multiple sources will require
adjusting chemical doses to match the source.
The use of sodium-based chemicals for alkalinity or pH adjustments should be evaluated with regard to the total sodium levels acceptable in the
finished water.
Users with spedfic water quality needs, such as health care facilities, should be advised of any changes in treatment.
Excessive calcium carbonate precipitation can produce ‘white water” problems in portions of the distribution system.
It might be difficult to produce an acceptabte coating of calcium carbonate on interior piping for large distribution systems. High calcium
carbonate precipitation potential (CCPP) levels eventually might lead to reduced hydraulic capacities in transmission lines near the treatment
facility, while low CCPP values might not provide adequate corrosion protection in the extremities of the distribution system.

Table 4-4(b). Constraints Worksheet for Inhibitor Treatment Alternative
Corrosion inhibitors can cause pa&vat/on of lead and copper by the interaction of the inhibitor and metal components of the piping
system.
A. National Primary Drinking Water Regulations Constraints
Rule
Constraint
Surface Water Treatment
Rule

The application of phosphate-based inhibitors to systems with existing corrosion by-products can result in the
depletion of disinfectant residuals within the distribution system. Additionally, under certain conditions phosphate
based inhibitors can stimulate biological growths which can result in high heterotrophic plate counts.

Ground Water Disinfection

Same as above.

Disinfection By-products

No apparent effects.

Coliform Rule

If corrosion by-products are released after the application of inhibitors, coliforms might be detected more
frequently and confluent growth is more likely.

Radionuclides

No apparent effects.

6. Functional Constraints
Potential post-filtration precipitation of aluminum.
Consumer complaints regarding red water, dirty water, color, and sediment might result from the action of the inhibitor on existing corrosion
by-products within the distribution system.
Multiple entry points will require multiple chemical feed systems.
The use of sodium-based inhibitors should be evaluated with regard to the total sodium levels acceptable in the finished water.
The use of zinc orthophosphate might present problems for wastewater facilities with zinc or phosphorus limits in their NPDES permits.
Users with specific water quality needs, such as health care facilities, should be advised of any treatment changes.

4.1.4 Corrosion Study Orakation
The suggestedframework for the performanceof a corrosion study is shown in Table 4-5, presenting a logical sequence
of stepsorganized to satisfy the requirements and recommendations described in this section. For completing steps 1
through 3, a logic diagram was presentedin Figure 4-1, referring to desktopevaluations.The result of the desktopevaluation
for those systemsperforming corrosion control studies is the
selection of alternative treatmentsto be evaluated in the demonstration testing step of the study. (Small and medium-sized
Table 4-5. Organization of the Major Components in Corrosion Control
Studies

PWSs not reuuired to perform testing otherwise would select
the‘recommendedtreatmenton the basis of the desktopevaluation as shown in Figure 4-l.)
When the alternative treatments have been selected for
evaluation, a testing program is formulated and implemented.
This includes such stepsas:
Developing testing protocols, procedures,and frequency for
data collection and evaluation.
Analyzing the resultant data to generateperformancemeasurements.
Determiningthe performanceranking of the alternativetreatment approacheson the basisof corrosioncontrol, secondary
tmatmeutimpacts,and processoperationsand control.

Step 1. DOCUMENT HISTORICAL EWDENCE
l
Review PWS water quality and distribution system characteristics
l
Review PWS evidence of corrosion activity
l
Identify prior corrosion control experiences and studies performed by PWS
. Identify prior corrosion control experiences and studies performed by other PWSs with similar characteristics

The PWS should prepare preliminary design and cost estimates for the alternative treatment approachesselectedfrom
the desktopevaluation. Although cost is not directly a factor in
assigning optimal treatment, instanceswill occur where comparabletreatmentperformanceis observedamong two or more
treatmentapproaches.Holding all else constant,cost might be
the deciding factor in selecting optimal treatment.Additionally,
preliminary design will be required for the statereview process.

Step 2. IDENTIFY CONSTRAINTS
l
Interferences with other water treatment processes
l
Compatibility of multiple sources of supply
l
Compatibility for consecutive PWSs
l
Reliability features for particular treatment approach, including
(1) process control, (2) operational redundancy requirements,
and (3) chemical supply integrity and availability
. Adverse impacts on the community: commercial users, wastewater operations, health-care facilities

The PWS can base the final recommendationof optimal
corrosion control treatment on the results of a decision criteria
matrix and the ranking of the alternative processes.The system
must fully document and present to the statethe rationale for
the selection.

Step 3. DECISION
For any PWSs NOT Required to Perform Testing to Evaluate
Alternative Treatments:
l
formulate decision criteria
l
Select primary treatment alternatives.
8 Go to Step 5
For any PWS required to pariorm testing to evaluate
altefnatlve tfeatments:
l
Formulate minimum feasibility criteria for alternative treatments
. Select the alternative treatments to be included in the testing
program
l
Establish overall decision criteria for selection of optimal corrosion con*01 treatment

4.1.5 Demonstration Testing
A PWS can use a variety of approachesand mechanisms
to evaluate corrosion control treatment through demonstration
testing. Although flexibility exists for the actual design of a
testing program, all such endeavorsshould clearly &fine and
documentthe following elementsof the study:
Measuresof corrosion acriviry, such as weight loss, metal
leaching, corrosion rates, and surface condition.
Sampling program &sign, including sampling frequency,
locations, volume, parameters,and analytical methods.

Step 4. ASSESS CORROSION CONTROL PERFORMANCE BY
TESTING
Develop testing protocols and procedures
Perform testing program and collect data
Analyze data generating corrosion control performance results
Rank performance results by priority of corrosion control program goals

Materials usedto simulate the targeted piping environment,
such as lead, copper, iron, lead solderedjoints, and brass.
Protocolsfor material exposure,specifically,flow-through or
staticenvironmentsunderpredeterminedoperatingconditions.

Step 5. PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATES AND FACILlTY
MODIFICATIONS
l
Prepare preliminary facility design
l
Prepare preliminary cost estimate

Data handling and analysis techniques,including statistical
testing and identifiable approachesto the interpretation of
the findings.

Step 6. DECISION:
l
Based on the decision criteria established at the outset, formulate recommended corrosion control treatment and submit to the
state

Secondary testing requirementsto determine the potential
impacts of alternative corrosion control treatment on existing PWS operationsand on compliance with other drinking
water standards.
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The use of flow-through testing methods to evaluate corrosion control performanceis preferred,becausethesemethods
more accurately simulate the home plumbing environment,
wherethe majority of lead and coppercorrosion originates.The
protocols and methods describedbelow are suggestionsthat
PWSs undertaking flow-through testing can consider in the
design and execution of their demonstrationstudy.

The remainder of this section discusseseach aspect of
corrosion control testing program design as identified abovein
general terms. Each PWS, however, is responsible for the design and execution of a testing program that meets its own
overall goals and objectives.

Flow-through testing refers to continuous or cycled flowing conditions through a testing apparatuswhere the solution
is not recirculated. Typically, flow-through testing is used to
describepipe rig operationswhere pipe loops or coupon/insert
apparatusare attached to a central pipe which distributes the
test water to one or more corrosion testing units. Figure 4-3
illustrates conceptuahy a flow-through pipe rig.’

The premise underlying corrosion control testing is that
alternative treatment approachesshould be evaluatedin terms
of their relative reductions (or increases)in corrosion activity
for specific materialsof concern.Quite often, testing efforts are
used to predict the behavior of various treatment components.
In this respect,corrosion studiesdiffer. It is NOT the intended
purposeof these studies to either: (1) predict the levels of lead
or copper in first-flush tap samplesfrom targetedconsumers’
homesor (2) predict the actual reductions in corrosion activity
within the distribution or home plumbing systems.Instead,the
purposeof corrosion control testing is to demonstrate the relative performanceof alternative treatmentapproaches.
SOURCE

&w-Th

‘For a more detailed descriptionof standardizedpipe rig constructionand implementation, see the American Water Works Association ResearchFoundation (AWWARF), Lead Control Strategies(Denver, CO: AWWARF, 1990)or
P. Temkar et al., Treatment Evaluation for Reducing Lead Dissolution from
Plumbing SystemsUsing CERL Pipe Loop System(Champaign,IL: U.S. Army
ConstmctionEngineeringResearchLaboratory, 1989).

CORROSION CONTROL
TREATMENT

CORROSION ACTIVITY
TESTING RIGS

Control Rig
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Treatment
Alternative 1

Chemical Feed

Treatment
Alternative 2
Flow Equdlzation
Basin

Chemical Traatment
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= Coupon Flow-Through Cell

0

3 flow Measuring Device
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@

= Water Duality Monitoring Location

)-c

= Flow Discharge Point and Monitoring Locations

Figure 4-3. Conceptual layout of flow-through testing schemes.
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Flow-through testing methods provide the following advantagesfor determining corrosion control treatment:
l

l

l

attention to the feasibility of creating a “continuous” supply of
treatedwater prior to any final testing decisions.

Evaluation of a limited number of alternative treatment approacheswith more rigor than static tests provide.
Refmement of the chemical feed and water quality conditions that best describethe selectedcorrosion control treatment option.
Improved simulation of the real-world conditions presentin
the distribution system that the selected corrosion control
treatmentwill need to address.

PWSs and others conducting such studiesshould consider
the following general recommendationsregarding the design
and implementation of a flow-through testing program:
Duration of testing should be 9 to 12 months to capture
seasonaleffects. The longer the testing period, the more
confidence a PWS can have in distinguishing treatmentperformance.

PWSsmight be able to usethe flow-through testing system
on a long-term basis to assist in understandingthe corrosion
responseof the distribution system on the full-scale level. In
many cases,relationships betweenthe flow-through testing system and the metal levels found in frost-flush tap samplescan
be developedin terms of trends in responsesto treatmentconditions. Calibration of the flow-through testing system to firstflush tap sampleswould be required for this use, necessitating
concurrent flow-through testing and first-flush sampling activity beyond the initial monitoring period. Continued use of the
flow-through testing systemscould provide PWSswith an additional mechanismto determine the potential effects of treatment changeson the full-scale level.
4.1.5.2 Testing Program Elements
The design and operation of a flow-through testing program requires special consideration of several study components. These componentsare briefly discussedbelow.
Pipe Rig Operation and Fabrication. The required flow
rate through a pipe rig dependson the number of connections
it is supplying. ‘Epically, between0.5 and 2 gallons per minute
(gpm) of flow through a pipe loop is adequate.If a pipe rig
consists of two or three loops, then at least 1.5 to 6 gpm of
flow is required. Operating a rig at much higher flow rates
could compromiseits feasibility, dependingon the complexity
of the pretreatmentcomponent.For example, a systemfeeding
soda ash for alkalinity and pH modification at an averagerate
of 20 mg/L and operating the testing rig for 16 hours of continuous flow with 8 hours of standing time each day would
require 29 gallons of stock solution (20 mg/mL) for a 6 gpm
pipe rig. Daily stock solution requirementsbeyond 30 gallons
becomedifficult to handle, especially when extremely concentrated solutions are used.

A standardizedsampling program should be establishedbefore initiating the testing period to enhancethe analysis of
results.
Alternative locations for siting the testing apparatusshould
be considered: (1) laboratory or water treatment plant, (2)
remote within the distribution system, or (3) distribution
system in situ apparatus. Sites experiencing significant
amountsof vibrations or humidity should be avoided. These
conditions can interfere with the performanceof the testing
apparatus.
The test material surfacesshould be evaluatedat the conclusion of each test run for each material in order to assessthe
corrosion behavior of the treatment alternative more completely.
When first-flush samplesare being collected, the samples
should be drawn slowly so as not to induce high-velocity
events within the test apparatus.
For each sample withdrawn, water quality parametersand
inhibitor residuals (if appropriate) should be analyzed in
addition to the metal content of the sample.
To the extent practical, the test conditions evaluatedshould
simulate the chemical feed application points and finished
water quality conditions expected during full-scale operations.
An important feature of this testing method is the in-line
corrosion control treatmentthat must be performed to generate
the test solutions. This treatment requires some pretreatment
appurtenances,such as chemical feed pumps, constant head
tanks, flow meters, and water quality sampling stations. In
some cases,the operation and control of the corrosion control
treatment component of the test rig can be as complicated as
the pipe rig itself, if not more so. The PWS should pay careful
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Additional attention must be given to the limitations of the
pretreatmentcomponentwhen a slurry chemical feed condition
exists, such as lime. Stock solution strengthsof hydrated lime
becomeproblematic when solutions more concentratedthan 10
mg/mL are used,dependingon the pump headand tubing sires
used.(The useof quick lime for testing rigs is not very practical
becauseof the large amount of impurities and the inability to
properly slake the lime.) These solutions also require continuous, rigorous mixing during application to ensurea consistent
suspensionof the slurry solids.
When a systemusesa corrosion inhibitor, typically requiring much lower dosagesand therefore much lower feed rates,
the pretreatmentstep is less limiting on the design and operation of the pipe rig system.Systemsexploring corrosion inhibitors might have more flexibility in termsof the numberof loops
and/or coupon/insertapparatusthat a single pipe rig can accommodate.

The pipe loops attachedto the rig should be of sufficient
length to permit a I-L sampleto be collected without introduction of water from the central pipe. Table 4-6 presents the

Table 4-6. Pipe Volumes by Tubing Length and Diameter

chemical feedratesand stock solution strengths,(4) water flow
rate through each testing apparatus,and (5) sampleidentification criteria such as test run, date, analyst, time of sampling,
samplehandling steps,and location of sample.

Pipe VolumeTable
(Volumes Listed In Liters)
Pipe Diameter (in.)
Pipe
Length
01
1
2
3
4
5
8
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
18
17
18
19
20
25
30
35
40
60

a
.03
.06
.OQ
.ll
.14
.17
.20
.23
.28
.28
.31
.34
.37
40
.43
A6
.49
.51
.54
.57
.71
.86
1.00
1.14
1.43

l/2

5i8

3l4

1

.04
.oQ
.14
.18
.23
.27
32
36
.41
.45
50
.55
.59
54
68
.73
-78
.82
.86
.Ql
1.14
1.36
1.59
1.82
2.27

.07
.14
.21
27
34
.41
A8
.55
.62
.69
.75
.82
.89
.96
1.03
1.10
1.16
1.23
1.30
1.37
1.71
2.06
2.40
2.74
3.43

.OQ
.lQ
29
.38
A8
.57
.67
.76
.86
.95
1.05
1.14
124
1.33
1.43
1.52
1.62
1.71
1.81
1.90
2.38
2.85
3.33
3.80
4.76

.16
.32
.49
.65
.81
.97
1.14
1.30
1.46
1.62
1.78
1.95
2.11
2.27
2.43
2.60
2.76
2.92
3.08
3.24
4.06
4.67
5.68
6.49
8.11

Prior to initiating the testing program, the system should
defme the frequency of monitoring for specific parametersand
the method of samplecollection. For example, first-flush samples can be collected every 2 weeksover a 1Zmonth period for
metals and for water quality parametersrepresentativeof tap
samples.Daily water quality parametersampling and notation
of the appropriate chemical feed and flow rate measurements
can be performedwhen operatingthe pipe rig, even though tap
samplesare not collected, to document the water quality conditions to which the test loops are exposedduring the study.

1 l/4
.25
.50
.74
.QQ
1.24
1.46
1.73
1.98
2.22
2.47
2.72
2.96
3.21
3.46
3.71
3.95
4.20
4.45
4.70
4.94
6.18
7.41
8.65
9.88
12.36

4.1.5.3 Static Testing Protocols
Static tests can be performed to ascertain the corrosion
behavior of alternative treatmentstoward different piping materials. Static testing by definition refers to “no flow-through”
conditions or batch testing (for example, the jar testing many
PWSsperform to evaluatecoagulantdosagesrepresentsa batch
testing protocol). The most common form of static testing is
immersion testing, where a pipe material, typically a flat coupon, is immersed in a test solution for a specified period of
time. The corrosion behavior then can be describedby weight
loss, metal leaching, or electrochemical measurementtechniques. Other static testing methods include: (1) using a pipe
segmentof the desired material, filling it with test water and
measuring the metal pickup obtained at the conclusion of a
specified holding time, and (2) recirculation testing, where a
reservoir of test water is circulated through pipe segmentsor
pipe inserts over a period of time. (Although water is flowing
through the piping segments,the same“batch” of water is being
recirculated during the holding time; in this sense,it represents
a static test.)

Notes:
l.Volurnes can be added together for pipe lengths not listed.
2. Liters can be converted to gallons by dividing by 3.785.

The general methodsdescribed above are not exhaustive.
Testing design will be a function of the overall goals and objectives of the testing program.

volume of water contained in various lengths of piping by
interior diameter dimension. Standard plumbing materials
should be used for the pipe loop tubing. All materialsused for
each rig should be obtained from the samelot of piping. For
example,if copperpiping loops are to be usedin threedifferent
pipe rigs, evaluating three different treatments,then all of the
copper used in each rig should be purchasedat the sametime
from the same lot. This minimizes variability in the testing
results due to differences in materials.

In many cases,static tests can be used to evaluate more
quickly the numerousalternative treatmentsthat might be appropriate for a PWS. This procedure would allow a PWS to
narrow the treatmentapproachesto a more limited number for
additional testing, if required. Since flow-through testing programs tend to be more complex and costly, eliminating inappropriate treatment alternatives prior to performing
flow-through testing is advantageous.To the extent that static
testing can provide such capabilities, it should be included in
the comprehensivetesting program.

For copper loops with lead-tin solderedjoints, fabrication
of all of the loops should be done by the sameperson and at
the sametime (do not fabricate one set of loops and then wait
several weeks or months before fabricating the next set). In
addition, the solder should come from the samespool. After
soldering, the piping should be flushed prior to starting the
testing program to remove any excessdebris.

For many systems,however,static testing canbe sufficient
to identify optimal corrosion control treatment.Small and medium-sized PWSsrequired to perform corrosion studiesshould
consider static testing programsto verify the appropriatetreatment process.Large PWSs also should consider using static
tests for developing recommendationson optimal treatment
when only a limited number of treatmentalternativesare available and flow-through testing is difficult to perform adequately.

TestMonitoring Programs.The samplingprogramfor testing rigs should include: (1) the metals being investigated, (2)
water quality parametersdefining the treatment process, (3)
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cols as the basis for selecting optimal corrosion control treatment include the following:
l

l

l

tion of sampling point, time, and type of mat&J), and (3)
analytical results (water quality parameterssuch as pH, temperature, alkalinity, hardness, inhibitor residual, disinfectant
residual, lead, copper, iron, etc., and/or coupon weight conditions).

Static testing conditions do not representthe conditions to
which piping systemsare subjectduring normal operations.
Household plumbing environments experience on-and-off
cycles of flow, and the distribution system piping network
experiencescontinuous flow-through conditions.
The variability found in testing results might confound a
PWS’sability to differentiate treatmentperformanceamong
the alternatives tested Replicate testing and measurements
are important componentsof the testing design, providing
additional precision and accuracy assessmentcapability.
Comparability of the test results with full-scale performance
is uncertain basedon existing information. It might be useful
for PWSsto place couponsor pipe inserts within the service
area and at water treatment plant effluent lines during the
testing program. This would provide a basis of comparison
between the static tests (control conditions only) and the
full-scale system.

4.1.6 Data Handling and Analysis
Data needsare an important considerationin the design of
the testing program (7,8). Analytical proceduresshould be defined clearly prior to developing the testing program. These
proceduresshould: (1) describethe behavior of the testing data,
and (2) generateperformancerankings for the alternative treatments.The most useful approachto statistically evaluating corrosion control data involves the application of nonparametric
statistics.
Underlying all statistical measuresare certain fundamental
assumptionsregarding the “true” behavior of the data or its
universe. The most commonly applied statistical tests(such as
the student’st test, chi-squaredistribution, differenceof means,
and analysis of variance) are preconditioned to describing universesthat exhibit a normal distribution of their values. Corrosion control testing data, however, tend to be non-normal, and
therefore conventional statistical measureswould not describe
the behavior of the data accurately,or would not reliably generate results that could be used to rank alternative treatments.
Nonparametric analysesaccommodatenon-normal conditions
and can be applied to develop relative performancemeasures
for numeroustreatments.
The nonparametric tests of importance are: (1) the Wilcoxon test, or U-test, which can compare the results of two
conditions to determine whether they behavesimilarly (i.e., no
difference in corrosion performance can be ascertained) or
whether they behave differently (i.e., one treatment method
producesbetter corrosion protection), and (2) the Kruskal-Wallis test, or H-test, which is the more general case and can
evaluate more than two test conditions.
The information to be collected for each testing run includes descriptions of: (1) test conditions (run number, treatment dosagesof applied chemicals, water quality parameters,
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Data basemanagementcapabilities for microcomputerapplications are satisfactory for evaluating most corrosion study
data. The use of spreadsheetsor data base managementsoftware in conjunction with statistical analysisprogramsis essential when large amounts of data are collected.

4.1.7 Secondary Testing Programs
Secondarytesting programs are vital to the overall study
design becausethis corollary information will be incorporated
into the selection process for defining optimal treatment. A
major areaof concern for secondarytreatmentis how the alternative corrosion control treatmentcan be installed successfully
and operated to meet future state-mandatedoperating conditions that define compliance with the lead and copper rule.
When pH, alkalinity, or calcium adjustmentare componentsof
a treatment alternative, the stability of these parametersbetween the point of adjustment and finished water entry to the
distribution system should be ascertained.The likelihood of
inhibitors and key water quality parametersremaining within
acceptablelimits in the distribution systemalso should be investigated.
The PWS must achieve compliance with existing and future drinking water standardsafter the installation of corrosion
control treatment. Testing to evaluate these conditions should
be included in the design of the corrosion control study. Of
particular concernmight be changesin: (1) the levels andtypes
of disinfection by-products that might occur, (2) the occurrence
of positive total coliform events, including those induced
through increasesin the presenceof heterotrophic plate count
bacteria, or (3) disinfectant residual concentrations.

4.1.8 Quality Assurance/ Quality Control Programs
Critical to the interpretation of the data and findings is
ensuring that proper quality assuranceand quality control
(QAIQC) procedureswere followed during the testing program.
A well-designed QA/QC program permits the investigator to
describemore accuratelythe variability introduced into the data
by the response of testing materials to the corrosion control
treatment processesbeing evaluated. Elements to be included
in a QA/QC program include:
0 Sufficient sampling frequency for water quality parameters
during the period of time when water is flowing. Sufficient
sampling frequency is necessaryto adequatelydescribethe
test conditions to which the materials were subjectbetween
first-draw samples. For example, if standing samplesare
collected each week, then at least daily sampling for water
quality parametersshould be performedfor the treatedwater
supplied to the pipe rig.

5percent of
kits are Used.It is recomm&ed that at ieast
the samplescollected be split samples.
l

l

Preparationof sampleblanks and spikes by someoneother
than the chemical analyst to verify routine measurements.A
sample blank and spike should be performed during each
testing period for metals.
Proper calibration of all analytical instruments at the beginning of each testing period. Chemical feed and flow rate
meters should be fully calibrated prior to the initiation of
testing and checked periodically during the testing program.
Reductton

l

In Metal Consentratlone

by AlternatIve

Treatmente

Sample handling procedures that follow those required in
the lead and copper rule for metals and water quality parameters.Special care should be given to the cleaning procedures used for metals analysis containers to minimize
cross-contaminationof sampling events.

ON

Each testing program will have specific QAIQC requirements.The PWS should delineate theseelementsat the beginning to prevent the collection of data that cannot be adequately
verified.

4.1.9 Example of Selecting Optimal Treatment
A large PWS performed a desktop evaluation of its system and identified two alternative treatments for further
study by corrosion testing. Flow-through testing was performed using pipe rigs with: (1) iron tubing and copper tubing with lead solder, and (2) copper, lead, and iron coupon
flow-through cells. Figures 4-4a and 4-4b present the results
of the corrosion testing in terms of the percent reductions in
metal solubility for standing samples and average weight
loss for treatment alternatives A and B as compared to the
existing treatment results.

Reduction

In Coupon

Weight-LosI

by Altemattvo

Treatmenta

Figure 4-4. Reduction in metal concentrations (a) and coupon weightloss (b) by alternative treatments.

Table 4-8 presentsthe final treatment selection matrix for
the PWS. Becausea desktopevaluation was performedprior to
the selection of treatmentsA and B for further testing, it was
determined that all treatment options were equally feasible,
eliminating this parameterfrom the decision matrix. By far, the
most important considerationfor identifying optimal treatment
in this case is treatment performance, shown by setting its
weighting factor at 0.75. The reliability and cost weighting
factors were set at 0.20 and 0.05, respectively. The reliability
of the treatmentoptions is consideredmore important than the
costs,becausecomplianceeventually will be determinedby the
ability of the PWS to consistently produce finished water that
meetsits optimal treatmentobjectives.

The first step in developing the final treatment selection
decision matrix is &fining the performance ranking of each
treatment evaluated. The score for the best treatment option
used in this analysis is 7, for the second,4, and for the worst
option, 0. Given the priorities of the PWS,the weighting factors
to each metal were 0.45, 0.40, and 0.15 for lead, copper, and
iron, respectively.Becauseof the increasedimportanceof controlling lead and copper solubility, the measurementweighting
factors were 0.7 and 0.3 for solubility and weight loss results,
respectively,for lead and copper.For iron, however,the measurement weighting factor was 0.3 and 0.7 for solubility and
weight loss results, respectively, because of more concerns
about maintenanceand repair of iron piping.

Based on the results of the final treatment selection decision matrix, Treatment A would be recommendedas optimal
corrosion control treatment.

Table 4-7 presentsthe corrosion control performancematrix with the appropriateweighting factors shown.The resulting
score indicates that treatment A provided the best corrosion
control protection, while treatmentB provided the secondbest,
and the existing treatment provided the worst performance.
Theseresults are used in the final treatment selection matrix.

4.1.10 Example of a Flow-Through Demonstration
Testing Program
Utility A exceededthe action level for lead during its first
6month period of diagnostic monitoring and initiated a COITOsion control study.The utility treatswater from a surfacesupply
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Table 4-7. Corrosion Control Treatment Performance Ranking Matrix

tr

with lime addition. Loop 3 used:finished plant water with the
addition of a phosphateinhibitor. The targetpH for Loop 2 was
8.3. The alkalinity and final hardnesswere allowed to fluctuate
to satisfy the final pH goal. Loop 3 water waspretreatedby the
addition of a proprietary phosphateinhibitor at a dose calculated to yield 1 mg/L as P04.

Performance Criteria
Metal Solubility

Weight-Loss

Treatment Alternative

Copper

Lead

Iron

Copper

Lead

Iron

Weighting Factors
Treatment A
Treatment B
Existing

0.40
4
7
0

0.45
7
4
0

0.15
5.5
5.5
0

0.40
7
4
0

0.45
7
0
4

0.15
4
7
0

3.2
1.8
0.0
0.7

0.6
0.8
0.0
0.3

2.8
1.6
0.0
0.3

3.2
0.0
1.8
0.3

0.6
1.1
0.0
0.7

The three loops were run for a period of 35 weeks after
which they appearedto have stabilized somewhatand testing
was terminated. Water was pumped through the loops for 16
hours followed by an g-hour standing period. Standing water
sampleswere collected for lead analysis onceper week for the
3S-weekperiod. Data from the tests are given in Table 4-9.

lnterlm Performance Scores
Treatment A
Treatment B
Existing
Measurement
Technique
Weighting
Factors

1.6
2.8
0.0
0.7

Unless preconditioned for an extendedperiod, new piping
materials are likely to yield higher metals concentrationsthan
actual household plumbing systems.Results from testing proTable 4-9. Lead Concentrations from Pipe Loop Testing

Measurement Scores
Treatment A
Treatment B
Existing

1.1
2.0
0.0

2.2
1.3
0.0

0.2
0.2
0.0

0.8
0.5
0.0

0.9
0.0
0.5

0.4
0.7
0.0

Total Score
Treatment A
Treatment B
Existing

5.8
4.7
0.5

Table 4-8. Final Corrosion Control Treatment Selection Matrix
Treatment
Alternative

Corrosion
Control
Performance

Treatment
Reliability

Estimated
costs

Total

0.75
7
4
0

0.15
7
0
4

0.1
0
4
7

1
6.3
3.4
1.3

Weighting Factors
Treatment A
Treatment B
Existing

to provide treated water with the following general characteristics:
pH = 7.8

Total hardness =
85 mg/L as CaCOs

so4

Ca = 52 mg/L as CaCO3

Total solids = 275 mg/L

Cl = 5 ma/L

Total alkalinity =
60 mg/L as CaC03

Na=lOmgR

= 40 nlg/L

As illustrated in Figure 4-2, several avenuesfor treatment
exist. After conducting a desktopstudy and visiting with some
other utilities using similar water sources,the utility decidedto
use pipe loops to further define optimal corrosion control treatment.
Three identical pipe loops were constructedof copperpipe
with lead-tin soldered connections.Loop 1 representeda con42

Week

Loop 1
Pb, I@

Loop 2
Pb, cl@

Loop 3
Pb, I@

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

62
78
125
110
175
205
190
162
78
112
95
132
126
103
115
138
92
100
118
107
68
82
97
112
65
78
60
92
75
87
63
72
68
80
91

130
100
80
95
110
135
108
92
79
85
90
76
79
108
87
72
68
52
97
75
48
72
103
96
72
80
52
56
45
53
60
55
52
48
57

78
102
115
109
126
102
98
75
82
70
88
65
81
73
65
68
72
38
55
62
50
68
76
72
75
80
62
54
58
45
52
68
30
51
42

Lion.levels after installation of full-scale treatmen;can only
be estimated. In the testing program discussedhere, finished
water from the treatment facility was pumped continuously
through alI three loops for 4 weeks to partially acclimate the
pipe rig before the initiation of the weekly sampling program.

paired sampledata and the denominatorrepresentsthe standard
deviation appropriate to the difference between the sample
means.These values then are compared to staudardstatistical
tables to determine if any statistical difference in treatments
exists.

Parametric statistics were used to comparethe two treatments with the control. Recognizing that water quality data
frequently is skewed,the data were investigated for skewness
(as the moment coefficient of skewnessapproacheszero, the
data approach a more normal distribution). If the distribution
is normal, or can be made more normal by a transformation,
the statistical techniques based on a normal distribution are
appropriate; otherwise, they are only approximations and the
use of nonparametric statistics might be more appropriate.As
indicated in the example, calculating the skewnesscoefficient,
‘y, showed that a logarithmic transformation gave smaller
skewnesscoefficients, so the data were evaluated in the log
normal mode.

Table 4-11. Calculated Student’s t Values

The skewnesscoefficient is defined as:

where:

xi

= individual samples,i = 1 to n
X=mean

Table 4-10. Skewness Coefficients for Lead Data
Skewness Coefficient

Normal
Log Normal

Loop 1 and Loop 2
Loop 1 and Loop 3
Loop 2 and Loop 3

t
5.46”’
6.98*”
2.87”

Notes: All teti data transformed to logarithmic values
**Highly significant difference at the 0.01 level
“‘Extremely significant difference at the 0.001 level

Results from the testing program indicate that either treatment would be beneficial when considering the entire 35 weeks
of data. Any statistical evaluation of data must be tempered
with good judgment, however,and reviewing the data seemsto
indicate fewer fluctuations in all the data during the final weeks
of testing. This is a reasonableresult, becauseonewould expect
the pipes to become more acclimated as the testing program
proceeded.Using a data set from week 25 on, the data were
examined once again. Theseresults showed that there was still
a significant difference when each treatment was comparedto
the control, but there was no apparent statistical difference
between treatments.Thus, the utility needs to examine other
factors such as initial cost, operating costs, and operatingphilosophy before deciding which treatmentto implement for fullscale treatment.
4.2 Design Considerations and Procedures for
Coupon Tests

Table 4-10 gives the calculated skewnesscoefficients for
the lead data in Table 4-9 for both normal distributed samples
and the log normal mode. The smaller coefficients for the log
normal distribution were usedas indicators that the data would
adapt more appropriately to parametric statistics using a logarithmic transformation.

Mode of Distribution

Comparison

Loop 1

Loop 2

Loop 3

1.21
0.53

0.47
-0.04

0.60
-0.32

The student’s t statistic was used to comparepaired data
among the three loops. These results are presentedin Table
4-l 1. The student’s t can be defined as:

sd

4.2.1 Summary of Method
This section presents guidelines for monitoring the corrosivity of water by coupon weight loss methods.The information is basedon the ASTM StandardTest Method D 2688-90,
Corrosivity of Water in the Absence of Heat Transfer (Weight
Loss Methods) (9). Two types of corrosion specimensare described by the ASTM method: flat, rectangular coupons and
cylindrical pipe inserts.The cylindrical Illinois StateWaterSurvey (ISWS) and Construction Engineering ResearchLaboratory (CERL) pipe insertsweredevelopedby the ISWSandwere
adoptedlater as an ASTM standard.Coupons have had a long
history of usein industrial and researchapplications. Both coupons and pipe inserts are usedroutinely in the ISWS laboratory
to measurecorrosion rates in potable and industrial water systems. Severalpublications by ASTM, the National Association
of Corrosion Engineers (NACE), and others are available that
provide additional insight on the application and use of corrosion specimensto measurecorrosion rates by the weight loss
method (10,11,12,13,14).
The weight loss method simply measuresthe mass of a
metal coupon that has been transformedby corrosion into sol-
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men is weighed and exposedto water for a specified time: The
specimenis removedfrom the water and is cleanedchemically
or mechanically to remove alI deposits above the underlying
metal. The specimenthen is reweighed and the weight loss is
convertedinto the desiredcorrosion terms.Although this premise is simple, many factors must be consideredto obtain reliable
data when using corrosion specimensin field studies. Someof
these factors are addressedin this section, but the section focusesprimarily on the laboratory proceduresemployed to prepare, process,and evaluate both coupon and pipe insert types
of corrosion specimens.

wall. This environment is usually more representativeoi the
corrosion that occursin the plumbing systemthan the disturbed
flow environment surrounding coupon installations. Pipe inserts, which are produced from genuine pipe available from
local plumbing suppliers, help ensurethat the exposedsurface
and material of a specimen are representativeof real piping
systems.The inserts also have three to four times the exposed
surfaceareaof coupons,which producesmore weight loss and
sensitivity to surfaceattack
Corrosion specimenscan be purchaseddirectly fi-om suppliers or they can be preparedin housewhen adequatelaboratory and machine shop support is present.The choice depends
on the capabilities, expertise, and desire of staff to assume
completecontrol of a corrosion study.The cost associatedwith
purchasing specimensis relatively low when comparedwith
the total cost of a study. There can be a vast difference, however, in the cost of specimens,dependingon the alloy and type
of specimen required. The metals of most concern in public
water supplies are cast iron, steel, galvanized steel, copper,
brass,lead, and solder. Coupons of these materials are readily
available from various suppliers. A list of suppliersof coupons
and representative costs is shown in Tables 4- 12 and 4-13.
Suppliers of the ASTM pipe insert specimensare not readily
available, and only one has been licensed to distribute the
CERL pipe loop and corrosion test assemblies.The ISWS laboratory has always constructedthe pipe inserts in house or in
local machine shops.The ASTM D 2688-90 method provides
the specificationsneededto preparethe inserts and test assemblies in house.

The proceduresrequire a laboratory setting. An analytical
balance, microscope, fume hood, oven, desiccator, hot plate,
and other common laboratory equipment are used to process
corrosion specimens.The capability to store, handle, and dispose of chemicals safely is an essential requirement of the
procedure.Staff membersresponsible for carrying out the procedures should have technical training and laboratory experience. In the absenceof an in-house laboratory, independent
laboratories and consultants might be neededto perform the
corrosion studies and conduct corrosion rate measurements.

4.2.2 Bask Corrosion Measurement Considerations
The objectives for determining corrosion rates in potable
water systems should be well defined. Typical objectives include determining the water corrosivity, life of materials, and
treatmenteffects.Corrosion specimenshave beenusedin laboratory, pilot-scale, and field experiments to meet these objectives. Laboratory studies generally are used to evaluate the
factors that influence the corrosion of metals under closely
controlled conditions. The laboratory studies also are useful for
acceleratedtesting and screening.

Table 4-12. Suppliers of Corrosion Specimens and Pipe Loops (ASTM
Method D 2688-90)

Corrosion studiesconductedin the laboratory, however,do
not representactual service conditions, and pilot-scale and fullscalefield studiesshould be usedto complementthe laboratory
data. In field studies, the corrosion specimensencounter the
actual environmental conditions of the system and consequently reflect the variability in corrosion becauseof water
chemistry, temperature,and flow. Since the surfaceof a corrosion specimenis baremetal, it is not representativeof a material
in equilibrium with the system. The effects of chemical treatment and water quality on corroded materials will not be reproduced by the clean specimens. Corrosion specimens
neverthelessare effective tools for studying or monitoring corrosion, as long asproper proceduresare applied and results are
interpreted correctly.
Early in the design of a corrosion study, a decision must
be madeabout the type of corrosion specimento use, the metal
alloy or alloys to be tested, and the quantity of specimens
needed to complete the study. Both the coupon and the pipe
insert type of corrosion specimen have been widely used in
potable water systems.The coupon type is the least expensive
and the most readily available in a variety of alloys. It also
requires less preparation than pipe inserts. The pipe insert type
of specimen, however, offers some characteristicsthat might
offset the advantagesoffered by coupons.Pipe inserts are de44

Flat Rectangular Coupons, Coupon Holders, and Pips Loop
Assemblies:
INSS, Inc.
2082 Michelson Drive, Suite 100, Irvine, California 92715,
714-250-3033
Metal Samples Company
Route 1, Box 152, Munford, Alabama 36268,205-358-4202
METASPEC Company
P.O. Box 22707, San Antonio, Texas 78227-0707,512-923-5999
Cylindrical Pipe Inserts, Supporting Assemblies, and Pips Loops:
Evans Machine Company (licensed USA-CERL Pipe Loop
supplier)
410 Summit Avenue, Perth Arnboy, New Jersey 08861,
908442-1144

4.2.3 Purchasing and Preparation of Corrosion
Specimens
Whether corrosion specimensare purchasedor preparedin
house,the specimensmust be machinedfrom a metal of known
composition and made of a material equivalent to the piping
material to be studied. A mill report should be requestedwhen
couponsarepurchasedto certify the alloy number,composition,
and other metallurgical information. The pipe used for the fab-

the moisture-freeenvironment of a laboratory.
Flat, Rectangular Specimens (l/16” x l/2” x 3’7, preweighed:
Price range, July 91
Material
($ per coupon)
Mild Steel, Cl010
1.60 to 2.65
Copper, CDA 110
1.60
Copper, CDA 122 DHP
3.15 to 4.10
Zinc, 99.9% pure
Lead, 99.9% pure
1.90 to 6.00
Lead/Tin Solder, 60/40
2.00 to 10.00

Corrosion specimenscan be installed in a test loop designed to investigate specific corrosion problems, or they can
be inserted into a conventional plumbing system for routine
monitoring. The specimensmust be electrically insulated from
any associatedpiping during exposure to water to eliminate
galvanic and stray current influences. Coupon-type specimens
are attachedto a rod threadedinto a pipe plug. The threaded
rod, pipe plug, and associatednuts, screws, and washersare
constructedfrom PVC, nylon, phenolic, or other nonconducting
materials. The pipe plug and mounted coupon are insertedinto
a pipe tee with the coupon protruding into the flowing water.
Coupons also can be inserted in the reverse direction to check
for a flow effect on the corrosion results. Pipe inserts are installed in a holder assemblyconsisting of standardPVC pipe
unions, nipples, and fittings. Multiple pipe inserts can be insertedinto a single PVC assemblyif separatedby PVC spacers.
The complete test assemblycontaining the pipe inserts can be
installed in a standardpipe loop or can becomean integral part
of a building plumbing system

Pipe Plug Assemblies, 3!4” plug, 3” nylon stem:
Price range $7.25 to $10.00 per unit
Pips Loop, PVC, 3/4” Sch. 80, for four (4) plug assemblies:
Price range $71 .OOto $140.00 per unit
Cylindrical, Pips Specimens, USA-CERL type, 3/4’ x 4”,
preweighed:
Estimated Price $20 to $35 per specimen, depending on
material (does not include lab fees). A complete CERL Pipe
Loop, with meter, pump, etc., can cost $1,200 to $2,000.

rication of pipe inserts should be inspected for metallurgical
defects,physical damage,and surfacefilms. All pipe that does
not meethigh quality standardsshould be rejected.A sufficient
number of specimensshould be purchased,or sufficient material should be in stock, to provide an ample number of identical
specimensto meet the demand of current and anticipated corrosion studies.

All relevant information concerning the installation of corrosion couponsis recordedon the report form assignedto each
specimen: date of installation, site location, water supply, orientation of specimens,and similar details. This report is filed
for future referenceuntil the specimensare removed and returned to the laboratory for processing.

Coupons of the same alloy must be identical, if possible.
Each must be machined and treated in the samemanner.They
must have the samesize, shape,and surfacefinish. Steel, copper, and galvanized zinc couponsare impactedwith glassbeads
for a final finish, whereaslead and solders are scouredwith a
fine abrasive powder. During the finishing process, extreme
caremust be taken to prevent contamination from being carried
over to the coupon surfaceby other metals.The surfaceof pipe
insertsis inspectedto ensurethat they are metallurgically sound
and free of mill scale, and defective inserts are discarded.

4.2.4 Duration Guidelines for Corrosion Studies

A distinctive identification number is assignedto eachcorrosion specimen.This number should be stampedprominently
on the surface of the specimen and also should identify the
metal alloy usedto produce the specimen.All specimensmust
be degreasedand scouredwith a fine abrasiveto remove lubricantsand debris from machining operations.After degreasing,
the specimensmust be handled with gloves or plastic-coated
tongs to prevent further contamination.

The optimum length of time that specimensneed to be
exposed to obtain reliable corrosion rates dependson the surface area exposed,the metal corrodibility, and the water corrosivity. The physical size of specimens is limited by the
weighing constraints of the analytical balance, although the
exposedsurfaceareais designedto maximize weight loss during installation. A significant weight loss must be obtainedto
assessthe corrosion resistanceof pipe materials accuratelyor
to evaluate the effect of water treatment. Becausethe corrodibility of piping materials is very low by design, long-term
corrosion studies are neededin public water supplies to obtain
the neededweight loss. Table 4-14 lists the typical corrosion
rates for plumbing materials exposed to a variety of Illinois
water supplies.
Table 4-14. Typical Corrosion Rates for Pipe Inserts in Illinois Waters
Pipe Material
Copper
Galvanized Steel
Mild Steel

The clean, dry specimens are weighed on an analytical
balanceto the nearest0.1 mg. The weight of each specimenis
recordedalong with its identification number on a customized
report form (Figure 4-5). The report becomespart of a permanent file for documenting future weight loss and evaluationdata
concerning the specimen.Specimensare stored in a desiccator
or similar noncorrosive atmosphereuntil needed.Steel specimens are especially susceptible to corrosion during handling
and storageand should be kept in envelopesimpregnatedwith
a vapor-phaseinhibitor. Sealedplastic envelopesshould be used

Corrosion Rates
(range in mpy)
0.05-0.60
0.1O-2.00
0.50-l 0.00

As a generalguideline, the ISWS has found that corrosion
specimensrequire at least 6 months exposure for meaningful
corrosion rates,but under someconditions, thesespecimenscan
require up to 24 months exposure(15). Copper and galvanized
steel pipe inserts are installed for 12 months for routine monitoring purposes.The duration for a corrosion study is a variable
45

CORROSION SPECIMEN DATA FORM

Coupon Identification:
Number

Metal

Type

Dimensions

Surface Area (sq in)

SurfaceFinish

Source

Date Prepared

Coupon Weight Loss Data:
Original Weight (prior to installation), gram
Final Weight (after exposure and cleaning), gram
Weight Loss (due to corrosion), gram
Installation Information:
Location
Description
Date Coupon Installed (mm/dd/yy)
Date Coupon Removed (mm/dd/yy)
Exposure Time, days
Visual Examination:
General Appearance

Pitting

general

isolated
none
size 82 shape
maximum pit depth, inch

Corrosion ,Rate Results:
Penetration,mils/year
mm/year
Weight loss, mg/dm%ay

mpY =
WY

=

mdd =

Report additional comments or calculations on the back of this report.
Signature(s)

Date Reported

Figure 4-5. Corrosion specimen data form.
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that should be determined for each water source. Corrosion
specimensmust be installed and removed at regular intervals
to determine the effect of time on corrosion. The accuracyand
quality of the corrosion data are improved significantly by the
use of replicate specimens.

licate blanks are subjectedto the samecleaning procedureand
solutions that areusedto processcorrodedspecimens.To obtain
the net weight loss becauseof corrosion, the meanweight loss
of the replicate blanks resulting from the cleaning processis
deducted from the gross weight loss of specimens.This net
weight loss is used to calculate the corrosion rate.

Wachter and Treseder’s (16) planned-interval test procedure is recommendedfor corrosion studiesdesignedto develop
treatmentstrategiesin public water supplies. This is an excellent procedurefor evaluating the effect of time on the corrosion
of metalsand also for monitoring changesin corrosivity of the
water during a corrosion study.

4.2.5 Processing of Corroded Specimens
After a specified interval, the coupon holders and/or pipe
insert test assembliesare removed from the piping system to
terminateexposureof the specimen(s).Each specimenis separated carefully from the corrosion test assembly.Specimensare
air-dried immediately and are kept in a 105°Coven, desiccator,
or similar low-humidity atmosphereuntil processedin the laboratory. The appearanceand condition of each specimenshould
be evaluated visually. Any degradation in appearanceof the
specimenis recorded on the report form: i.e., localized attack;
physical damage;and color, porosity, and abundanceof surface
deposits.When required, the appearanceof specimenscan be
documentedwith color photographsfor future reference.Specimens then are grouped and processedin sets of like metal
alloys.
Any coating applied to the specimento confine corrosion
damageto a defined surface areais removed.Pipe inserts usually are painted to limit corrosion to the internal surfaceof the
specimen.Paint must be removed carefully to prevent solvents
and water from contacting the corroded surface area and degrading the oxide or mineral deposits on the specimen. The
specimensare rinsed with water and acetonebefore being redried in a 105°C oven. In the ISWS, the specimensare removed
from the oven, allowed to cool, and weighed with the deposition products intact. Although some deposit might be lost in
handling, the difference in specimen weight before and after
chemical cleaning is an indication of the massof corrosion and
mineral deposits occurring in the system,The specimensthen
are cleanedby chemical and mechanicalproceduresto remove
all surfacedeposits above the basemetal.

Various chemical cleaning proceduresare cited in the literature for eachtype of alloy (10,13,17). The ISWS laboratory
has found that the ASTM D 2688-90 cleaning proceduresare
quick, simple, and efficient for processing large numbers of
specimens.An ultrasonic cleaning bath also is usedto improve
the chemical cleaning efficiency for removing adherentdeposits. The cleaning proceduresusedby the ISWS for copper,zinc,
iron, and lead alloys (both pipe inserts and coupons)are summarizedin Sections4.2.6.1 through 4.2.6.4.The proceduresare
basedon the ASTM 2688 method,but other acceptablecleaning
proceduresare documented in the literature (10,13,17). Note
that the procedurefor cleaning lead specimenshas beenmodified becausethe weight loss of lead blanks was high using the
ASTM cleaning solution. The cleaning proceduresfor lead and
lead-solderrequire further study,
Chemical cleaning solutions employ acids,alkalis, and solvents that can be hazardousto personnel. The handling, use,
and disposal of chemical solutions should comply with current
laboratory safety regulations. Cleaning proceduresshould be
carried out in a fume hood and personnel should wear protective clothing and goggles.
4.2.6.1 Iron and Steel Specimens
Specimensare immersedin freshly preparedhydrochloric
acid (10 percent HCl) for 5 minutes at ambient temperature.
Alternately, scour, brush, and acid clean to remove stubborn
deposits.Specimensshould not be immersedin cleaning solution for more than 30 minutes. Specimensarerinsed thoroughly
in order with tap water, deionized water, and a dilute passivating solution. The specimensareplaced immediately in a 105OC
oven to dry for 1 hour. They are removed from the oven, allowed to cool, and are reweighed to the nearest0.1 mg on an
analytical balance.This fmal weight is recorded on the report
form to complete the data neededfor the corrosion rate calculation.

4.2.6 Chemical Cleaning Procedures
Bulky deposits are removed from the corrosion specimens
prior to chemical cleaning to minimize the time that specimens
are exposed to the aggressive chemical solutions. A plastic
spatula or similar tool is used to scrape the deposits off the
specimenswithout damaging the underlying metal. These surface deposits often are saved for chemical analysesand evaluation by x-ray diffraction to identify the mineral components.

4.2.6.2 Copper and Copper Alloys
The copper specimensare immersed in hydrochloric acid
(10 percent HCl) for 1 to 2 minutes at ambient temperature.
The specimensare rinsed thoroughly with tap water,deionized
water, and acetone.They are allowed to dry for 5 to 10 minutes
in a fume hood to remove acetoneand are storedin a desiccator
for 24 hours before weighing in the same manner as steel
specimens.Acid solutions usedto clean copperspecimensmust
not be used to clean other metals.
4.2.6.3 Zinc and Galvanized Steel
Zinc and zinc-coatedspecimensare immersedin sulfamic
acid solution (10 percent)for 5 minutes at ambienttemperature.
Beakerscontaining the cleaning solution are placedin an ultrasonic bath to improve cleaning efficiency. Specimensare alter-

An ideal cleaning procedure will remove all the corrosion
products and mineral deposition from the surfaceof a coupon
without any loss of base metal. Somebasemetal is lost by all
cleaning procedures, however, and this weight loss must be
determinedby the use of uncorroded specimens(blanks). Rep47

dealloying, crevice corrosion, or other forms of localized corrosion. This might or might not be true. It is important, therefore, that the specimensbe inspectedcarefully before and after
cleaning to identify the presenceof localized corrosion.

nately scoured,brushed, and acid cleaneduntil the surfacedeposits are removed.The specimensthen are rinsed thoroughly
with tap water, deionized water, and acetone.They are immediately placed in a 105°C oven to dry for 1 hour before weighing.
4.2.6.4 Lead and Lead Solder
Lead specimensare immersed in a 1 percent acetic acid
solution for 2 minutes and held at a temperatureof 60 to 70°C.
The specimensare brushed very lightly and rinsed thoroughly
with deionizedwater anddry acetone.They areplacedin 105OC
oven to dry for 1 hour before weighing. Lead specimensmust
be handledvery carefully to minimize unintentional metal loss.

Corrosion data can be calculated and expressedas weight
loss per unit areaper unit time or the equivalent rate of penetration. The generally acceptedunits aregramsper squaremeter
per day (g/m2/d) and millimeters penetration per year (mmpy).
The ISWS traditionally has used mils per year (mpy) for reporting corrosion rates.
The Corrosion Rate (CR) is calculated by the following
equation:

4.2.7 Evaluation of Localized Corrosion
After the corrosion specimens have been cleaned and
weighed for the fmal time, the surface of each specimen is
examined for evidence of localized corrosion. A low-powered
microscope(5x to 50x) is a useful tool for examining coupons
and pipe inserts. The degree of attack, pit shape,pit density
@it&q in.), and pit depth (mils) are routinely recorded.Byars
& Gallop (18) published photos and terminology that are an
excellent guideline for describing the attack on coupons.Pipe
inserts are evaluatedin the samemanner as couponsbut need
to be split lengthwise to permit visual and instrumental inspection of the specimen.A dial depth gaugeis employed to measure the pit depth. Tbe visual appearance and pitting
measurementsare recorded on the specimendata form.

where
weight loss of coupon during exposure, grams

w=
A=

exposedsurfacearea of coupon, squareinches

T=

time coupon was exposedto water, days

D=

density of metal coupon, grams per cubic centimeter
(from Table 4-15 and various handbooks)

F=

factor for converting units of measurementinto mpy, use
22,250 for units listed above

To convert units from mpy to mmpy, multiply the mpy
value by 0.0254.

The pitting data can be equatedwith the results from other
studiesby calculating the Pitting Rate Equivalent (PRE),which
is expressedas mils penetration per year (mpy) and is calculated by the following equation:

Table 4-15. Density of Selected Metals
Metal
Brass, Red
Carbon Steel
Copper
Gafvanized Steel or zinc
Grey Cast Iron
Lead
Solder, 5OPb150Sn
Stainless Steel. 316

365 * d
PRE (mpy) = 7
where
d = maximum pit depth, thousandthsof an inch
t = specimenexposure time, days
The Pitting Factor (PF), which also is usedfor this purpose,
is the ratio of deepestmetal penetration by a single pit to the
average metal penetration as determined by the weight loss
measurement.A value of 1 representsuniform corrosion with
no pitting, whereashigher values indicate an increasedpitting
tendency.

Density, s/cm3
8.75
7.86
a.94

7.13
7.20
11.33
9.32
7.98

Source: NACE Corrosion Engineer’s Reference Book

4.2.9 Interpretation of the Corrosion Data

4.2.8 The Corrosion Rate Calculation
The corrosion rate is calculated from the recorded net
weight loss of a specimenand is reported in terms of average
surfacepenetrationper specified time interval. This implies that
the metallic corrosion is linear with time, which is seldomtrue
with potable water. In most instances, the corrosion rate decreaseswith time as oxide films develop or as minerals deposit
on the metal. Reporting of corrosion rates also implies that the
weight loss is due to uniform corrosion and not to pitting,
48

A planned-interval corrosion study conductedby the ISWS
(15) servesas an example of the interpretation of data. Copper
and galvanized steel corrosion specimens were installed for
various intervals over a 2-year period in different water supplies. The corrosion specimens,identified by the letters A
through G, were exposed for the time span shown in Figure
4-6. Changesin water corrosivity and metal corrodibility were
evaluatedfor eachwater supply by examining the relationships
in the weight loss data using the Wachter and Treseder technique. Multiple relationships may be drawn from the differences between the various combinations of specimen weight
loss measurements.Table 4-16 summarizessomeof theserelationships and their significance.
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tain a pH of 8.5. This treatmentstrategyproved to be effective
in controlling a red water problem in the distribution system,
and the corrosion data indicate it was effective in reducing the
corrosion of galvanized pipe. The weight lossesof specimens
F and E also were significantly less than the corresponding
weight lossesof specimensB and C, which provide additional
confinnaton that the water corrosivity changed during the
study.
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The corrosivity of another water supply was found to be
relatively consistent throughout the samecorrosion study. The
weight losses of copper specimensat Site 307 were nearly
linear (seeFigure 4-8). There was no significant difference in
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Figure 4-6. Planned-interval pipe insert exposure during EPA/lSWS
corrosion study.
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Table 4-16. Significance of Coupon Weight Loss Measurements

H

Significance

Coupon Weight Loss Results

ZOO-

No change in water corroslvity
Decreased corrosivfty
Increased corrosivfty
No change in metal corrodibility
Decreased corrodibility
Increased corrodibility

A=GorB=F
GxAorFcB
A<GorB<F
D-C = G or D-B = F
D-C c G or D-B c F
G c D-C or F c D-B
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Figure 4-6. Corrosion of copper specimens at Site 307.

A changein corrosivity and its effect on the weight loss of
galvanized steel specimenswere observed at Site 302 during
the aforementioned study. Figure 4-7 shows the weight loss
data for the specimens. The change in corrosivity occurred
becausethe water utility was not satisfied with its corrosion
control program, The difference was most obvious between
specimensA and G. SpecimenA was installed during the period
when a phosphate/zincproduct (0.7 mg/L) was being applied.
At approximately the sametime, specimenA was removed,the
phosphate/zinc treatment was discontinued, and caustic soda
(19 mg/L) was applied for the remainderof the study to main-

r--rTlrwtromStartotStudy
l -..-onm.hcmEndotSbJdy

the weight lossesof specimensA and G (or B and F), although
the specimenswere exposedat different time spansduring the
study. The lower weight loss found for specimenE might be
becauseof processing or metallurgical factors, since the other
six specimensprovided consistentresults. The use of replicate
specimensis recommendedto reduce the uncertainties of a
single weight loss measurement.
In the previous example, the corrodibility of copper was
examined by the weight loss relationships outlined in Table
4-16. The weight loss of specimen G was greater than the
calculated difference between specimensD and C. The weight
loss of specimenF also was greaterthan the calculated D - B
value. Both comparisonsindicate that the corrodibility of copper decreasedduring the study. This is an anticipated result
since the corrosion or mineral deposition that occurs gradually
on the surface of coupons will tend to protect the underlying
metal and reduce the apparentcorrosion rate.

OT

Coupon test results can be usedto comparethe corrosivity
of various water sourcesor differencesin the corrosivity within
a distribution system Figure 4-9 illustrates the effect of time
on the corrosion rate for galvanized steel pipe specimens.The
corrosion rates at the two sites located in water supply A both
declined with time, although the corrosion rates were significantly different. Site 302 was located at the water treatment
plant, whereasSite 304 was situated at a remote location in the
distribution system.Site 302 is the example cited previously as
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flgure 4-7. Corrosion of galvanized steel specimens at Site 302.
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teristics of a particular metal have not beenasprevalent asthese
other methods for evaluating corrosion in a system. With the
recent lead and copper rule comesa need to evaluatecorrosion
control with respect to the leaching of these metals. Since
weight loss and metals concentrationshave not beencorrelated
sufficiently, a pilot system that assessesthe leaching potential
of the systemmight be most appropriate when evaluating optimum corrosion control treatment. Pipe loops can be used in
corrosion optimization studies in the following ways:
l
0.2 -

Water Supply
A

B A

~SlTE206

0.0
0
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Figure 4-9. Effect of water corrosivity on

To comparethe impacts of various water qualities on metal
levels.
To comparethe ability of various treatmentsto reducemetals
levels.

galvanizedsteel.
l

experiencing a change in corrosivity becauseof a change in
water treatment. The data underscorethe importance of conducting corrosion studiesat different locations when evaluating
the effectsof water treatmentin a distribution system. The data
likely reflect the differencein the chemical equilibria of the two
sites.

To evaluate the side effects of various treatments.

The following section provides a brief discussion of the
design, construction, operation, and data evaluation issuesrelated to conducting pipe loop evaluations for determining optimal corrosion control.

Figure 4-9 also illustrates the corrosivity of two water
supplies and how they compare.Water supply B is a lime-softened ground water source using the calcium carbonatesaturation indices for corrosion control. Water supply A is a clarified
and filtered surface water source that tried both a zinc/phosphate and a caustic soda treatment to control corrosion. The
corrosion of galvanized steel attained equilibrium and a very
low corrosion rate within 6 months in water supply B. A much
longer interval was required in water supply A to reach equilibrium, which will be at a higher corrosion rate than water
supply B.

4.3.2 Pipe Loop Design and Construction
Considerations
Several operating conditions should be considered when
designing a pipe loop system, including operating pressure,
flow, velocity, pipe diameter,length of loops, total through-put
volume, and on-off cycling. Thesefactors should be controlled
to reduce the amount of variability in the test results. The
American WaterWorksAssociation ResearchFoundation (AWWARF) pipe rack model was designed by the Illinois State
Water Survey as part of the Lead Cunrrol Strategies manual
(4). The model was designedto enablethe metal leaching characteristics of various pipe materials to be evaluated under
equivalent operating conditions. (The Lead Control Strategies
manualcontainsa completedescription of the pipe loop model.)
AWWARPis in the processof revising that initial protocol. The
following discussion lists several key issues that should be
incorporated in the design of the AWWARF pipe loop model
or other models designedto evaluate the leaching potential of
a particular system

4.2.10 Summary
The preceding examples demonstratevarious techniques
for interpretation of the corrosion dam obtained from coupon
weight loss measurements.Corrosion specimenscan be very
effective tools for accessing the corrosivity of water or the
corrodibility of metals. Because many factors influence the
corrosion of plumbing materialsin potable water,the variability
due to the preparation and processing of specimensmust be
minimized. Pipe insert and/or coupon type specimenscan produce valuable data for evaluating the effects of water treatment
on plumbing materials. The advantagesand limitations of the
coupon weight loss procedure, however, must be considered
carefully in designing a corrosion study to meet this objective.

The lead source to be evaluated in the pipe loop should
reflect the sourcesof lead in the system. If lead service lines
are a major source of lead in a system, lead pipe of a similar
diameter should be incorporated into the pipe loop; a similar
process should be followed for soldered copper pipe. Brass
faucetsalso havebeen shown to contribute significantly to lead
levels measuredin a standing 1-L sample from the tap. Incorporating brassfaucetsinto the pipe loop systemmight be considered; the vast number of existing faucets and their varying
lead content, however, make the choice problematic. PVC
should be used for the remainder of the pipe loop to prevent
metals contamination from non-test loop piping sections.Teflon@tape,rather than pipe-joint sealing compounds,should be
used to connect the PVC sections in the manifold.

4.3 Design Considerations for Pipe Loop Testing
4.3.1 Introduction
Traditionally, corrosion pilot plants have consisted of
either static bench-scaleimmersion tests or flow-through loops
containing metal coupons for weight loss evaluations. Flowthrough pipe loops designed to evaluate the leaching charac50

The variability of lead levels measuredboth at the tap and
from controlled pipe loop studies indicates that multiple loops
of the samematerial exposedto the samewater quality conditions should be incorporated.The AWWARF pipe rack design
includes three replicate loops of the samematerial. In a corrosion optimization study, several of thesepipe racks with replicate test loops must be run side-by-sideto obtain a comparison
of the various treatedwater qualities.

of samplesremovesparticulate metals,it reducesthe variability,
allowing improved comparisonsbetween loops.
Filtration appearsto be simple, but it can createadditional
problemsif not done carefully. All materials in contactwith the
water should be of plastic or Teflon@’and the membranesthemselvesshould be of polycarbonate.Filters should be rinsed with
sample water to satiate adsorption sites, with that volume of
water being discardedbefore the sample is collected. The filtration apparatusshould be cleanedthoroughly and acid-rinsed
betweenfiltrations of different samples.In-line filtration during
samplecollection generally is more desirable than vacuum filtration.

Another factor in design of the pipe loop system is the
location of the apparatus.The facility where these loops are
constructedmust have adequatespace,heat, power, water supply, and wastewaterdrain to accommodateseveral pipe racks
with replicate test loops of the materials of interest. It also is
important to recognize water quality changeswhen siting the
apparatus.The quality of water leaving the treatment plant
might be significantly different from that of the water that
reachesthe residential units. Construction of the pipe rack can
be accomplishedeither by in-house or contract staff. The quality of workmanship should be similar to local plumbing contractors.With solderedcopperloops, the amount of solder used
for each loop should be recorded.

Another decision to be made when planning a pipe loop
study is whetherthe corrosion ratesare important Clearly, from
a materials performanceperspective,lower corrosion rates are
desirable.Lead corrosion rates are relatively low comparedto
other metals.Although theselow corrosion ratesproduce trace
quantities of lead solution, they generally are significant
enough to produce health problems. Often, couponsor inserts
that are sectionsof pipe are usedfor weight loss determinations.
Soft materials, such as lead, might be extremely difficult to
process accurately for this purpose. Galvanically stimulated
corrosion processes,such as solderjoint corrosion, are not easily amenableto evaluation by weight loss, although someprocedures to do this have been developed (see Section 4.4).
Various electrochemicalinstruments provide instantaneous(or
nearly instantaneous)readings of corrosion rate. The data frequently can be capturedby computersfor integration and plotting.

4.3.3 Pipe Loop Operational Considerations
4.3.3.1 Startup Issues
Prior to initiating pipe loop operations,severaldatacollection andoperationsissuesshouldbe considered.Decisionsmust
be made about:
What metals levels to evaluate

Finally, the water quality characteristicsof the sourcewater
both before and after it is treatedshould be identified, as should
the accuracy of the chemical feed system. Depending on the
treatment,the chemical feed systemcan be monitoredby evaluating pH, alkalinity, concentration of inhibitor, calcium, and
disinfectant residual. Thorough records of the mechanicaloperating conditions also should be maintained.Theseconditions
include flow, pressure,and through-put volume. It is advisable
to record the quantity of chemicalsusedso that comparisoncan
be made with measuredquantities.

The need for corrosion rate information
Corrosion mechanismevaluations
Collection of auxiliary water quality parameters
Metals from corrosion reactions might be present as dissolved aqueousspecies,minute colloidal or freshly precipitated
particles that are suspendedin the water, or as fragments of
corrosion by-product films that have been eroded or removed
from the pipe by water flow. Knowledge of the form of the
metal and the relative fraction that is dissolved might be important for developing the optimum treatment.For lead or copper corrosion control, the solubility must be decreased,and the
passivating film must adhereto the pipe.
From a regulatory standpoint, all of the metal is assumed
to be bioavailable, so differentiation between dissolved and
other forms is not necessarily critical for a pipe loop experimental study. Modeling and predictions of metal solubility,
however, are based on establishment of equilibrium with the
dissolved species. For comparison to modeling predictions,
therefore,sometype of isolation of the dissolved metal fraction
is necessary.This isolation can be done by complicatedanalytical techniques such as anodic stripping voltammetry or by ultrafiltration. More often, however, simple membranefiltration
is used, and the cutoff for what size particle is considered
“dissolved” is set at somelevel, such as 0.4 pm. Since filtering
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4.3.3.2 Sampling Issues
Prior to initiating normal sampling, it might be advisable
to characterizethe usable sample volume in each loop, since
mixing fresh influent water with the stagnantwater in the loops
might dilute the metals concentrations. This characterization
can be accomplishedby collecting a series of small volume
samples(25 to 50 mL) from the loop after a designatedstanding
time and measuringeach sample for metals levels. A “profile”
of lead levels can be obtained, and the usable volume in the
loop can be determined. The sampling protocol for standing
samplesin the pipe loop study then can be organizedto fit the
total usablevolume contained in each loop.
Utilities or researcherswith a more scientific orientation
might be interestedin trying to understandthe mechanismsof
corrosion and inhibitor performanceto better predict treatment
goals. The sampling and analysis program must be configured

to include specialproceduresfor sampling and chemical analytion of dissolved oxygen or chlorine, reduction in inhibitor
concentration, increasesin pH caused by corrosion reaction,
and changes in metal speciation (i.e., Cu+‘/CtP2, Fec3) are
examplesof analysesthat could give insight into corrosion and
treatmentmechanisms.

The length of the test

l

The availability of staff and laboratory resources

The length of time to operatea pipe loop systemto obtain
stabledatafor making comparisonswill dependon the material
used and the influent water chemistry to each loop.

Obtaining accurateinformation on initiation of stagnation
conditions is important in de&mining the rate and extent of
metal leaching from the plumbing materials. Whenever the
water source for the pipe rack systemis inconsistent,the background samplesshould be taken during the flow period immediately before the standing time and as close to the shutoff time
as is practical. Valuableinformation also is obtainedif a sample
is taken of the metal or metals of interest from the loop sampling tap during the flowing period. This shows how much
metal is picked up when water travels through the pipe.

4.3.4 Characteristics of Pipe Loop Data
Leaching data collected from actual pipe loop studiesdisplays an intrinsic variability in lead and copper levels. This
variability limits the certainty with which extrapolation of results from the pipe loop to distribution systemstandingsamples
can be made.The use of new materials and the operating conditions with which these materials are exposedin a pipe loop
systemcan createfilm characteristicsthat rarely representconditions in the field. These issues place significant constraints
on estimating “optimum” corrosion treatment.

Several special precautions must be taken when certain
sensitive analysesare to be performed on samplesin the corrosion study. For example, samplescollected for pH analysis
should be taken in closed containerswith no air space.The pH
will change,sometimesradically, if the samplescomeinto contact with air. The amount of the change will depend on the
characteristic of the individual water and its buffer intensity.
Waters particularly susceptible to pH drift are low-alkalinity
water with a pH greater than 8, moderate-alkalinity waters of
high pH, and very high-alkalinity waters of low pH where
oxygen and carbon dioxide degassingoccur. During analysis,
pH measurementsshould be made directly on water in the
original container with minimal air contact.Using 25 to 40-r&
glasssamplevials with capshaving conical polyethylene inserts
has been found to be quite useful. A rubber stopperaround the
electrode will enable the samplesto be protected from the air.
Sealed containers such as these might enable the preservation
of pH for hours or days. The stability of pH. however,must be
determinedfor eachwater supply to be tested.It is possible that
the sensitivity to pH change from atmospheric contact will
differ among waters representingone treatmentor another.

4.3.5 Data Evaluution Considerations
Statistical evaluation of data has commonly been performed using parametric statistics, with which there is widespreadfamiliarity and for which software is readily available.
With parametric statistics,there is a strong assumptionthat the
probability density function of the data is normal or bell-shaped
(nonskewed). For data distributions that are non-normal
(skewed) or for which there are so few data points that the
distribution cannot be determined, nonparametric statistical
techniquesare more statistically efficient. Thesetechniquesare
not as widely recognized as parametric or normal distribution
techniques,and until recently, few software packagesincorporated thesemethods.The simple comparisonbetweenparametric and nonparametric statistics is as follows:
Nonparametric
Parametric
Interestedin levels
Interestedin location
Use meanand standarddeviation Use median and percentile
Ranked Sign Test
T-test

Similar to analyses of pH, direct analyses of dissolved
inorganic carbonate @IC) require that samplesbe taken with
little disturbance and sealed in bottles with no air space.Dissolved oxygen also requires specialcollection precautions.Special preservation requirements for other anaIytes should be
determinedby consulting the laboratory and standardanalytical
procedure referencesfor the test of interest.

Lead levels from both pipe loop data and standingsamples
collected at the tap typically display non-normal (skewed)distributions that, in many cases,appearto be log-normal. In addition, pipe loop studies can provide a limited number of data
points with which to evaluate treatmentsbecauseof the length
of time neededto obtain relatively stable metals levels. Either
of thesecircumstancessuggeststhat nonparametrictechniques
should be usedwhen evaluating the data from a pipe loop study.

When metal speciation analysis such as sample filtration
is to be performed,the samplesmust not be acidified until after
the separationhas been done.

4.4 Electrochemical Methodologies for Corrosion
Measurement in the Distribution System

Finally, when determining the frequency of sampling and
length of study period, the following interrelated factors should
be considered:

Electrochemical corrosion assessmenttechniques have
been sufficiently developed to provide a useful tool for corrosion control optimization programs.Electrochemical corrosion
assessmentis a direct assessmentmethodology, the type emphasizedin the lead and copper rule. Calcium carbonate-based
saturationindices, in contrast, are indirect assessmentmethodologies and are inadequateto characterizecorrosion processes.

0 The analytical precision of the results
l

l

The natural variability of the parametersto be measured
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the

is that they provide a nearly insu&aneous measureof the-underlying corrosion process.They provide a snapshotof what is
taking place on the surface of the corrosion specimen at a
particular time. They are not a cumulative measure,so they are
particularly useful for many process control operations or
screeningprograms.Once the instrumentation is in place, performing an electrochemical screeningprogram is a rather inexpensiveprocess.
Electrochemical techniques can be used with a variety of
different analyses.Assessingcorrosion rate could certainly be
high on any system operator’s list, but these techniques also
can be used for analyzing passivity phenomena,coating effectiveness,pitting susceptibility, galvanic interactions, and inhibitor evaluations. Electrochemical techniques, however, cannot
measuredirectly the underlying corrosion current between the
oxidated and the reductant couple, becauseboth the oxidation
and the reduction are taking place on the samesample,perhaps
within a few micrometersor microns of eachother. The reductant couple cannot be isolated; hence,it is not possible to measure the corrosion current directly. The assessmentof the actual
surfacepotential of the corrosion specimenalso is not adequate
to define the corrosion process.

referenceelectrode has a stable electrochemical potential, all
changesare measuredrelative to that potential.
Someinitial work has been performed at the University of
Washingtonand subsequentlyat the University of North Carolina at Charlotte to develop polarization cells that are specific
for the distribution network. The goal of this work was to
develop a simple system that uses plumbing materials as the
actual electrode surface and that has a cell geometry that can
reflect the hydrodynamics of pipe flow. The polarization cell
developed consists of two pieces of plastic that hold a test
specimenbetweenthem. The auxiliary electrodepenetratesthe
test specimen axially, and the reference electrode is directly
above. It is relatively inexpensive to produce, becauseall that
is requiredis someplastic machining, a referenceelectrode,and
auxiliary electrodes. Potentiostats and corrosion monitoring
equipment essentially can be compressedinto a single circuit
board, or a single board that fits inside a laptop computer.The
cost to purchasethem as a packagevaries between$8,000 and
$15,000. No unusual laboratory facilities are required. Most
laboratoriesprobably are doing part of their own electrochemical analysesalready. The metal specimenscan be fabricated
easily or purchasedfrom one of several different companies
that produce fabricated metal specimens.

The goal in performing an electrochemicalevaluation of a
particular specimenis to obtain an Evans diagram or a Koppel
plot. In effect, a current is applied to a specimen,a piece of
metal that is presumably at equilibrium. The current is applied
in both the anodic and cathodic direction. The piece of metal
is perturbedby this current, and the offset in potential, brought
aboutby thoserespectiveanodic and cathodiccurrents,is measured. The Koppel plot, which can be developed from these
measurements,graphically demonstratesthat the intersection of
the anodic Koppel slopes and the cathodic Koppel slopes
should yield the underlying corrosion current.

Rather than performing a full-blown potentiodynamics
scanof a surface,a linear polarization canbe performed.Linear
polarization relies on only a single offset, which shifts surface
potential of the corrosion specimen by 10 or 20 millibles; a
reading of the impressedcurrent is produced at that point. If
Koppel slopes are known for a corroding specimen,then an
interpretation of the corrosion rates can be made from a single
measurement.There are two-electrode and three-electrodevariations on that theme,both of which have worked fairly well.
Linear polarization instrumentation has the advantagesof
speed,simplicity, relative low cost, and relative accuracy.In.
this context, relative accuracymeansthat an assessmentcan be
made to determine whether there are increasesor decreasesin
the corrosion rate; however, it has low absolute accuracy.A
potentiodynamic scan must be performed if a highly accurate
electrochemicalassessmentis neededm terms of absoluteterminology.

Coupon testing is the definitive measureof the actual corrosion rate. Other analytical techniques, including electrochemical methodologies,must be comparedto somereference,
and a suggestedreferenceis coupontesting using either the flat
coupon technique and the Illinois State Water Survey (ISWS)
technique,or modifications to the ISWS technique using actual
pipe. Making an assessmentof a corrosion rate based on a
single specimenor even two or three specimenssimply is not
adequate. The variation in corrosion, most importantly on
steels,is so large that multiple coupon exposuresare required.
This definitive technique for corrosion assessmentrequires 3
to 6 months to carry out.

Thereis a developing polarization techniquethat is referred
to as alternating current (AC) impedance.The AC impedance
technique is just now beginning to be applied in distribution
networks. The technique actually has been available for about
a decadeand has been usedextensively in other industries.

4.4.1 Polarization Techniques

AC impedancedoes not use direct current; it applies an
alternating current’to the corrosion specimen.The alternating
current and the subsequentperturbation of the corrosion specimen produce a variety of information, including the corrosion
rate. An electrical model of the corrosion surfaceis constructed,
taking into account the different resistanceson that surface.
Most importantly, there is very little distortion of the surface
chemistry when AC impedance techniques are used. This is
important in water distribution networks becausethe other polarization techniquesoften apply or create a potential shift of

A potentiostat is required for electrochemicaltesting. This
device is capable of measuring the surface potential of the
corrosion specimen to an accuracy in the millivolt range and
simultaneously controlling the impressedcurrent applied to a
specimen in the micro range. The cost for a potentiostat is
several thousand dollars. The polarization cell is the device
usedto hold the corrosion specimen,consisting of three different elements: the test specimen, reference electrode, and
counter electrode. The referenceelectrode is used to compare
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50 or 100 millibles. This is a substantial changein the nature
of the corrosion surfaceand alters the underlying electrochemistry of the surface.AC impedancegets around this problem by
applying an alternating current that has an offset no greater,
generally, than 5 millibles. The disadvantagesof the systemof
AC impedanceis that it is still an emerging technology,at least
for water distribution systems, and requires fairly extensive
instrumentation.The instrumentation is being reducedto a single computercontrol system,however,and prices arebecoming
more affordable.Today an AC impedance system can be purchasedfor around $20,000 to $25,000.

Electrochemical techniques are best restricted to copper
and its alloys, including brass and bronze. Electrochemical
techniques also work well on lead and lead-tin solders and
tin-antimony and tin-silver solders.The absolute accuracycan
be low unless a rather involved potentiodynamic scan is performed. The data interpretation used to be difficult, but the
reduction is automatedby the statistical softwareavailable with
the package units. Improved electrochemical techniques are
pending. AC impedancesoonwill be available for water distribution systems, and widespread application will improve assessmenttechnology overall for the distribution system
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Chapter 5
Control Strategies

5.1 Overview of Control Strategies for Lead in
Drinking Water

This chapterprovides an overview of control strategiesfor
lead and copperin drinking water.Control strategiescan consist
of any combination of materials selection, materials removal,
point-of-use devices, and chemical water treatment.Chemical
water treatment programs consist of either manipulating the
general water chemistry (such as pH, hardness,and inorganic
carbonate)or%addinga chemical or chemicals (silicates, orthophosphates,or blended phosphates)to the water to produce a
less corrosive water quality.

Control strategiesfor lead in drinking water generally fall
into threecategories:physical, point-of-use, andchemical treatment control. Physical control is the removal of lead-containing
materials or the limiting of lead content in materials.Point-ofuse (POU) control is the use of devices attachedto water taps
or in lines nearwater outlets. Thesedevicesinclude filter units,
ion-exchangers,reverse-osmosisunits, or adsorbercartridges.
POU control is effective only when the sourceof lead is located
prior to the device. Many POU devices have terminal brass
faucetsor solderedjoints and thereforearenot effective for lead
removal. In somecases,the devices reintroducethe problem in
a more aggressive(corrosive) water. Chemical treatment means
either that the water hasbeen treatedas it comesfrom the plant,
or that chemical treatment has been used in a building. This
chapter looks only at chemical treatment strategies and the
major treatment chemicals used to apply them to distribution
systems.

Usually, chemical treatmentemploys one of two strategies:
the formation of a coating on the pipe that slows the corrosion
of the underlying pipe or the formation of a relatively insoluble
“passivating” film with the pipe metal itself. Frequently, both
approachesmust be used simultaneously. The treatment program must consider the nature of the lead or copper contamination source, the initial water chemistry, and the chemistry of
the treatment chemical when dissolved in the water.
This chapter also examines the secondaryeffects of controlling corrosion through carbonatestability or the use of inhibitors. For example, adjusting the pH can benefit oxidation
and coagulation, but it also can hinder a utility in its effort to
comply with the Surface Water Treatment Rule (SWTR) and
can enhancethe formation of disinfection by-products. Inhibitor usage can promote algal growth and might create waste
discharge problems due to zinc. Use of nonleaded plumbing
materials can introduce other undesirable contaminants, such
as antimony, into the water.

5.1.1 Chemical lkeatment Strategies
‘Iho modesof effective chemical treatmentcan be usedto
limit lead contamination.The use of surficiul coatings seals the
surfacefrom interaction with water to prevent either migration
of solubilizing agentsinto lead-containing materials or migration of lead out of materials. Alternatively, the creation of pussivutingfilms relies on altering the chemical properties of the
water to form relatively insoluble compoundswith lead from
the plumbing material to render the lead relatively immobile.

Finally, this chapterpresentsfive casestudiesin corrosion
control :
l

l

l

5.1.1.1 Sutficial Coatings
Three categoriesof surficial coatingscanbe created either
naturally or by central chemical water treatment. These are
natural diffusion barriers, calcium carbonatedeposition, and
silicate addition.

Sodium silicate for the simultaneouscontrol of lead-, copper-, and iron-based corrosion: York, Maine.
Assessing zinc orthophosphatevs. pH adjustment: Champlain, Vermont.

Nuturul Diffusion Barriers. Natural diffusion barriers can
consist of a variety of insoluble materials that coat the pipe
surfaceby meansof precipitation reactionswithin the distribution system,causedby somechemical imbalancein the source
water or after treatmentprocesses.Thesesolids may be aluminum hydroxides or silicates, coming from residual aluminum
present from coagulation. Solids also include magnesiumammonium phosphate,magnesiumsilicate, or manganesedioxide,

Reducing corrosion products in municipal water supplies:
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin.

l

Evaluating chemical treatment to reduce lead in a building.

l

Iowa’s lead in schools’ drinking water program.
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which result from other aspects of water treatment. Natural
can oe maoe UD or aclsorbeuoraamc
material, ferric oxyhydroxides, or a combination of thesematerials in colloidal form, which adhereto the interior pipe walls.
The iron can either occur naturally in the water or from the
corrosion of iron mains in the distribution system
A “stagnation curve” describesdiffusion of lead from the
corroding or dissolving surfaceinto the water containedin pipe
when the water is not flowing (2,8,11). Figure 5-l shows two
ideal stagnationcurvescomputedfor a water with an alkalinity
of 30 mg/L calcium carbonate (CaCOs) and a pH of 8 at a
temperatureof 25°C. The diffusion barriers function by changing the shapeof the stagnationcurve, making the slope of the
initial limb of the curve much shallower. Because of these
diffusion barriers, it takes much longer for the water to attain
equilibrium levels. The standing time representedin most sampling programs is insufficient to allow equilibrium to be attained. Therefore, the amount of lead often tends to be lower
than would even be predicted by the unadjusted stagnation
curve equations.

hydroxide ion generation originating in the corrosion. The degree to which that is the case is a function of the buffering

htensity of the water.Further, the distribution of corrosion cells
is not uniform acrossthe surfaceof the pipe, so localized spots
of precipitation might exist.
It is important to understandthat pH, alkalinity, and dissolved inorganic carbonate (DIG) are interrelated (2,11,13).
That is, as you change pH, you change alkalinity, and vice
versa.The variables actually neededto define the conditions of
a water system are pH and DIC, which are linearly reIated. In
other words, for any given pH, total alkalinity representsa
unique concentration of DIC. Similarly, for the sameDIC, the
corresponding total alkalinity changeswith pH. Figure 5-2 illustrates the relationship for a hypothetical situation of a total
alkalinity of 25 mg/L CaC03 at an ionic strength of 0.005 and
a temperatureof 25°C. At pH 10, this representsa DIC of 3.4
mg/L carbon, while at pH 6 the samealkalinity is generatedby
a DIC of 18.5 mg/L carbon.
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relationships.

Stagnation lead levels.

An important implication of theserelationships is that waters of low pH and low alkalinity might not necessarily also
have low DIC. Thus, pH adjustmentfor lead and coppercontrol
might be adequate,without additional carbonatesupplementation through the addition of sodium carbonateor bicarbonate
chemicals.The central question to be determinedbefore treatment is whether a given water has enough DIC to provide
adequatebuffer intensity at the targetedpH after adjustment.

Calcium Carbonate Saturation Considerations. Attempting to coat pipes with CaCOs to seal them from corrosion is
historically the most common approach used by utilities. Unfortunately, little evidence exists to show that it works. An
underlying (incorrect) assumption in the water treatmentfield
states that corrosion rates and metal release into the water is
somehow proportional to the amount of oversaturationor undersaturationwith CaCOj in the water. In somecases,particularly in lime-soda softened waters of high pH, uniform thick
CaC03 films are observed on pipes. These coatings also can
have a small component of silica and lead corrosion product
solid. In the absenceof true CaC03 supersaturation,no chemical link exists between CaCOs, as measuredby a variety of
indices, and corrosivity towards lead.

To form a protective C&O3 pipe coating, a water must
have sufficient available massof calcium and carbonatespecies
for precipitation. Enough calcium and carbonateion must be
delivered to the surface.to createthe necessarybulk of a good
coating. It follows that good coatings are likely to be found
only in relatively hard waters,in appropriatetotal alkaliity and
pH ranges.

To actually form CaCOs barriers, several optimum water
conditioning issues must be satisfied. The first issue is that,
when a water is sampled for analysis, the water conditions do
not necessarily represent the conditions at the surface of the
pipe where corrosion actually occurs. At the pipe surface,the
pH is somewhathigher than in the bulk solution, resulting from

A secondissue to be consideredis what physical or operational stepsmust be taken to achieveoptimum water conditions
for lead control. A key is to quantify achievable conditions in
the most reliable manner,traditionally by some CaCOscorrosion in&x or empirical test.
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commonly used index is the Langelier Index (1,2). Basically,
the Langelier Index is an estimate of the thermodynamic driving force for either precipitation or dissolution of calcium carbonate (2). Generally, three forms of the Langelier Index are
found in the literature: approximation, quadratic, and “saturation index” forms. The Langelier Index is defined by the simple
relationship:
LI = PH, - PH,,
where paat representsthe theoretical pH at saturation equilibrium with calcium carbonate (calcite form), and p&t is the
actual measuredpH of the water. Most reported values for a
Langelier Index havebeencomputedusing one of the numerous
simplified expressions.Many approximation forms make compromises in assumingtemperature,ionic strength, and the absence of significant side reactions with calcium carbonate,
calcium bicarbonate, magnesium carbonate, calcium sulfate,
and other soluble ion pairs. Frequently, these assumptionsare
basedon numerically outdatedor erroneousvalues for CaCO3
solubility constants(1,2).

Pot&tial (CCPP)‘ ’
Same Langelier index

Parameter

Soft Water
(high PHI

Hard Water
(10~ PHI

Temperature (“C)

15

15

Alkalinity (rng/L)

25

350

Calcium (mg/L)

17

130

TDS (mg/L)

75

750

pH (units)

8.90

7.03

LI (units)

0.10

0.10

ccpp 0-w)

0.40

15

for the hard water with the higher alkalinity. In this example,
a factor of almost 40 times more CaC03 is predicted to be
precipitated from the hard water than from the soft water.
Like the Langelier Index, the CCPP also assumesformation of pure CaC03 (calcite form) and no kinetic barriers
to deposition. A problem arises in caseswhere somecations,
such as magnesium, copper, or zinc, might inhibit the formation of well-ordered calcite (CaCO$. Similarly, certain
anions, such as ortho- or polyphosphates, might inhibit the
formation of calcite. These “natural inhibitors” reduce coatings through interaction with growth of crystal nuclei, possibly by creating distortions of the crystal lattice formation.
Other likely inhibitive mechanisms are by complexation or
sequestration of calcium.

The quadratic form (1,2,3) is more precise. It avoids problems in somemathematicalconfigurations of the.Langelier In&x where there is a sign change at high pH and the positive
index then representsundersaturatedconditions.
The “Saturation Index” (sometimes called a “Disequilibrium Index”) approachhasits origins mainly in the geochemical literature (2). It is a generalizedformulation that compares
ion activity products to thermodynamic equilibrium solubihty
constantsfor the given water chemical conditions. It allows for
correction for ion pairs and complexesin a general way, and is
particularly amenableto calculation on personal computersusing a variety of chemical modeling programs that are widely
available (1). The saturation index expression for CaC03 is
shown in the equation below. The curved braces { ) represent
the activity of the ions in solution.

None of the published forms of the Langelier Index or
CCPP can take into account these inhibitory factors, particularly the presence of polyphosphates.Therefore, in systems
containing polyphosphate either for corrosion control or for
prevention of unwanted calcium carbonatedeposition, calculation of any of the widely published indices of calcium carbonate
saturationor precipitation is invalid.

CaCO,(s) = Ca*++ COs2The third control method is the old empirical test, commonly referredto as the “marble” test (1). This test canbe done
in several different ways. Empirical rests such as the marble
test are the only valid ways to assess calcium carbonate disso-

sI&ite=log,,[ {ca*~~*-)]

lution or solubility potenriul in the presence of polyphosphates
or some other inhibiting ions.

The major problem with the Langelier Index and the Saturation Index for estimating the potential for developing surficial
coatings is that they do not clearly quantify the massavailable
for precipitation. To overcome this problem, the calcium carbonateprecipitation potential (CCPP)(1,2,3) was developed.It
is mathematically more complicated than the Langelier Index
and Saturation Index, but with the widespread availability of
programmablecalculators and computers,this is not a significant problem.

Silicate Addition. Another chemical approach to creating
surficial coatings is silicate addition. Silicate species, when
presentin sufficient concentration under the appropriatewater
chemistry conditions, can adsorb to pipe surfacesto create a
film. Sometimes,the silicate operatesin conjunction with other
metals presentin the water, forming colloidal speciesthat can
adhere to pipe surfaces. Silicate can also react slowly with
existing carbonate,basic carbonate,or oxyhydroxide corrosion
products,either to form fewer soluble reaction products on the
pipe surface or to bind existing corrosion products into more
uniform surface deposits. In this mode of action, the silicate
might act more like a grout or cementing agent.

Table 5-l presentsthe advantageof CCPP over the Langelier Index. Comparing the example of a relatively soft water
at high pH with a hard water at low pH showsthat the Langelier
Index is the samefor both waters. The CCPP is much higher
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is to buffer against hydroxidtproduction at high pH, because
it can produce increasedbuffering intensity for the typical soft
water. The role of silicate in augmenting buffer intensity has
been described by Snoeyink and Jenkins (13). Hydroxide ion
production is a normal by-product of most metal corrosion
oxidation reactions in potable waters, so that limiting its production would tend to stifle corrosion.
Relatively little quantitative information exists to predict
the effect of silicate addition. It is clear, however, that its effectiveness depends on pH, silicate concentration, and hardness.Silicate treatmentchemicals are addedin polymeric form
as a highly viscous, basic chemical. In water, soluble
monomeric silica acts as a diprotic acid, having a negatively
charged speciesat high pH. Silicate reaction can be relatively
slow. Silicate addition also might need the presenceof existing
corrosion by-product films to work. This becomesa complicating issue when evaluating corrosion treatments in pipe loop
systemsor through coupontests.Becauseexperimentalsystems
are ordinarily madewith new materials, silicates might not give
the same results in actual distribution system use relative to
other experimentally tested treatments that react more readily
with fresh metal surfaces.
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Figure 5-4. Lead speciation for 25%, I = 0.01, DIC = 50 mq/L

biity diagram for lead (Figure 5-5). The figure shows that, at
very low lead concentrations,lead is very soluble. However,
the addition of small amountsof carbonatedrastically reduces
lead solubility, particularly abovepH 8.5 to 9. Further increases
in carbonatelevels, however,causeresolubilization of lead becauseof the formation of PbHC03+,PbC03” , and Pb(CO&2complexes.

5.1.1.2 Passivating Film Formation
Conceptual Approach. The driving concept in the formation of passivating films is to adjust water quality to form the
most thermodynamically stable phase possible. Even in pure
water with only carbonatespecies,such as HCOs- and CO+
ions, lead chemistry is very complicated. Lead forms soluble
complexes such as PbC03” and Pb(CO&2-, in addition to hy&oxide complexes,dependingon pH and carbonateconcentration. Figures 5-3 and 5-4 show lead species distribution in
equilibrium with normal and basic lead carbonatefor waters
with relatively low and high DIC concentrations.The figures
show that in neutral to slightly basic systems,asin most treated
drinking water systems, lead exists in complexed forms as
PbCOs” and Pb(OH)2”.The ultimate significance of thesecomplexes canbe illustrated by looking at a three-dimensionalsolu-
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Figure 5-5. Lead solubility (I = 0.01, 25%).
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Lead also can form very insoluble orthophosphatecompounds, particularly Pbs(PO&OH(s) and Pb3(PO&(s)
(2,10,11). These orthophosphatesolids are less soluble than
Pbs(COs)z(OH)z(s)(basic lead carbonate, hydrocerussite) or
PbCOs(s) below a pH of about 8. Figures 5-6 to 5-8 show
solubility diagrams for the addition of 0 to 5 mg/L PO, of
ortbophosphateto waters of different total alkalinities, at pHs
of 7.0, 7.5, and 8.0. For thesefigures, all alkalinity is assumed
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to be contributed by a carbonate species or a hydroxide ion,
through the relationship:

11.0
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Flgure 5-3. Lead speciation for 2!i°C, ionic strength (I) = 0.01, dissolved inorganic carbonate (DE) = 3 mg/L.

TALK = 2[CO, *7 + [HCO, -1 + [OH7 - [I-I+]
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Thesefigures are explained further in the sectionon orthophosphate addition.
Control of lead by solubility considerationsfollows one of
four approaches.
pHAdjustrnent. For many waters,merely adjusting the pH
is adequate.This adjustmentmight succeedby decreasingequilibrium lead solubility to an acceptablelevel or by reducing the
diffusion rate of lead into solution so that lead levels are lowered under the usagepatterns of most consumers.The use of
pH adjustmentalso might be adequateto reducethe lead leaching from solderedjoints or brassmaterials to acceptablelevels.

10..

phXAlkzlinity/DlC Adjustment. In some waters, both pH
and DIC need to be adjusted.One reason DIC adjustment is
useful is to decreaselead solubility in conjunction with pH. The
other equally important reasonis to provide enough carbonate
concentration to give the water a higher buffering intensity to
help maintain desired pH throughout the distribution system.
Many treatmentsfail becausethe pH of water in the distribution
systemdrops substantially below the pH at which the water left
the plant, rendering conditions unsuitable for the formation of
passivating IiIms on the pipe.

1

Figure 54.
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Variation in lead solubility (ph 7.0) as a function of otthophosphate dosage for different alkalinities.

Urthophosphate Addition. Grthophosphate addition has
beenshown to be extremely effective in 10 years of application
in GreatBritain and Scotland(4,512). Publishedliterature from
the United Statesis more ambiguous,but the utilities reporting
poor results in reducing lead levels almost always useimproper
control conditions. The utilities usually are operating in an
incorrect pH range or at an insufficient orthophosphatedosage
to maintain an adequatelevel for keeping lead solubility low
in all parts of the distribution system.

Several important factors govern the effectivenessof orthophosphateaddition. Effectivenessstrongly dependson pH,
DIC, and orthophosphatedosage;it probably also is influenced
by temperature,but this factor hasnot beenquantified precisely.
Figures 5-6 through 5-8 show, for example, that for treatment
at pH 7.5, the lead level is reducedsignificantly by the addition
of the first 0.5 to 1.Omg/L of orthophosphateasPO,+Additional
dosage has relatively less effect, particularly above approximately 3 mg/L PO,.

Figure 5-7. Variation in lead solubility (ph 7.5) as a function of orthophosphate dosage for different alkalinities.

The optimum pH for solubility reduction by orthophosphate also depends on the background DICNkahnity of the
water (2,lOJl). Figures 5-6, 5-7, and 5-8 also show that for
higher alkahnities, the level of lead achievable (in terms of
equilibrium solubility) is not as low. For waters with high alkalinity, however, orthophosphate dosage provides much
greaterreduction in lead concentrationthan is possible with pH
and alkalinity adjustmentalone.
The dosagesof orthophosphatepossible might be limited
by the calcium hardnessof the water. Depending on the pH,
hardness,and ortbophosphatedosage,a solid such as octacalcium phosphate or other orthophosphatesolid can form and
consume phosphate,creating turbidity in the water (10). It is
important to note that precise and accuratepredictions of this
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Figure 5-B. Variation In lead solubility (ph 8.0) as a function of orthophosphate dosage for different alkalinities.
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limitation have not been established. In many cases,CaCOl
rmght be more hkely to precipitate lirst before orthophosphate
solids.

to.00
k
c
s.00
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A very important, but little recognized,limitation to orthophosphateaddition is the interaction of zinc with pH, DIC, and
orthophosphate. Most commercial orthophosphate treatment
chemicals contain zinc in some proportion. Contrary to many
manufacturers’literature and assertions,the orthophosphateeffectively reacts with lead in plumbing materials and does not
function by depositing a zinc orthophosphatecoating (2,10,11).
The solubility of zinc dependson both pH and DIC, asis shown
in Figure 5-9. Zinc can precipitate as basic zinc carbonate
ZnsOH,(C03),(s), thus causing turbid water, if the DIC or pH
is too high to maintain its solubility.
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Figure 9-10. Zinc solubilii (pli 7.5, kO.01, 25°C).

tive control of iron corrosion, possibly by forming a mixed
Zn-Fe-Ca phosphatefilm.
Clearly, much more researchneedsto be done in this area.
Current experiments at EPA show that orthophosphatealone
can be effective in slowing lead leaching from brass, given
correct pH and sufficient orthophosphatedosage.The considerations of zinc orthophosphate solubility discussed above
show that, if zinc is not necessaryin the formulations or if a
much lower concentrationof zinc than phosphateis useful, then
high PO&n ratios would be advantageousfor dosing.
7.0

7.0

Blended Orthophosphate Addition. The remaining viable
approach to formation of passivating films is addition of
“blended” phosphates.Thesechemicals are mixtures of orthophosphate(often 40 percent) with some combination of linear
polyphosphates.The blended phosphatesare used to provide
the necessarysequestrationor crystal growth-poisoning properties for such problems as “red water,” CaCOsprecipitation,
or manganeseprecipitation, without having excesspolyphosphate to solubilize lead and copper.The orthophosphatecomponentis presentto form a passivatinglead orthophosphatefilm
on the pipe, as is the casewith direct orthophosphateaddition
alone. From the standpoint of lead and coppercontrol, the use
of blended phosphatesis a “balancing act” between the solubility enhancing propertiesof the polyphosphatewith the solubility decreasing (for lead) properties of the orthophosphate.

7.0
pn at I%

Figure 9-9. Zinc solubility (l=O.Ol).

Similarly, given certain pH, DIC, and orthophosphateconcentration combinations, the precipitation of actual zinc orthophosphate(e.g., or-hope& Zn3(PO&*4HzO) could take place
(Figure 5-10). This also would causeturbid water,and it would
reduce the concentration of orthophosphateavailable to react
with the lead elsewherein the distribution system.For example,
if a zinc orthophosphateformulation were used that had a 1:l
ratio of Zn:P04, the maximum dosageof orthophosphatcthat
could be achieved without danger of zinc orthophosphateprecipitation at pH 7.5 would be approximately 1.6 mg/L for a
DIC of 80 mg/L C, or approximately 1.4 mg/L for a DIC of 20
mg/L carbon. The limits would be different at different pHs.

As with orthophosphateaddition, the effect of blended
phosphateaddition will dependon at least the combination of
pH, DIC, and chemical dosage.Temperatureis also almost sure
to play an important role by affecting the solubility of the
passivating solid, the aqueousspeciation of the metal, and the
aqueousspeciation of the phosphatespecies.The effectiveness
also will depend on the ratio of polyphosphatesto orthophosphatesin the chemical,although what that dependenceis cannot
be readily predicted at present.The effect also will dependon
the specific identity of the polyphosphatecomponentsand their
speciation under the water quality condition in the distribution
system.Polyphosphateshavean intrinsic ability to complex and

One further issue with orthophosphateaddition is the necessity for zinc in the formulation. For the control of lead pipe
corrosion, it is unlikely to be useful (10). For brassor soldered
joint corrosion control, there is a scarcity of real data. What
data exist suggestthat zinc might be helpful (2,6,10,11),possibly by providing a counter to dezincification in brassby the
addition of the zinc in the water. In the case of brass, the
deposition of zinc orthophosphatesolid might also be advantageous.Arguments also are made,with similarly little published
data, that the zinc is somehowuseful in providing more effec62
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assumethat becausethe utility is
concernedabout disinfection effectivenessand trihalomethane
formation potential, it would prefer to switch to the use of
orthophosphatedosageto enable operation at a considerably
lower pH. Such a pH changecould jeopardize the integrity of
the lead films on the surface of the pipe, potentially resulting
in increasedlead levels.

magnesium,manganese~
ferrous iron, ferric iron, and other substances(7).
Colloidal and Particulate Metal Forms. Another important
factor in the formation of passivating films is the possible existence of colloidal and undissolved metal forms. This problem
manifestsitself in severalways. If treatmentchemicalsform an
insoluble colloid with lead and that colloid does not adhereto
the pipe wall, erratic lead levels can be observed in water
samples and treatment will not produce substantial improvement in lead levels at the tap.

5.1.2.3 Source Water Problems
Source water problems can causesevereconflicts when a
particular strategyis usedto control copperand lead. Examples
of sourcewater problems include the presenceof iron, manganese,volatile organic compounds,humic or fulvic substances,
and high trihalomethaneformation potential.

The chemical treatmentalso might not be effective in preventing the physical creation of particles of lead, such as from
solder or brass, in turbulent water conditions.

A utility has to judge to what extent it should attempt to
solve the sourcewater conflicts by physical means,or whether
to rely solely on chemical treatment to provide an effective
general treatment.

51.2 Selection Criteria
Several factors needto be taken into accountwhen deciding what strategy to pursue for the control of lead and copper.

Chlorine dosagecan adverselyaffect lead and copper control
because
chlorine is frequently addedas an acidic gas.Con5.1.2.1 Mix of Materials in the Distribution System
sequently,pH in a poorly buffered water is decreased,requiring
Distribution systemsare not homogeneous.They are made additional pH adjustmentto balancethe corrosivity toward copup of a variety of materials,such as lead pipes; solderedjoints;
per and lead. Furthermore, evidence exists that chlorine can
brass,copper,or galvanizedpipe; iron mains; asbestos-cement acceleratethe rate of copper corrosion. Fluoride dosage,when
pipe; or cementmortar-lined mains.
added as hydrofluosilicic acid, also causesa pH decreasein
poorly buffered waters.
The sourceof lead and copperin the water passingthrough
the systemusually is found at the end of the distribution system,
Section 5.2 discussessome of these conflicts in greater
in domestic and commercial plumbing installations. However, detail.
even though the regulatory target is the control of lead and
copper,the utility must devise a control method that is compatible with all of its distribution system materials. Water chem- 5.1.2.4 Related Requirements
istry conditions that effectively control lead and copper
Different locations must comply with different regulatory
corrosion might not be optimum for controlling cast iron correquirements.The considerationsof the lead and copper rule
rosion, for instance, and could even cause an increase in coritself, as well as other water treatment objectives dictated by
rosion rates (9).
other primary and secondarydrinking water regulations, must
be balanced. Further, each primacy agency has the latitude
to impose other constraints that are thought to be effective in
5.1.2.2 Initial Water Quality
the region or state. Certain treatment processesmight be faInitial water quality not only dictates the successof a parvored
over others. Additional water quality objectives also
ticular control strategy but also governs the efficiency of emmight
exist.
ploying a particular strategy. For instance, it would not be
cost-effective to use a CaC03 saturation control strategy when
Major industrial/commercial water usersprovide a signifithe source water has a very low hardnessand pH. Similarly,
cant economic baseto a community. These users can be seriemploying pH adjustmentto achieve a good pH for lead control-approximately 9.0-would be very difficult in a hard ously affectedby major changesin water treatmentand water
quality. Therefore, a utility might be constrainedby, or at least
water. As discussedpreviously, the critical initial water quality
must
take into serious consideration, the compatibility of a
factors that should be considered during the control method
water treatment with current users. The utility might select a
selection process are, at minimum, pH, alkalinity/DIG, hardmethod to which the userscan adjust, given equivalent healthness, and CaCOs saturation. Depending on the exact initial
chemical characteristicsof a water supply, additional factors basedperformance.
also might be of considerableimportance in defining treatment
It is a regulatory requirementthat optimal lead and copper
options and their limitations.
control, once in place, must be properly maintained,as demonstratedby meeting specifiedtreatmentgoals.There is more than
Another critical water quality concern is whether a shift in
one way to achieve a water quality objective. Since the utility
treatment strategycould result in the destabilization of existing
corrosion films and a significant increase in exposure to lead has to meet goals agreed to with the primacy agency,it is in
the utility’s best interest to choosethe most mechanically relior copper for some time. As an example, consider a utility
able, safest,and most operationally consistentmethod.
currently employing pH adjustmentto approximately pH 9.0 to
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These chemicals can work as pH adiusters (indirectlv increasing alkalinity), alkali&y adjusters (indirectly increasing
PI-I), or-both.

A utility is best servedby choosing the least costly among
otherwise equivalent treatmentapproaches.It is sometimesdifficult to ob-tin accurate cost Projections for a fully imple
mented treatment from bench and pilot-plant scale studies. A
significant difference is that, when full-scale treatment is implemented,large quantities of bulk chemicals can be obtained
through a bidding process.This can give the utility the ability
to get a large quantity of a chemical much more cheaply than
most tabulated price estimates.For example, a single barrel of
silicate might appearvery expensive, but when vendors begin
competing with other vendors for a long-term supply of bulk
chemical (e.g.,railroad car scale),relative prices areoften much
lower.

5.1.3.3 Inorganic Carbon Adjustment
Only two chemicalsare widely used for the supplementation of inorganic carbon (DIC): sodium bicarbonate(NaHCOs)
and soda ash (sodium carbonate,NasCOs).Both wiIl provide
someincreasein pH, with sodaashhaving a greatereffect than
sodium bicarbonate.The magnitude of the pH effect wiIl depend on the original water chemical characteristics.

51.3 Treatment Chemicals
For each chemical control strategy, a variety of specific
chemicals is available. The chemicals can be obtained from
water treatment chemical specialists, often having proprietary
formulations for inhibitors. They also can be obtained from
industrial chemical manufacturersand their distributors. A useful source for chemical suppliers and available products is
Standard61 from the National Sanitation Foundation.’ It is a
tabulation of water treatmentchemicalstestedby a standardized
procedure for contamination by elements or compounds that
are regulatedin drinking water for health concerns.
5.1.3.1 pH Adjustment
For pH adjustment, the most useful chemicals are lime
(CaO), slaked lime @(OH)& caustic (NaOH, KOH), and sodium silicate. Lime, slaked lime, and caustics have been discussedwidely in the literature and historically have been the
major ways to adjust pH. Many utilities, however, particularly
smaller ones, continue to have consistent problems with pH
control using thesechemicals.Historically, sodium silicate has
not beenusedfor the specific purpose of pH adjustment.However, its properties easily lend it to this application. Sodium
silicate might have several advantages over the other four
chemicals.It is easyto feed consistently,using relatively simple
pumps.It is at least as safe to use as any of the other chemicals
and possibly safer for the operators to handle. Its desirable
properties for source water iron and manganesecontrol might
makeit possible to accomplish more than one treatmentobjective simultaneously.

5.1.3.4 Hardness Adjustment
Only two chemicalsareordinarily usedto provide hardness
(calcium) addition: lime (CaO) and slaked lime (Ca(OH)z).
Both also increasethe pH. Frequently, the effectsare confused.
These chemicals, at the proper dosages,can create conditions that provide supersaturationof calcium carbonatein the
bulk water solution or at the pipe surface. By increasing pH,
the chemicals can increasebuffering intensity in somepH regions. Sometimesthe buffering intensity increase can inhibit
hydroxide ion production by heterogeneous(calcite saturation)
buffering (2). Except under these conditions, little evidence
exists that calcium content has a direct role in reducing lead or
copper leaching.
5.1.3.5 Corrosion Inhibitors
Four classesof chemical inhibitor formulations are useful
for lead control:
Sodium silicate (maximizes SiO,:N+O ratio)
Ziic orthophosphates
Generic orthophosphates
Blends of ortho- and polyphosphates

Type N@has been the most commonly used silicate, be
it has one of the highest SiOz:NqO ratios. For pH adjustment, however, a formulation having a lower SiOz:NazO
ratio would be advautagems.
cause

5.1.3.2 Alkalinity Adjustment
For alkalinity adjustment,appropriate chemicals are lime,
slakedlime (CaO, CaOH), caustic (NaOH, KOH), sodium silicate, sodium bicarbonate, sodium carbonate (soda ash), and
sodium silicate.

When selecting the sodium silicate formulation for use as au
inhibitor (instead of as a pH adjuster),the key basis for selection is to obtain the maximum Si@:NazO ratio. For this purpose, the silica concentration is the active agent. Dosagesof
sodium silicate for lead and copper control can be perhaps 18
to 30 mg/L SiOz, which is much greaterthan the dosageusually
suggestedin the literature. The extent to which the dosagecan
be lowered to provide an adequate“maintenance” dosagehas
not beenstudied extensively.Experiments by EPA suggestthat
high sodium silicate dosagemight be more useful than orthophosphatedosageto reducecopperleaching from copper pipe,
but pH effects cannot be totally ruled out.
The effectivenessof the useof orthophosphateand blended
phosphatesfor the control of copperleaching is less clear.Some
researchersreport a decreasein the corrosion rate for copper
when orthophosphateis used; few studies,however, have been
conducted thus far that show orthophosphateaddition at realistic concentrations(0 to 5 mg/L PO,) to reduce copper dissolution conclusively beyond that attributable to pH adjustment

‘National Sanitation Foundation, 3475 Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor, MI 481130140,313-769-8010.
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ment alternative, especially for lead.

phateto be effective in reducing the leaching of lead from brass
at pH 7.5 in a moderatelyhard water with a DIC concentration
of approximately 10-12 mg/L C.

When pH effects and reversion to orthophosphateare accounted for, no evidence exists that straight polyphosphateaddition is a desirable strategy for the control of lead and copper.
In fact, considerabledata exist to show detrimental effects (7).
especially under the low pH conditions (pH 6-7) that are often
optimal for source water iron sequestration.

The family name “zinc orthophosphate”applies to a wide
range of commercial formulations. The chemicals are usually
acidic blends of zinc sulfate or zinc chloride, with phosphoric
acid or a dihydrogen salt of sodium or potassium (e.g.,
NaHzP04). Sometimes, a deoxygenating or dechlorination
agent, such as sodium bisulfite, is added to decreasewater
aggressivity. The formulations characteristically have different
ratios (as mg/L) of Zn:P04, ranging from 1:lO to 1:l in the
most common commercial products. The ratio selection depends on the necessity for zinc in the system (for example, to
protect asbestos-cement
pipe), the orthophosphatelevel &sired
for lead control, and the solubility of zinc in the background
water chemistry conditions @H, orthophosphateconcentration,
and DIC concentration).

51.4 Summary
Many approachesare available for lead and copper corrosion control. The selection of the best choice might be limited
by severalfactors, particularly:
Sourcewater characteristics
Secondaryimpacts

The second family of ortbophosphatechemicals are the
“generic orthophosphates,”including industrial chemicals such
as:

-

On other drinking water parameters

-

On wastewatertreatmentefficiency

.

H3p0,

-

On discharged waters

l

NaI-&PO, (or K)

l

NQ-JP04 (or &I

l

Na,PO, (or K3)

Need to control corrosion of other materials (e.g., asbestoscement,iron, cement mortar-lined pipe)
Relative cost of equivalently performing treatments
A source of confusion in selecting a control strategy to
optimize corrosion control for a distribution systemis tbat copper and lead might not respond equivalently to each strategy.
Additionally, except for new construction areaswith fresh copper and brass plumbing pipes and materials, distribution systems have had scalesand corrosion product buildups for many
years. Therefore, implementation of new corrosion control
strategiesmight cause short-term problems. This problem is
illustrated by the scenario given in Figure 5-l 1.

From the standpointof lead control, there should be essentially
no significance to whether the salt is basedon sodium or potassium Mixtures of the chemicals are also possible. The use
of orthophosphoric acid (H3PO4) in conjunction with pH adjustment has been widely used in Britain (4,5,11,12).
The family of “blended” phosphatesis highly diverse. In
general terms, the family includes:
l

Ortbophosphatesalt plus Na- or K-pyrophosphate (PzO,b)

l

Orthophosphate salt plus Na- or K-tripolyphosphate

In Figure 5- 11, point A representsthe starting point on a
lead solubility diagram for a system currently applying pH

f73016-)
l

Orthophosphate salt(s), plus mixture of linear polyphosphates

Each possible polyphosphate chain has slightly differing
properties of affinity for different metals and resistance to
breaking down into a molecule of shorter length and an orthophosphategroup. Commercial products usually are formulated
to control a background water problem, such as iron or manganeseoxidation or calcium carbonateencrustation.The orthophosphate component helps in film formation on metals that
form relatively insoluble surface films, such as lead and zinc.

i
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Little objective data have been published on lead and copper control using blended phosphatesin different water chemistries. In principle, however, depending on the exact nature of
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Figure 5-11. Path of lead response to treatment changes.
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adjustment4
point, the lead leaching is being controlled by a mixed surface
coating including basic lead carbonate(hydrocerussite).Consider the casein which the sameutility decides to change its
corrosion control approachto the addition of 1 mg/L PO4 orthophosphateat a pH of approximately 7.5, to improve clisinfection effectivenessand to reduce the rate.of trihalomethane
formation. Becausethe basic lead carbonatefilm is reversible,
and becausethe lead orthophosphatefilm formation rate on an
old pipe surfaceis possibly somewhatslower than the dissolution rate of the existing basic lead carbonate,the stability of the
system might follow the arrows along the solubiity curve for
Pb3(C03),(OH), to the solubility for pH 7.5 (point B). The
solubility at this pH is much greaterthan at the original pH of
8.8, causing a transitional period in which the existing film is
destabilized. Until there is adequatecontact time with the orthophosphateto reestablish a stable new lead orthophosphate
film (point C), lead levels might be higher and more erratic
than they were originally.
Very little published information exists on the stability of
lead corrosion films, as well as their formation and dissolution
rates under realistic distribution systemconditions. Until these
gaps in the researchare filled, utilities and their advisors must
carefully consider unintended risks to public health, while
working to optimize corrosion control and simultaneouslymeet
other regulatory needs.

.
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corrosion is not something new that-arosebecause of the lead
rule. There arebasically three ways to control lead: controllimg
mineral stability, using an inhibitor, and not using any leadbasedmaterials in plumbing or distribution systems.

5.2.1 Carbonate Passivation
Most waters have some dissolved inorganic carbonate
(DIG), and by raising the pH, the amount of bicarbonate
(HCO3~)and carbonate(COs-*) can be increased.The COs-*
reactswith lead to form stableinsoluble carbonatefihns. When
the pH is raised, a decision must be made about where pH will
be adjustedwithin a treatmentplant. Using lime presentsquite
a problem if alum is usedas a coagulant,becausethe solubility
of aIuminum is very dependenton PH. If the pH is above 7, a
large fraction of aluminum will carry over through the treatment
plant to the clearwell. Another option is to add lime just prior
to filtration, after coagulation with alum, but the lime deposition that can occnr in the filter is potentially a serious problem
Injection of lime aheadof granular activated carbon should be
avoided. The safestway to avoid deposition in the clearwell is
to use caustic soda or caustic potash.
Carelessraising of the pH can causeexcessmetal carbonates to accumulate, particularly at the high-service pumps
where thereis high velocity and high pressureand immediately
downstreamof the high-service pumps.

Although treatment strategiesexist that make it possible
for utilities to comply with the action levels in the new lead
and copper rule, additional optimization might soon be necessary. This problem might be causedby the increasingly stringent wastewatereffluent guidelines. Ambient, normal domestic
and commercial plumbing corrosion might ultimately contribute enoughlead and copperto the wastewaterto causeclifftculty
in meeting those regulations. The problem will be even more
likely to occur as industrial dischargebecomesa smaller fraction of the contaminant load into the wastewatersystem.Utilities will come under more pressureto minimize both lead and
copper levels beyond those required from the drinking water
regulatory standpoint.

Many industrial customerscannot tolerate elevated levels
of minerals, a high pH, or high concentrationsof carbonates.
Proposedwater quality modifications should be discussedwith
large industrial customers.
The effect of pH on chlorine’s ability to disinfect is very
important (Figure 5-12a), particularly now as many water systems are trying to meet the requirementsof the SurfaceWater
Treatment Rule (SWTR). As the pH is raised, the stronger
oxidizer hypochlorous acid is converted to the weaker hypochlorite ion. The higher the pH, the less effective the chlorine

xocr

%HOCI

At this time, inadequatesystematicresearchexists to provide specific guidance for dosagesand water chemistry adjustments to guaranteethe best selection of chemicals and water
chemistry conditions to ensure the minimization of lead and
copperlevels in drinking water. The information in this chapter
and Chapter Four, however, should provide a starting point
from which to begin the evaluation processand chooseamong
the numerousalternatives available to best fit the overall needs
of a water utility.

- 10
- 20

5.2 Secondary Effects and Conflicts with Lead
Corrosion Control Strategies
The American Water Works Service Company (AWWSC)
is a large, private water company that has approximately 121
individual operating water systemsmergedinto 21 companies
locatedthroughout the country. The AWWSC hashad the benefit of dealing with a variety of waters and has been controlling
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be able to meet the contact times (CTs) that &e requsby the
SWTR. The CT required by EPA increasesby 50 percent when
the pH is increased from 7 to 8. To compensatefor a pH
increase in the disinfection process,the free chlorine, CT, or
both will need to be increased.

an MCL of 20 mg/TJ. Becauseof sensitivity in those states
about adding any sodium, problemscan occur with the addition
of soda ash or caustic. It is preferableto raise pH with potassium hydroxide rather than sodium hydroxide.

Another potentially major problem of corrosion control is
the effect on disinfection by-products. The trihalomethaneformation potential (THMFP) increases.as pH increases(Figure
5-12b). In one study, a 40 percent increase in trihalomethanes
was observedas a result of raising the pH from 7 to 8. That is
bad news regarding THMs; it is not the case, however, with
every disinfection by-product. All of them ate pH dependent,
but some have the reverse trend and actually decreasewith
increasing pH. EPA will be regulating many disinfection byproducts, and any changes in pH levels might affect future

52.2 Corrosion Inhibitors
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Zinc orthophosphatehasperformedbestin AWWSC’sdistribution system However, wastewatertreatmentplants might
object becausethere is a limit on zinc in land application of
sludge for cornposting. Another problem of this method involves phosphates.Phosphateshave been controlled for many
years in this country, and wastewatertreatmentplants have a
limit on phosphates.Therefore,theseplants might have a problem meeting their own discharge limits with phosphateaddition. Phosphatesare nutrients essentialfor sustaininggrowth of
algae. If the system has any open reservoirs, particularly in a
warm climate, a summertime water problem of algal growths
will occur. Many corrosion inhibitors have a narrow pH range
in which they are effective. The pH range in which to use
phosphatesto maximize their effectivenessis 7.0 to 8.0. Many
systemswill needto either increaseor decreasetheir pH to stay
within that range. For example,a lime-softening plant that operatesat a pH of 9.0 would needto lower its pH for phosphate
to be effective.
Compatibility with other chemicals is also important. In
some cases,a metal-phosphateprecipitate forms. That can occur with aluminum when more than 0.1 mg/L of aluminum is
carried through the treatment plant and clearwell. The phosphate can combine with the aluminum and aluminum phosphate compounds will precipitate in the cleatwell and in the
distribution system.The amount of precipitatedependson how
much aluminum is present.
Figure 5-13 shows the corrosion rate as a function of pH;
increasing the pH above 7.5 can in some casesincrease the
corrosion rate. Figure 5-14 shows the potential impact of calcium hardnesson phosphateaddition. Above the curve, precipiCorrosion rate
milslyr

Figure 5-12b. Effects of pH and oxidant dosage on the formation of
TOX and THMs (CHCb) at 20°C in distilled water solutions of 5 mg humic acid/L.
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There are other difficulties with trying to attain carbonate
passivation. All systemshave trouble feeding lime, but options
exist for feeding lime that are virtually problem-&e. Liquid
chemicals such as sodium hydroxide have very few feed problems. Sodaashworks well in 15°C water,but trying to dissolve
soda ash in 5°C water will result in most of the carbonate
accumulating in the bottom of the feeder.
The addition of sodium itself also can present a problem.
Many years ago, EPA suggesteda possible standardfor sodium
and some of the statesattemptedto meet tbis standard.Some
of the New England stateshave a primary maximum contami-
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Figure 5-13. Corrosion rate vs. pH, 114-hour laboratory test with aerated tap water.
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water system selects and presentsto the state as the optimal
solution might be one that createsproblems regarding secondary effects.Thesepossible secondaryeffectsmust be brought
to the state’sattention.
PH

5.3 Full-Scale Performance Testing of Sodium
Silicate to Control the Corrosion of Lead,
Copper, and Iron: York, Maine
5.3.1 Introduction
7.2 !
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Figure 5-14. Tricalcium phosphate saturation.

tation of tricalcium phosphatewill occur. For example, if the
calcium hardness is at 300 and the pH is at 7.4, tricalcium
phosphatewill precipitate.
In addition, the sequestrationproperties associatedwith
phosphates should be considered. Polyphosphatesunder the
appropriatechemical conditions sequesteriron and manganese.
One danger is that polyphosphatemight sequesterlead, which
will actually make the lead concentration increase.Iron and
manganesemight consumethe phosphateor polyphosphatethat
is added,so the residual at the end of the systemwould be very
low.

52.3 Materials
A ban on lead solder now exists, and alternative materials
(antimony and silver solder and plastic pipes) must be used.
Somelead solder, however, is still in use.The substitutes-antimony and silver solder-also might have problems. On July
25, 1990, EPA proposed a maximum contaminant level goal
(MCLG) and an MCL for antimony. EPA proposedan MCLG
for antimony of 3 mg/L, with a possible MCL of 5 mg/L.
Studiesneed to be performed to determine the quantity of antimony that can be leached into water from antimony-based
IlUXidS
.
Plastic pipe, plastic faucets, and other items made from
plastics, such as PVC and polyethylene, can be usedin lieu of
lead, brass,or copperpipe. All of thesealso have someinherent
problems. Someplastic pipes are madewith lead, and although
these are not approved in this country, imported pipe often is
madewith a large amountof plasticizers,phelatebeing the most
frequently used. Plasticizers can releasevapors that permeate
the pipe and enter the water column. Solvents can penetrate
through all plastic pipe and enter the water column while it is
under pressure.

5.2.4 Conclusions
All systemsare going to be facedwith looking at treatment
options and with trying to optimize lead control. While the new
regulation minimizes lead in water systems,every systemneeds

In Summer1991, the York WaterDistrict (YWD) in Maine
placed a 4 million gallons per day (mgd) water treatmentfacility into service to provide coagulation, clarification, filtration,
and disinfection of its surface water supply. The plant was
designedto meet the requirementsof the SWTR. In common
with other surfacewater treatmentplants in New England, the
water produced by the plant is soft (Ca cl mg/L), low in
alkalinity (cl0 mg/L as CaC03), and has a moderatelyhigh pH
(8.3 to 8.8). As this generally corrosive water passedthrough
the distribution system, it picked up significant quantities of
iron from unlined cast iron pipe. Consumersserved from cast
iron water mains complained of a red water problem. Samples
were collected from these sites to verify the presenceof iron,
and the iron concentrationin thesesamplesranged from 0.4 to
1.9 mg/L.
Although the plant was designed with the ability to feed
polyphosphateto control the red water problems, the appropriatenessof this and other treatmentchemicals was reviewed to
address the anticipated requirements of the lead and copper
rule. Zinc orthophosphateand silicate addition also wereevaluated as treatment strategies.Calcium carbonatesaturationwas
not considereda feasible or practical option, becauseit would
involve the constructionof additional feed systemsto introduce
both calcium and carbonateinto the water.
Polyphosphates,although well-known for their ability to
control red water problems by sequesteringiron, were deemed
inappropriate as a method to control lead- and copper-based
corrosion. To control iron, polyphosphatesgenerally require a
pH in the 7.2 to 7.6 range, which is not optimal for control of
lead or copper.Furthermore,polyphosphateshave the ability to
complex with lead and copper,potentially causing the concentration of thesemetalsto increase(7). Zinc orthophosphatewas
consideredfor its ability to control lead by forming sparingly
soluble lead orthophosphatefilms (14), but it is unable to provide a mechanismfor control of iron corrosion. Also, therewas
concern that the zinc would be concentratedin the sludgegeneratedby the community wastewatertreatmentfacility. The use
of sodium silicate reportedly has been a common strategy for
low-hardnesswaters and has been favored for its potential to
form a surficial coating on piping systems (15). In addition,
silicate hasa large capacityto disperseiron colloids, thus masking the red water problems (16). Severalutilities in Maine with
low alkalinity (cl5 mg/L as CaCO$ and low hardness(d
mg/L as CaC03) have reported that sodium silicate was extremely effective in eliminating red water complaints. An advantage of silicates over polyphosphatesis the pH range in

~~C~~c~itari~~~~~Q~~a~~problems.Polyphosphatescan sequesteriron at a pH generally ~7.5,
whereassilicatesareeffective in controlling red water problems
at a higher pH (>8). The higher pH that canbe usedwith silicate
treatment is also more appropriate for controlling the dissolution of lead and copper. A well-known advantageassociated
with sodium silicate is that it does not contain zinc. Basedon
these considerations and system constraints, sodium silicate
was recommendedfor full-scale performancetesting.
With assistancefrom an engineering firm, the YWD designed a water quality monitoring program to track metal concentrations in responseto the addition of sodium silicate over
an extendedperiod of time (18 months). Twelve sampling sites
were identified throughout the distribution system to account
for spatial variations in water quality. All sampling sites were
cold water faucetslocated within buildings. First- and seconddraw sampleswere collected from all 12 sites on the sameday
every 2 months. The first- and second-drawsampleswere analyzed for lead, copper,iron, calcium, and silica. A third sample
was collected immediately after the second and analyzed for
pH and alkalinity. The monitoring data collected over the
course of 1991 are discussedin the following sections.

May to December 1991.

-

Red water complaints received by the YWD when sodium
hydroxide was being fed were eliminated completely with
the application of sodium silicate. Iron concentrationsin the
samplescollected throughout the distribution systemranged
from 0.10 to 1.9 mg/L before silicate treatment, and from
0.10 to 1.37 mg/L after treatment.It is likely, therefore,that
silicate was sequesteringiron.
Iron concentrationsshowedonly a slight reduction over time
in responseto treatment with silicate.
Copper levels in the first-draw samplesbefore application
of silicate were relatively low, averaging0.15 f 0.13 mg/L
and ranging from 0.06 to 0.48 mgL. Application of sodium
silicate reduced these levels slightly.
Silica concentrationsdecreasedas the water passedthrough
the distribution system, suggestingthat silica was coating
the surface of pipes. Also, the averagesilica concentration
in the first-draw sampleswas lower during each sampling
event than the average silica concentration in the seconddraw samples,suggestingthat forms of dissolved silica were
coating the internal surfacesof plumbing.

5.3.2 Findings
The finished water produced from the YWD filtration plant
without the application of sodium silicate has low alkalinity
(8 to 10 mg/L as CaCO,), moderately high pH (8.3 to 8.8),
low turbidity (4.10 NTU), low color (cl0 CU) and is very
soft (Ca cl mg/L; Fe ~0.05 mg/L). The water was corrosive
toward lead and iron, as it produced an averagelead level
of 83 It 145 pg/L in first-draw samplesand iron levels in
the range of 0.33 f 0.55 mg/L from first- and second-draw
samples.The finished water was less corrosive toward copper; the averagecopper level from first-draw sampleswas
0.15 * 0.13 mg/L.

With the averagemaintenancesilica dosageof 11 mg/L used
in this evaluation (startup period excluded), the chemical
cost to the YWD is $8.12 per million liters.

If silicates are used to control corrosion in soft, low-alkalinity waters,careful considerationmust be given to the design
of feed systemsto ensurethat a constantdosageof silica is
provided. Therefore, it might be necessaryin certain situations to adjust pH separately by the addition of another
chemical, such as potassiumor sodium hydroxide.

Periods of 2 to 3 yearsmight be required before the impacts
of silicate addition can be determined,due to annual cycles
in temperatureand flow rate.
The low buffering capacity of the plant water and variations
in the coagulation processresulted in large pH fluctuations
in the water exiting the filters. Sodium silicate fed into the
filtered water servedessentially two functions: to adjust the
pH and to add silica to the finished water.As a result, it was
extremely difficult for the operator to maintain a constant
finished water pH and silica dosage.

In water with low alkalinity (<lo mg/L as CaCO,), the use
of silicates in conjunction with carbonate (alkalinity increase)adjustment should be investigated. Alkalinity could
be supplied by silicates as long as the pH is raised into the
9.0 to 10.0 range. Increasing the alkalinity would minimize
the pH reductions that occurred at the ends of the system.
Studies should be conductedunder controlled conditions to
determine relationships among hardness,DIC, pH, existing
films, silica dosage,and effectivenessof treatment.

The alkalinity and pH were significantly lower at deadends
of the distribution system, especially when the dead-end
lines were unlined cast iron. These areas consistently had
lower silica concentrationsand higher concentrationsof corrosion products.

Full-scale water quality monitoring programs aimed at determining the effectiveness of silicate addition should be
performed over a period of severalyears.

Lead levels averaged83 f 145 clgn during the initial sampling event when sodium hydroxide was being applied to
finish the water during December and the first week of
January 1991.After feeding sodium silicate in lieu of sodium
hydroxide, the averagelead levels in first-draw samplesde-

When silicates are usedasa meansof corrosion control, pH,
alkalinity, and silica levels should be monitored at the extremities of the distribution system.
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5.3.4.1 Description of the Facilities
The source of water for the YWD is a shallow (<lo m)
pond. The facilities that processthe water are an intake facility
at the shoreof the pond and a filtration facility. Waterflows by
gravity from the intake facility to the filtration facility. Although the intake facility containsequipmentto permit addition
of chlorine and potassium permanganate,these chemicals are
not routinely added.
Waterentering the filtration facility is injected with aluminum sulfate and sodium hydroxide for coagulation.After being
coagulated,the water enters an upflow clarifier, consisting of
plastic media retained by a stainless steel screen.The media
retain a portion of the coagulatedmaterial, and the remaining
residual particulate matter is retained on a mixed-media filter.
Waterexiting the mixed-media filter is chlorinated for disinfection before it enters a 300,000-gallon contact basin/cleatwell.
The pH of the disinfected water exiting the cleat-wellis raised
to between 8.3 and 8.8, prior to the addition of ammonia gas,
to maximize the formation potential of monochloramine.When
the trial application of sodium silicate was initiated, it was fed
through the sodium hydroxide feed system.
The distribution systemconsists of approximately 40 percent unlined cast iron pipe and 60 percent cement-lined cast
and ductile iron pipe. The unlined cast iron pipe is approximately 50 to 100 years old. There are no known lead service
lines or asbestos-cementpipe in the system York is a coastal
tourist community with the population served by the YWD
ranging from 5,000 in the winter to approximately 10,000 in
the summer.The large population fluctuation causesthe average daily flow rate to rangefrom approximately 1.3 mgd in the
winter to 3 mgd in the summer.
5.3.4.2 Study Objective
The objective of the evaluation was to determinethe effectivenessof sodium silicate in controlling iron, lead, and copper
corrosion in the YWD’s distribution systemand within residential home plumbing systems.Effectiveness,in this case,means
noticeable reductions in the concentrations of the referenced
corrosion products over a period of 18 months. This report
covers data collected over the first 12 months of monitoring.
5.3.4.3 Treatment Scheme
The sodium silicate solution used in the evaluation was
Type N@(PQ Corporation, Philadelphia, PA), which hasa silica
(Si02) to sodium oxide (Na*O) ratio of 3.22:1. It was selected
becauseit was the least expensive available silicate solution in
the region and becauseit hasa relatively high SiOz:NazOratio.
The silicate dosagesusedin this evaluation were basedon
recommendationsfrom the manufacturer and on information
available in the literature (15.17). The goal was to follow the
presentpractice of applying silica to control corrosion in water
distribution systems.Over the fist 2 months of the monitoring
program, a silica dosageof 16 to 20 mg/L as SiOz was used.
For the remainder of the monitoring program, the silica dosage
was lowered to 8 to 12 mg/L as Si02.

The main objective of the monitoring program was to generate sufficient data to determine the effectivenessof sodium
silicate in reducing levels of principal corrosion products, including lead, copper, and iron. Another goal was to gain an
understandingof the potential mechanismof silicate corrosion
inhibition (e.g., surficial coating) by monitoring silica concentrations throughout the distribution system.To meet these objectives effectively, a monitoring programwas designedto track
pH, alkalinity, calcium, lead, copper,and iron levels at 12points
throughout the distribution system over an 18-month period.
Sampling events consisted of collecting three samples from
each monitoring location on the sameday.
Because water system personnel could gain regular entrance to only a limited number of buildings, a survey was
conductedto identify and selectindividual homeownersto participate in the monitoring program The selection of sites was
basedon the ability of the participating residentsto understand
and perform the prescribedsampling procedureseffectively for
the period of the monitoring program.In addition, the locations
were apportionedthroughout the distribution system,covering
both the center and the ends of the distribution system (Figure
5-15). An extensive materials survey to identify specific sampling locations basedon sourcesof lead and copper was not
performed prior to the monitoring program.
In York, annual cycles in water flow through the disttibution system and in temperaturerepresent important temporal
variations. It was necessary,therefore,to monitor water quality
changesover a period of 18 months. Sampling was conducted
every 2 months to accountfor changesin flow and temperature.
5.3.4.5 Sampling and Analytical Procedures
Sampling Procedures. First-draw and second-draw samples were collected from tapsfrom 12 buildings throughout the
distribution system(Figure 5-15). First-draw sampleswere collected after the water was allowed to stand motionless for 6 to
12 hours. Second-drawsampleswere collected after the tap had
been flushed for a period of 5 minutes. The first- and seconddraw sampleswere collected in 250 mL bottles, and each was
analyzedfor lead, copper,iron, calcium, and silica. A third 250mL sample was collected immediately after the second-draw
sampleand was analyzedfor pH and alkalinity. The three samples were collected on the sameday from each of the 12 sites
to relate metal concentrationsto the referenced water quality
parameters.
pH and Alkalinity. Samples for pH and alkalinity were
measured in the laboratory within 24 hours of the time of
collection. The pH was measuredwith an ORION SA250 pH
meter.The meterwas calibratedwith pH buffer standardsat pH
4,7, and 10. The meter was recalibrated at the end of a group
of analysesto check for instrumental drift. Alkalinity was determined by EPA (1983) Method No. 310.1 using 0.02 N
H+O.,.

Lead, Iron, Calcium, and Copper Upon arrival at the laboratory, samplesfor lead were acidified to pH ~2 with concentrated nitric acid. Lead samples were analyzed on a Perkin
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Flgure 5-15. Map of the York Water District distribution system.

Elmer 5 100PC Atomic Absorption GraphiteFurnaceaccording
to Standard Methods (1989) No. 3113 B. Samples for iron,
calcium, and copper were analyzed on a Perkin Elmer Model
No. 460 Flame Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer,according to StandardMethods No. 3500 B. Field spikes and blanks
were performedduring eachanalysis to determinethe accuracy
of the method.

Table 5-Z. Average Finished Water Quality Summary

Silica. Silica analyses were conducted using Inductively
Coupled Plasma (ICP) according to EPA (1983) Method No.
200.7.
Data Analysis. In the caseof small sets of data, including
outliers can result in a bias in the calculated mean.Therefore,
setsof lead data from every sampling event were subjectedto
the Dixon Test to eliminate outliers.

Parameter

Mean

Standard Deviation

PH
Alkalinity (mg/L as CaCo3)
Turbidity (NTU)
Temperature (“C)
Iron (mgiL)
Manganese (mg/L)
Aluminum (n-g/L)

8.5
8.0
0.06
13.0
0.03
0.06
0.05

f0.29
fl.85
M.O1
f3.0
N.01
f0.02
M.04

Temperature. Temperaturecan have a pronouncedeffect on
the rate of corrosion. In general, as the temperatureincreases,
so does the corrosion rate of most materials. As illustrated in
Figure 5-16a, the temperaturein the finished water increased
from 4°C during the winter to 24°C in the summer months.
Therefore, the rate of corrosion due to temperature effects
would be highest in the summer months.

5.3.5 Resulti and Discussion
The data collected for the evaluation of silicates are presentedin the following two sections.First, treatmentplant operating data over the 1Zmonth period are discussed.Second,
the results of the distribution system monitoring program are
presented

Flow Rate. The average velocity of the water carried
through a distribution system should increase, in general, as
plant flow rate (output) increases. Velocity is an important
physical factor that affectsthe rate of corrosion. Slow velocities
within a distribution system cause water to be stagnant; often
a marked decreaseor increase in pH is observed.Velocity, as
it relates to inhibitor-based corrosion control, is important in
sustaining a passivating film on a pipe surface. As velocity
increases,so does the rate at which a given mass of inhibitor
comesin contact with a given unit surface area of pipe.

5.3.5.1 Plant Operating Data
Finished Water Quality Data. Table 5-2 summarizesthe
average annual finished water characteristicsat the YWD filnation facility during the monitoring period. In general, the
water is corrosive toward lead and iron due to its low alkalinity.
With the exception of temperature,the finished water quality
parametersdo not vary significantly on a weekly or annual
basis.
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winter to summer (Figure 5-16b), due to seasonalpopulation
patterns.This variation had a tendency to causestagnantareas
during the winter months, which resulted in lower pH values
at dead-endmonitoring locations.

dosagesu&l in this evaluation (9 to 16 mg/L) were similar to
dosages(12 to 20 mg/L) at a nearby utility with similar water
quality conditions.
After reviewing the distribution system data in August, it
was noted that the pH at remote points in the distribution system was low (~7.2). To raise the pH at theselocations, the feed
rate of sodium silicate was increasedin Septemberand October.
As a result, the silica dosageincreased(Figure 5-17) over the
sametime period. The sodium silicate solution, therefore,was
performing two functions: to raise the pH of, and to add silica
to, the plant ftished water. The operating data suggestthat the
feasibility of feeding a more alkaline sodium silicate solution
(lower SiOz:NazOratio) or accomplishingpH adjustmentseparately with another chemical, such as sodium or potassium
hydroxide, should be investigated.
5.3.5.2 Distribution System Monitoring Data
PH. During the period when the finished water was adjusted with sodium hydroxide, prior to application of sodium
silicate, the averagepH from the monitoring points was 8.34
k 0.26. When the averagestartup dosageof approximately 16
to 20 mg/L as SiOz was being administered, the pH from the
sites averaged8.38 f 0.14. After the initial staxtupdosagewas
lowered to a maintenancedosageof 10 mg/L as SiOz during
late March, the pH dropped to an averageof 7.75 f 0.10 for
the remainder of the monitoring program (Figure 5-18).
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Flgure 6-16. Temperature of the filtration plant finished water (a) and
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Silica Dosage. The monthly averagesilica dosageand raw

water silica concentrationsover the courseof a 12-monthmonitoring period are presentedin Figure 5-17. The averagesilica
dosageswere determinedby dividing the total volume of silica
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Figure 6-18. Average pH (a) and alkalinity (b) from the distribution sampling events.
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At the dead ends of the system,the pH (f.52 f 0.38; n =
3) was lower than the pH (8.17 f 0.05; n = 8) at central points

within the distribution system.Lower pH values observedarc
likely due to the releaseof metals suchas iron, and subsequent
hydroxide-ion uptake,which frequently occur in stagnantareas.
The lower pH values are generally consistentwith lower silica
concentrations found in the same regions (see the following
discussion on silica).
Alkalinity. The alkalinity typically ranged from approximately 5 mg/L as CaC03 at dead-endlocations to 10 mg/L at
most other points within the system The average alkalinity
remained relatively constantthroughout the monitoring period,
with the exception of a slight rise during February when the
startup dosageof silica was being administered(Figure 5-18b).
The increasein alkalinity was probably due to the presenceof
the anionic silica species,H$iOd.
Silica. From the distribution systemmonitoring data,it can
be seenthat the silica concentrationsin the centerof the system
were higher (17.8 f 0.53 mg/L as SiOz) than at the ends of the
system (16.0 f 1.2 mg&) (Figure 5-19a). These data suggest
that silica was being adsorbedonto pipe surfacesas the water
moved through the system.Silica has the ability to adsorbonto
metal-oxide surfaces(18.19). Potential evidence of this type of

20

adsorption was observed in this studjr as the average silica
concentration was lower (15.6 k 1.5 r&L; n = 3) at sampling
sites located on unlined cast iron mains than at sites located on
other types of pipe (17.5 + 0.71; n = 9) (Figure 5-19a).
The calculated means of the first- and second-drawsamples were compared;they displayed evidence of silica adsorption onto the surfaces of home plumbing systems (Figure
5-19b). Although these data suggestadsorption of silica was
occurring, it cannot be confirmed without X-ray diffraction
analyses.
Lead Figure 5-20 showsthe variation in lead concentration
of first-draw samplesover the monitoring period. Prior to application of sodium silicate, the lead levels ranged from 6 to
488 pgfL and averaged84 & 145 pgL. Over the period of May
through December,when the lead levels were relatively stable,
the lead concentrationsrangedfrom 5 to 166pg/L and averaged
26 f 22 pg/L (Figure 5-20a). These lead levels are relatively
high, considering that 11 of the 12 buildings were constructed
before 1981. The other building was constructedin 1990 and,
as a result, contained pipes with lead-free solder. Since the
first-draw samplevolume was 250 mL, it is likely that the major
source of lead is from brass fittings.
The average lead concentrations were consistently lower
during the time when the sodium silicate was being fed. When
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Figure 5-19. Silica concentrations from selected sites within the distiibution system (a) and in first- and second-draw samples
W

Figure 5-20. Average lead concentrations in the first-draw samples (a)
and the number of samples exceeding specified concentrations in first-draw samples (b).
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me number ot samplesexceeomg xu p&IL as leaa ana >LJ
pg/L as lead (Figure 5-20b) were comparedbefore and after
treatment,however, only a slight improvement was observed
with the addition of sodium silicate. Second-draw samples,
collected after flushing for a minimum of 3 minutes, were
typically below the detection limit.

in orneroeen ODSeNHl
similar water quality conditions (21). A possible reasonfor the
low copperlevels is that the first-draw samplevolume was 250
mL; as a result, a large portion of the sample volume was
contained within brass fittings and was not in contact with
copper pipe.

The highestlead concentrationswere consistently found in
samplescollectedat monitoring points on dead-endunlined cast
iron mains, probably becauseof the lower pH values witnessed
at these locations. Typically, the pH at theselocations ranged
from 6.6 to 7.2 comparedto other sampling locations, where
the pH was 7.6 to 8.5.

The copper levels decreasedduring the initial sampling
eventsbut later increasedduring the winter (Figure 5-22). The
increasewas primarily due to a drop in pH at two monitoring
stations located on deadends. At dead-endmonitoring stations
locatedon unlined iron pipe, the copper concentrationaveraged
0.39 + 0.04 mg/L, and at all other locations averaged0.05 f
0.02 mg/L. When the averagecopper concentrationsam determined excluding dead-endmonitoring points, there appearsto
be a slight reduction in copper levels from the application of
silicate over time (Figure 5-22).

In general,somesitesshoweda consistentreduction in lead
concentration;at other sites,the concentrationseither remained
relatively constant or increased. This result is to be expected
since the source of lead (e.g., dezincification of brass, or dissolution of lead-tin solder) and types of films presentwill vary
significantly depending on the specific location of the site. In
particular, the dezincification of brassfittings, which was probably the major source of lead at most of the sites, can respond
erratically to silicate treatment (20).
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Iron. As shown in Figure 5-2 1, the iron concentrationover
time, after silicate addition, gradually decreased,and then increased,probably in response to low flow rates during the
following fall and winter months. Each point on the figure
representsthe averageiron concentration of 12 first-draw and
12 second-drawsamples.
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Figure 5-22. Average copper concentrations in the first-draw samples.

5.3.5.3 Treatment Costs
Given the averagemaintenancesilica dosageof 11 mg/L
administeredbetweenApril and December,the cost of sodium
silicate is $8.12 per million liters. This figure is basedon bulk
deliveries (215,142 L) of Type N@liquid sodium silicate and
a bulk chemicalcost of $21.30/100kg ($73.70/100kg as SiOz).
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5.4 Assessing Zinc Orthophosphate vs. pH
Adjustment: Champlain, Vermont

Figure 5-21. Average iron concentrations in the first- and second-draw
samples.

During the last 6 months of 1990, the York WaterDistrict
received approximately 15 red water complaints.Silicate treatment eliminated these complaints over the 1Zmonth trial application. Iron concentrationsranged from <o. 10 to 1.87 mg/L
before treatment,and ~0.10 to 1.37mg/L after treatment;therefore, it is likely that the particulate iron was being sequestered
by dissolved silica. The ability of sodium silicate to sequester
oxidized forms of iron in soft, low-alkalinity water has been
well documented(16).
Copper: Average first-draw copperconcentrationsfrom the
six sampling events were especially low (Figure 5-22), as has
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5.4.1 Introduction
Champlain Water District (CWD) is a regional water supplier in northwesternVermont charteredby legislative action in
1971. As a municipal district, its primary purpose is the supply
of potable water.At the time the CWD was chartered,communities in the greater Burlington area were using a variety of
water sources.Theseexisting sourceswere deficient in quality
and/or quantity and demand was being increased by a fastgrowing economyandpopulation. CWD presently is composed
of eight member communities: South Burlington, Shelburne,
Wiiston, Essex,Colchester,Winooski, Milton, and the Village
of Jericho. Becauseof political divisions within membercom-

water systems:South Burlington, Shelburne,Williston, Essex
Junction, Essex Town, Colchester Town, ColchesterFire District #l, ColchesterFiie District #3, Winooski, Milton, Jericho
Vilage, and the Mallets Bay Water Company.The total population servedis 50,000 to 55,000 and the averagedaily flow in
1990was 8.3 mgd,with a peak day of approximately 12million
gallons.
The CWD’s treatment and supply systemwent on line in
March 1973 and consists of three major components:(1) raw
water intake and pump station, (2) water treatmentfacility and
plant storage,and (3) the finished water pumping and transmission network of CWD-owned lines and storagefacilities. The
distribution network encompassesboth a low-pressure and a
high-pressurecomponent.The CWD’s transmissionand storage
network was interconnectedwith existing distribution systems
of its member towns. The raw water source for the CWD is
Lake Champlain. The intake is located in the northern channel
of ShelbumeBay asit passesinto the broad lake, andis located
at a depth of 75 feet, 2,480 feet from the Red Rocks Park
shoreline.Lake Champlain is characteristicof many New England surfacewaters.CWD finished water has a moderatealkalinity (approximately 50 mg/L as CaCO,), moderatehardness
(approximately 75 mg/L as CaCOs),and a pH of approximately
7.2. These properties, combined with typically saturated O2
levels, are conducive to forming au aggressivewater. Calculations indicate a Langelier Saturation Index (LSI) of -1.39 to
-0.96 (0 to 20°C). indicating a significant CaC03 undersaturation. The AggressivenessIndex (AI) also was used to evaluate
corrosion potential and resulted in a value of 10.3. This falls
into the moderateto high range (212 is considerednonaggressive, 10 to 11.9moderately aggressive,and cl0 highly aggressive).
Further verification of corrosivity was evidenced by the
visual inspection of the diatomaceousearth (DE) filtration piping dismantled during a plant expansionin 1982.This construction replaced the high service pumping units and required
removal and replacementof suction and dischargepiping installed in 1972. The older piping was examined, and tuburculation and pitting measuring l/4 to 318inches throughout the
interior diameter of the pipe wall were observed.The piping
material was bare, unprotectedsteel. Although this type of pipe
was usedin the CWD plant facility, it is very uncommonin the
distribution systemsof CWD and its member towns. Assessment of these findings warranted further investigation, based
on economics,health, and expectation of stricter federal regulation of corrosion by-products. A corrosive water would be
costly to the CWD becauseof its large investment in water
storage tanks and distribution and transmission piping. Consumersalso would be affectedeconomically through deterioration of domestic plumbing and water-related appliances.
Additionally, consumer health could be at risk as a result of
corrosion by-products leaching into drinking water.
Initial data at the CWD indicated that corrosion, with its
potential ramifications, needed to be studied further. To this
end, a pilot study was designed to establish corrosion rates of
metal coupons using CWD finished water and to help predict
the effectivenessof different treatment techniques.This initial
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of the.CWD ftished water vs.
to establish the co;osion
finished water treated with zinc orthophosphate(ZOP). A corrosion rate of 9.61 mils per year (mpy) was obtained and is
considered to be in the moderate to severe range. This was
basedon 10 tests conductedfor an averageof 24.3 days each.
The result of adding ZOP at a dose of 1 mg!L as zinc (product
has a 1:l ratio of zinc to orthophosphate)was an average78.8
percent reduction (range, 67.9 to 86.6 percent) in the corrosion
rate to 2.04 mpy (range, 1.15to 3.71 mpy). This initial research
was expanded to include lead coupons, coupons in the distribution system, and a bench-scalecomparison of elevated pH
treatmenttechniqueto the useof ZOP.Expansion of the benchscaleresearchalso permitted the assessmentof combining ZOP
addition with pH elevation. Analysis of the resulting data indicatedthat implementation of a corrosion control treatmentprogram would be beneficial to CWD and its consumerson both
an economic and a health basis. The CWD Board of Commissioners approved the expenditure to &sign and implement the
use of ZOP as a corrosion inhibitor on May 27, 1986, and the
processwas on line April 28, 1987.

5.4.2 Materials and Methods
5.4.2.1 Materials
Metal coupons (l/2 inch x 3 inches x l/16 inch) basedon
the ASTM StandardD 2688-70and NACE standardTM-Ol-69
were used to study corrosion rates and potential reduction in
corrosion due to (1) ZOP addition @H = 7.0-7.2), (2) pH
elevation (to approximately 8.0). and (3) a combination of these
two treatments. The methods established the corrosivity of
water by measuring the weight loss of various metal coupons.
The rate of corrosion of a metal immersedin water is a function
of the tendency for that metal to corrode and the tendency of
the water and the materials it contains to promote (or inhibit)
corrosion. The relative corrosivity of water can be determined
by comparing the corrosion rate of a material in water with a
corrosion rate of the samematerial in anotherwater. Mild steel
(SAE Steel [ lOlO]) couponswere used from April 1984 to the
present. Use of lead coupons was incorporated into the study
in December 1988.
Technical Products Corporation (TPC) (formerly Viginia
Chemical Inc.) supplied the metal coupons and the 2902 and
2900 Corrosion Test Units usedin the bench-scalestudies.The
2902 unit consists of three connectedplexiglass cylinders on a
base.A plexiglass rod extendsdown from the cover that allows
for coupon attachment using a nylon nut and bolt. Cylinders
are approximately 9 inches high and 2 3/4 inches in diameter.
Water enters at the base of the first cylinder housing the preweighed control coupons,then flows over the couponsinto the
center cylinder. Here a Diaz AccuPlus@peristaltic metering
pump adds the ZOP corrosion inhibitor (Virchem@932) from
a 5-gallon polycarbonate bottle. The ZOP-treated water then
flows into the bottom of the last cylinder over a secondset of
pre-weighed coupons and exits at the top of this cylinder to
waste. The water flow was regulated (ap roximately 0.5 gallon/minute) as was the rate of V&hem ki 932 feed solution
(approximately 26 to 28 mL&) to maintain the desired 1 mg/L
(ppm) zinc concentration.Adjustmentsto the flow rate and feed

service
(HS) andnontreatedeffluent water from the dir&
filtration filters (DFs). DF water has been prechlorinated(0.60
to 0.80 mg/L) and filtered after the addition of coagulants(alum
and a polymer).

desired 1 mg/L zinc level. The L&hem@‘>32 feed solution was
preparedby mixing 900 mL of concentratedVirchem@932 with
5 gallons of effluent water from the direct filtration process.
The prepared,weighed (to 0.1 mg) metal couponswere placed
in contact with flowing water for a period of 24 days. Upon
removal, coupons were submergedin acetonefor 1 to 2 minutes, removed, and allowed to air dry before mailing to TPC.
TPC reweighed the coupons after processing and computed
corrosion rates based on weight loss and exposure time. Corrosion rates expressedas mils per year (mpy), equivalent to
0.001 inch, were determined.TPC supplied all coupons,preparation of coupons, Vichem@ 932, and weight loss and corrosion rate analysis.
Vi&em@’ 932 is a liquid synergistic corrosion inhibitor
developed for use in potable water and designed to control
corrosion of contactedmetal surfaces.It also has demonstrated
corrosion protection of asbestos-cementpipe in studies conducted by EPA. Dissociated zinc and phosphateions (at a 1:l
ratio) are provided by Vichem@ 932 with the zinc concentration being analyzed to control the desired amount of ZOP addition. TPC reports Vihem@ 932 to have the following
characteristics:color-clear, odor-none, densityi10.6 lb/gal,
specific gravity (@7O”F)-1.273, solution pHa.8, and zinc
content-O.83 lb/gal.
The 2900 Single Cell Corrosion Test Unit has the same
dimensions and shape as the cylinders of the 2902 unit but
consists of only one cylinder with an inlet at its base and an
outlet near tbe top. Two of theseunits were used in the bench-

Coupons were inserted into water main distribution lines
using Corrosion Coupon Probe Assembly 2901 supplied by
Technical Products.The couponswere left in place for a period
of 83 to 142 days. The assembly fits onto a standard l-inch
corporation stop (outside diameter = 1.25 inch). The insertion
rod is adjustable so that the faces of the coupons are parallel
to the water flow and near the center of the distribution line.
The probe assemblyconsistsof three main parts: insertion rod,
bonnet, and body. The insertion rod is constructedof stainless
steel with a molded nylon tip, nut, and bolt that holds the
couponsand a movable stainlesssteel collar held in place by a
set screw. The bonnet is bronze and contains a brasspacking
gland with asbestospacking. The packing gland preventsleakageand holds the rod in place after insertion. The body is made
up of a short nipple and a 1.25inch inside diameter. NFT
coupling that screwsonto the corporation stop.

5.4.2.2 Methods
Coupon Studies. The original 2902 triple cell unit (station
#2) in the pilot bench study used HS water (finished water
being supplied to the distribution system), mild steel coupons,
and a 1 mg/L zinc concentration added via the Diaz pump
(Figure 5-23). After the plant began using Virchem@932 and
ZOP in the distribution system,two 2900 single cell units with
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Figure 523. Coupon studies on corrosion rates in four cell units.
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control unit at station #l (Figure 5-25). The corrosion rate in
this DF control unit allowed for calculated reductions in corrosion rates using three techniques: (1) adding ZOP, (2) raising
the pH (to 7.9-8.2) to precipitate CaCO3(‘@H), and (3) adding
ZOP after elevatedpH (7.9-8.2) adjustment(‘pH + ZOP). Once
theserates were established,a comparison analysis was possible among any combination of these three different corrosion
reduction techniques.

supplied by DF water (no ZbP) and the other 2900 cell was
supplied with HS water (station #3), which now contained
Virchem@932 at a 0.3 to 0.4 mgL as zinc concentration.To
monitor and evaluatethe effects of Virchem@932 in the distribution system,2901 probes were installed with mild steel coupons in three distribution mains. By comparing the corrosion
rate of thesecouponsto the corrosion rate of the DF station #l
couponsin the laboratory (pre-ZOP addition), a percentreduction in the coupon corrosion rate was calculated.

A single cell 2900 unit at station #l was used for the base
control couponsusing CWD DF water.At station #3, ZOP was
addedto CWD DF water and at station #4, to BWR water,using
triple cell units. The inlet cylinder to station #4 containedthe
elevatedpH coupons,and the outlet cylinder containedthe *pH
+ ZOP treated coupons. The inlet cylinder to station #2 used
DF water, which contained basecontrol coupons (duplicating
the 2900 DF coupons), and the outlet cylinder (after ZOP addition) contained the ZOP-only treated coupons. Therefore,
much of the time, duplicate couponswere being exposedto DF
water. During this time the corrosion rate from station #l was
used as the base rate in calculating the rate reduction for the

The construction of an interconnection betweenthe CWD
and the neighboring city of Burlington (which had elevatedits
water’s pH for corrosion control) offered an opportunity for a
comparisonstudy in the CWD’s laboratory (Figure 5-24). The
CWD and Burlington Water Resources(BWR) both use Lake
Champlain as their source water; therefore, raw water characteristics show only minimal differences.The test cells were set
up to allow a comparison of ZOP treatment against BWR’s
techniqueof raising the pH (to 8.0) to precipitate a CaC03 film.
The design allowed the use of CWD DF water (post pre-chlorination, coagulation, and filtration, yet prior to hydrofluosilicic
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Figure S-24. Comparison of municipal and regional water treatment using the same source waters (Lake Champlain, Vermont).
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Figure 5-25. Schematicof ChamplainWater Distr’ktwater treatmentprocess.

years, 16 different locations were sampled,with a total of 154
samplescollected asof January 1990.Initial sampling included
first-draw samples(initial water from a tap after an extended
period of non-use,collected typically in the morning); a 2&nute flush sample;and a B-minute flush sample.Originally, the
length of non-use or stand time was not recorded.Collection
of the 6-minute flush samplewas discontinued after the third
sampling (July 1988),becausesamplesshowedno reduction in
metal concentrationscomparedto the 2-minute flush samples.
Higher lead level siteswere sampledmore frequently. The metals originally testedfor were iron, zinc, copper, and lead. The
iron, zinc, and copper tests were performed in the CWD laboratory using a Hach DIU3000 Spectrophotometer(Hach Co.,
Loveland, Colorado). Copper was analyzed using Procedure
Code C.12, Bicinchoninate Method; total iron using Procedure
Code 1.4, Ferrozine Method; and zinc using ProcedureCode
Z.l, Zincon Method. Iron testing was discontinued after the
August 1988 sampling because extremely low levels were
found in all samples.The Vermont Departmentof Health Laboratory in Burlington, Vermont,conductedthe lead analysis. The
CWD laboratory performedall pH measurementsusing an Altex Model 71 pH meter and a Hach Model 44300 combination
electrode.

distribution coupons(2901 units). The corrosion rate from the
inlet cylinder of station #2, using identical DF water, was used
as the baserate for comparing corrosion rate reductionsin both
triple cell units (stations#2 and #4). A changein procedurewas
madeon June 1, 1989,to better reflect differencesin corrosion
ratesbetweenCWD and BWR watersdue to PH. The DF water
going to station #2 (ZOP only treatment) was changedto finished CWD water (post-chlorine, fluoride, and plant ZOP addition). These additions drop the pH of CWD DF water from
approximately 7.5 to approximately 7.2. Also, station #3 (a
single cell) couponsnow were representedby the inlet cell of
station #2 using CWD finished (HS) water. (See Figure 5-26
for the laboratory coupon procedurechange.)
Consumer Tap Sampling. The second approach used to
assesscorrosion was sampling at consumer taps for specific
corrosion by-products. Over the course of approximately 2

To better reflect the actual differences in corrosion
rates between BWR and CWD waters, the source water
going into the CWD triple cylinder has been changed.
Previously, DF water (postfiltration but pre-plant ZOP and
Cl2 addition) has been used. Finished distribution water
(postchlorination and plant ZOP addition) will now feed to
this triple cylinder, which will represent the reduced pH
caused by these additions (typicalty pH 7.71 vs. pH 7.28).

Most sample volumes were 1 liter, but samplescollected
in May 1989 were 250 mL, and samplescollected in October
1989were 1-L samplesexceptat threelocations. The first-draw
samplewas broken down into two fractions, a 125~mLportion
followed by a 875-n& portion. The reported 1-L first-draw lead
concentration was calculated from the first two samples.Only
the 875~mL sample was used in testing for other metals, because of the volumes required. This sampling protocol was
followed to determinethe lead contribution by faucet fixtures,
becausethese three locations had shown elevated lead levels.
The 125~mLsampleprimarily representedthe water contained
in the faucet fixture.

The inlet cell will be used as the HS coupon value
and the ZOP solution being added will be adjusted to
continue to yield a 1 ppm zinc concentration. The required
number of test coupons will be reduced as the single
cylinder used for the HS can now be eliminated. The
“basic rate” will be the single cylinder “DF Lab” unit.
Historical data of the single cylinder and the first cylinder of the triple cell (both DF water) show no variation
in corrosion rates. This change will more accurately reflect
CWD’s distribution water and the comparison of BWFt’s
pH adjustment technique to CWD’s ZOP treatment for
corrosion control.

Samples were collected in December 1989 from these
samethree locations. To further identify the sourceof lead, five
sampleswere collected without flushing between sample collection. Again, a 125~mLsamplewas taken followed by a 875mL sample.Then, a seriesof three 1-L sampleswere collected
without flushing between samples. Each liter representsapproximately 25 feet of l/2-inch copper pipe.

Figure C26. Champlain Water District laboratory coupon procedure
change (06/01/89).
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5.4.3.1 Deviations
Certain inherent and operational deviations occurred:
1. Flow rates, and therefore ZOP concentrations,to the
triple cells at stations #3 and #4 fluctuated and were
adjusted periodically to maintain a 1 mg/L concentration as zinc. Flow variations were always as reduced
flows (increasedZOP concentration).
Water temperature of the laboratory coupons was
higher than the water temperature of the distribution
coupons. This would be expected to yield a higher
corrosion rate in the laboratory coupons,resulting in a
positive error in the percent of corrosion rate reduction
for the field coupons.

Lead coupons are extremely soft and were subject to
abrasion during insertion into distribution mains.
5.4.3.2 Laboratory Coupon Analysis
Steel coupons in the laboratory study treated only with
ZOP showed the most consistent and highest averagepercent
reduction in corrosion rate (Table 5-3). Elevated pH plus ZOP
addition also showed good reductions in corrosion rates, although not as high as the ZOP-only treatment. Elevated-pH
treatment only increasedthe corrosion rate in four of the five
runs with an averagecorrosion rate increaseof 8 percent.
Table 6-3. Corrosion Rate Reductions of Laboratory Steel Coupons
84 days exposure time
% Reductton’

Range

ZOP only
ZOP + “pH
“PH oniy

84%
76%
(6%)

62% - 95%
20% - 92%
(16%) - 5%

Avg. Avg.
MPY
PH
1.25
1.94
7.62

7.1
6.0
8.0

Table 5-4. Corrosion Rate Reductions of Laboratory Lead Coupons
84 days exposure time
Treatment

% Reduction’

Range

MPY

Avg.
PH

Mpy Range

ZOP only
ZOP +*pH
*pH only

44%
44%
2%

17% - 63%
3% - 71%
(39%) - 25%

0.70
0.67
1.20

7.1
8.0
8.0

0.46 - 1.30
0.49 - 1.23
0.85 - 1.67

‘Based on comparison to raw water (pH = 7.0 - 7.2)

The pH of the DF filtered water supplied to the base
control couponsat station #l (single-cell unit) was 0.3
to 0.4 (7.5 to 7.6) units higher than the distribution
water.The lower pH in the distribution water is because
of the addition of fluoride (1 mg/L), postchlorination
(approximately 1.8 mgk as free chlorine) and plant
ZOP addition (0.3 to 0.4 mg/L) to DF water. This
higher pH water also was fed to the 2902 triple cell
representing ZOP-only treatment until the procedure
change of June 1, 1989.
Coupons in the distribution system were exposed to
much higher water velocities than were the laboratory
coupons.

Treatment

cuon m corrosion rates (Table 5-4). Elevated pa alone reduced corrosion
rates in only two of the five runs and increasedcorrosion rates
in three runs. The lead base-controlcoupons in the DF filtered
water averageda corrosion rate of 1.25 mpy with a range of
0.76 to 1.69 mpy.

Range

5.4.3.3 Distribution Coupon Analysis
Coupons placed at the four distribution sites (station #3
single-cell laboratory location is included here, becausethe
water used was finished water as supplied to the distribution
system) yielded the results shown in Tables 5-5 and 5-6.
Table 5-5. Corrosion Rate Reductions for the Distribution System
Steel Coupons
Location

% Reduction’

Range

MPY

MPY
Range

High Service
Essex West
Kellog Rd.
DE Header
Overall Avg.

53%
64%
47%
78%
61%

8% - 86%
(2%) - 90%
20% - 67%
64% - 91%
23% - 84%

3.09
2.75
4.26
1.62
2.93

1.02 - 6.92
0.49 - 7.64
1.55 - 6.38
0.98 - 3.45
1.01 - 3.45

‘Based on comparison to raw water (pH = 7.0 - 7.2)
Table 5-6. Corrosion Rate Reductions for the Distribution System
Lead Coupons
Location

% Reduction’

Range

MPY

High Service
Essex West
Kellog Rd.
DE Header
Overall Avg.

39%
31%
30%
43%
36%

10% - 67%
(8%) - 51%
(26%) - 59%
24% - 56%
0% - 58%

0.74
0.76
0.78
0.63
0.73

MPY
Range
0.42
0.30
0.25
0.27
0.31

- 1.21
- 1.20
- 1.28
- 0.86
- 1.14

l Bassd on comparison to raw water (pH = 7.0 - 7.2)

44 - 3.45
0.47 - 7.20
5.04 - 10.46

The averagecontrol coupon corrosion rate for the DF filtered water was 7.08 mpy, with a range of 4.55 to 9.51 mpy,
over 84 days of exposure.

*Based on comparison to raw water (pH = 7.0 - 7.2)

The basecontrol couponsin the DF filtered water averaged
a corrosion rate of 7.00 mpy, with a range of 4.8 1 to 9.00 mpy,
over 84 days of exposure.

The averagelead control coupon corrosion rate for the DF
filtered water was 1.11 with a range of 0.84 to 1.29 mpy.
5.4.3.4 Consumer Tap Analysis
A total of 154 samplesover a 2lyear period were collected
from 16 different locations. Sampling was conductedwith the
following three frequenciesper location: three locations were

All treatment techniquesfor lead couponsin the laboratory
showed a lower percent reduction and mpy rate than the steel
coupons.ZOP-only and elevated-pH-plus-ZOPadditions were
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sampledonce,one location was sampledthree times, two locations were sampled four times, three locations were sampled
five times, three locations were sampled six times, and one
location was sampledseventimes.
First-Draw

and 2- and 6-Minute Sampling. Thirty-five

first-draw and 2-minute flush sampleswere analyzed for total
iron and averaged0.037 mg/L and 0.047 mg/L, respectively.
The 24 6-minute flush samples averaged 0.025 mg/L iron.
Forty-four first-draw and 2-minute flush samples from ZOPtreated water were analyzedfor zinc and averaged0.422 mg/L
and 0.317 mg/L, respectively. The 18 6-minute flush samples
averaged0.280 mg/L zinc. Fifty-seven first-draw and 56 2-minute flush sampleswere analyzedfor copperand averaged0.343
mg/L and 0.079 mg/L. The 25 6-minute flush samplesaveraged
0.055 mg/L.

laboratory bench-scaleresults also were comparedto weight
loss of couponsplaced in the distribution system.The distribution coupons assessedZOP’s effectivenessunder actual field
conditions.
The secondstageof this study involved measuringcertain
corrosion by-product levels at consumer taps. Unfortunately,
these levels were not measuredat the consumer taps prior to
the CWD implementing its corrosion control program (ZOP).
Thus, a comparisonof thesevalues is not available.The resulting information, however,hasbeenvaluable in identifying lead
sourcesand in educating consumerson how to minimize their
exposure to lead.
5.4.4.1 Steel Coupons, Laboratory
In a similar laboratory study by Mullen and Ritter (22)
using mild steelcoupons,corrosion ratesof threedifferent treatment techniqueswere analyzed.Raising pH with caustic soda
to reach the pH of saturation reduced corrosion by approximately 13 percent, addition of sodium zinc glass phosphateat
2.0 mg/L,reducedcorrosion by 13 percent,and addition of ZOP
at 2.5 mg/L (0.5 mg/L as zinc) reducedcorrosion by 55 percent.
Below 16°C. pH elevation increasedthe corrosion rate by 22
percent and, above 16°C pH adjustmentwith caustic sodareducedthe rate by 5 to 32 percent.The combination of ZOP plus
pH adjustmentreduced corrosion by 79 percent. Below 13°C
when pH was increasingcorrosion, ZOP without pH adjustment
was reportedmore effective than ZOP plus pH adjustment.This
might be becausepH adjustmentwith ZOP brought the pH (7.8
- 8.0) outside the optimal range for ZOI? The filtered effluent
pH usedfor ZOP addition was 6.8, with plant effluent after pH
treatmentbeing 7.8. A 63 percent reduction in corrosion rates
was reported for distribution coupons for a comparabletime
and temperatureperiod.

Fifty-seven first-draw and Zminute flush samples were
analyzed for lead and averaged37 pg/L and 2 pg/L. The average for the 25 6-minute flush sampleswas 1 pg/L.
Sequential Tap Sampling. To identify lead sourcesin locations showing the highest lead levels, sampleswere collected
without flushing betweensamples.To representwater standing
in faucet fixtures, 125~mLsamples were collected followed
immediately by successivesamples,representingwater standing in the plumbing. The highest lead levels were from the 125
mL samples(Table 5-7).
Table 5-7. Lead Concentrations in Sequential Samples, ~Q/L
Location #
#lO
#12
#13
#16

125 mL

875 mL

1L

1L

1L

49
190
211
55
73
21

08
92
55
35
33
14

52
40
32

12
15
16

10
11
-

It is possible that the additional reduction in corrosion rate
reported in Mullen and Ritter’s study by raising pH plus ZOP
addition was becausethe relatively low pH (6.8) wasbelow the
optimal rangefor ZOP The CWD’s study showedno additional
reduction by raising the pH from 7.5 to 8.0.

5.4.4 Lxscussion
The pathways and causesof corrosion, and the influence
of various factors on the corrosion process, are enormously
complex. Taking information from controlled researchconditions to applied field applications, where several parameters
continuously react and canvary regionally along with treatment
processes,sources, and season,is extremely difficult. EPA’s
extended efforts to promulgate the lead and copper rule are
evidence of the complexities of addressingcorrosion and its
by-products. In addition, several different materials typically
make up a distribution system and household plumbing, each
with its own dissolution characteristics.

These two studies, and others, make it obvious that any
corrosion control treatmentprogram that does not account for
other water quality characteristicsmight not result in successful
corrosion control. Pisigau, Jr. and Singley (23) noted that the
composite effects of pH and alkalinity combined into one parameter,buffer capacity,might be more useful in assessingthe
corrosive behaviors of water. Significant differences in corrosivity of two watershaving similar qualities havebeenattributed by Loewenthal and Marais to higher buffer capacityof one
water comparedto that of the other (24).
Conductivity also has been found to have a positive relationship to corrosion rates(23). As more ions (Na+ and HCOa-)
are introduced into aqueoussystems(to raise alkalinity and/or
PI-I)the ionic conductivity increasesand enhancesthe corrosive
attack on metal. Other researchalso has shown that in some
circumstancesthe dominant effect of adding alkalinity might
be to increase corrosion by increasing conductivity (25). Different materials show different corrosion rate responsesto a

One portion of this study, using controlled laboratory conditions, measuredthe weight loss of couponsto determinecorrosion rates.Weight loss of lead and steel coupons(reportedas
a mpy corrosion rate) compared three treatment techniques
(ZOP, elevated pH, and ZOP plus elevatedpH). Baseline rates
were determined by coupon weight loss in water exiting the
direct filtration process(prior to any corrosion treatment).The
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changein the water’s chemistry. Stone et al. (25) found that an
increasein pH from 6.0 to 8.0 decreasednew coppercorrosion
by 50 percent and aged copper even more, while no changein
the corrosion rate of a zinc electrode occurred over a pH range
of 5.0 to 9.0.
While the use of mild steel (or other) coupons might be
helpful in the general assessmentof a water’s corrosivity, a
comprehensiveanalysis must consider the responseof all distribution materials (none of which include mild steel) as well
as that of home plumbing materials. In the caseof the latter,
corrosion by-products of components containing lead (brass
fixtures, leaded solder, and pipe) might be the dominant factor
that dictates a particular corrosion control treatment.It is critical, however, to consider additional factors when changesin a
water’s chemistry are made.
5.4.4.2 Lead Coupons, Laboratory
The solubility of Pb+2can be greatly reducedby increasing
pH into the range of 9.0 to 10.0 (26). Often, even in a low
alkalinity, enoughDIC is presentfor protective film formation.
The lack of significant reductions in corrosion rates for CWD
couponsexposedto the 8.0 pH adjusted water would indicate
that factors other than pH are the dominant rate-controlling
factors.
Substantialreductions in the theoretical solubility of Pb+2
were computedfor a systemcontaining severallevels of orthophosphateat a DIC concentrationof 32 mg CaCO& (28). The
results indicated that a substantial reduction of lead solubility
could take place when the pH is increasedfrom 7.0 to 9.0 with
an orthophosphateconcentrationof only 0.5 mg/L. (The theory
that zinc in a ZOP formulation combines with lead to form a
protective film has not beenproved.) The passivatingaction of
orthophosphatedepends,at least,on the pH, DIC concentration,
phosphateconcentration, and temperature(10). The CWD results showed significant reductions in lead coupon corrosion
rates in the pH range of 7.2 to 7.5 with no further reduction
when the pH was raised to 8.0. This shows that the optimal
rangefor ZOP in this systemwas 7.2 to 7.5. A major advantage
to corrosion control methodsthat do not substantially raise the
pH is lower organic halogen formation rates (THMs). Also, the
increaseddisinfection efficiency of free chlorine at lower pH
values has been well documented(26).
5.4.4.3 Distribution Coupons
At least three important variables-ZOP concentration,
temperature, and flow rate-make it difficult to identify the
causeof lower corrosion rate reductions of both steel and lead
coupons in the distribution system. The laboratory coupons
were exposed to higher temperatures and ZOP concentrations
(1 mg/L as zinc) but to greatly reduced flow rates as compared
to distribution coupons.Increasedcorrosion rates of mild steel
and copper due to high flow rates have been noted in other
studies (23). Low flow rates, typical of home plumbing, were
found not to affect corrosion rates (25). The flow rate in the
laboratory cylinders was less than that found in home plumbing. The expectednet result, becauseof flow differences,would
be for the distribution coupon rate to be higher. Basedon lead
solubility, the higher ZOP concentrationdosedto the laboratory
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coupons would be expected to reduce corrosion rates to a
greaterdegree.The higher laboratory water temperatureshould
increase corrosion rates compared to the colder distribution
water. The degreeto which two of these factors, flow rate and
temperature,affected the corrosion rates is not possible to determine. Someinsight, however,might be gained asto the effect
of ZOP concentration by comparing the distribution location
designatedas HS at station #3 and the laboratory location designated ZOP-only station #2. During the four test periods over
a 7-month span,the 1 mg/L dosedsteel couponsaveraged1.46
mpy and lead couponsaveraged0.72 mpy. This compareswith
3.35 mpy for steel couponsand 0.74 mpy for lead coupons at
the 0.3-0.4 mg/L concentration. (All time periods were the
same.) Comparison of the two laboratory test cylinders, both
using water exiting the direct filtration plant, showedequivalent
corrosion rates. Station #l steel averaged7.00 mpy (range4.81
to 9.00) to station #2 at 7.08 mpy (range 4.55 to 9.51); station
#l lead averaged1.11mpy (range0.84 to 1.29) to station #2’s
1.25 average (range 0.76 to 1.69). The higher ZOP concentration used in the laboratory was based on the recommendation
of the chemical supplier, whoseprevious experience indicated
that this adjustment yielded laboratory results that correspondedto distribution environments.
Although thesestudies are helpful in designing and monitoring a corrosion control strategy, one should be aware that
becauseof lead’s toxicity, corrosion control in systemsincorporating lead-containing materials must target only the lead
levels in the water rather than a reduction in corrosion rates.
Therefore, lead control programsare somewhatdifferent from
corrosion control programsnormally designedfor other metals
such as copper, iron, or galvanized steel, where there is more
concern about the lifetime of the plumbing materials.
5.4.4.4 Consumer Tap Analysis
Iron. Minimal amounts of exposed iron are in the CWD
distribution system and most CWD households. The CWD
rarely experiences any iron-related consumer complaints, as
evidenced by the extremely low iron concentrationsreported.
The iron analysis was dropped after consistently low levels
were established.Iron, currently classified as a secondarycontaminant, has a Secondary Maximum Contaminant Level
(SMCL) of 0.3 mg/L. This SMCL currently is being met, with
an average iron concentration of 0.04 mg!L for all first-draw
samples.
Zinc. The 44 first-draw samplesfrom ZOP-treated water
had an average zinc concentration of 0.404 mg/L. This value
is higher than the amount attributable to ZOP addition. The
additional zinc probably was introduced from galvanizedpiping
and brass fixtures. The 0.266 mg/L averageof the 18 6minute
flush samplesbest representsthe residual zinc concentrationin
the distribution system The corresponding 18 first-draw samples had an averagezinc concentration of 0.429 mg/L.
Zinc is listed as a secondarycontaminant with a SMCL of
5 mg/L. Even at substantially higher ZOP addition rates, the
total zinc concentration due to ZOP and corrosion by-products
would be well below the 5 mg/L SMCL.

One concern about ZOP application is the possible zinc
buildup in municipal wastewatersludge. Sludges used in land
application or disposedof in landfills typically are regulated as
to maximum allowable metals concentration. The increase in
sludgezinc at one of the largestareafacilities hasnot adversely
affected sludge disposal or usability. This plant has noted a
reduction in sludge copper levels. Other smaller wastewater
treatmentplants also have not experiencedany detrimental zinc
increases.One facility reported a reduction in sludge per acre
that could be applied due to maximum metal concentrationsin
one sludgeapplication. This caseis the only one reported since
ZOP addition beganin 1987.Given the requirementsof the lead
and copper rule, the likelihood of the state approving a less
effective treatmenttechnique becauseof a reduction of sludge
application seemsremote. The additional phosphorus loading
at wastewatertreatmentplants due to ZOP application has not
resulted in any known adverseeffects. Phosphorusis considered beneficial in sludge usedin land application, but it might
pose a problem becauseof strict effluent phosphorus limitations.

using a 250~mLvolume is not believed to be the causeof these
fluctuations. In other studies,particulates containing lead were
believed to be the source of similar variations. Large concentration variations appearin many reported studies. The other
metal concentrations monitored in this study showed much
smaller fluctuations. Small changes in water chemistry that
significantly affect lead solubility comparedto other metals,or
the mechanismby which lead corrosion by-products are introduced, might be unique. Sites#12 and #16 had both high lead
levels and the highest copper levels. First-draw copper levels
at these sites were several times higher than all other sites
sampled.Site-specificfactorsare thought to be influencing corrosion rates at these two sites. Electrical grounding to water
lines is known to affect corrosion rates, as is the joining of
dissimilar metals. Site #12 also showed the highest lead levels
in 125-r& samples(190 and 211 pg/L). The faucet fixture has
a “goose neck” style of spigot. Samplesites# through #16 are
commercial locations and account for all of the highest lead
level sites. No identifiable causefor differences in lead levels
betweenresidential and commercial locations is apparent.

Cuppel:The averagecopperlevel in the 57 first-draw samples was 0.34 ma. Only two samples exceeded the new
MCLG for copper of 1.3 mg/L. The CWD foreseesno problem
meeting the copper MCLG.

Ten of 16 sites (63 percent) had averagefirst-draw lead
concentrationsof <15 PgiL. An averagevalue of 31 l.lg/L was
obtained when each location’s average was used to calculate
the overall average(basedon 57 first-draw samplesand using
2.5 pg/L for samples below the practical quantitation level
[PQL] of 5 pg/L). Seventy-sevenpercent of all Zminute flush
sampleswere below the PQL of 5 pg/L. Only three samples(5
percent) were above 15 p@L, with respectivevalues of 16, 18.
and 24 pg/L. The averagelead concentration for all 2-minute
sampleswas 4 p&IL (using 2.5 kg/L for results reported as d
Pgn)*

Lead Site selection for the consumer tap analysis was
made before the lead and copper rule guidelines were established. Sites selectedare more representativeof the CWD consumerbaseand arenot necessarily“high-risk” sitesas specified
in the final rule. Sitesconsistently showing low lead levels were
sampled less often than sites having higher levels, which resulted in a higher overall averagefor all sites.

In light of the variability commonly reported in first-draw
concentrations,a ti0 percent accuracy factor in analysis, and
the action level having to be met each monitoring period (as
compared to the THM regulation, which uses a rolling 12month average),a majority of PWSs are likely to exceedthe
action level eventually.

Sample sites that showed low lead levels were relatively
consistent and concentrationsdid not vary greatly (Table 5-8).
Sites with levels >20 clgn often showed a wide range of concentrations. The variability in stand times and one sampling
Table 5-8. Average Lead Concentrations at Consumer Taps
COW. pgiL (number of samples)
Location #

1st Draw

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

<5 (1)
17 (1)
3 (4)
<5 (4)
4 (5)
<5 (3)
10 (5)
7 (2)
3 (2)
36 (6)
<5 (1)
116 (5)
76 (6)
106 (2)
1 (5)
102 (5)

2 Min. Flush
<5
24
<5
-5
<5
4
3
4
<5
~5
<5
5

(1)
(1)
(4)
(4)
(5)
(3)
(5)

(2)

2 (3)
<5 (3)
3 (2)
-25 (2)
3 (2)

-

(2)

-

(6)

-5
-6
<5
<5
-

(1)
(5)

6 05)
9 (2)
<5 (5)
1 (5)

5.4.4.5 Asbestos-Cement Pipe
A substantialportion of the CWD and/or town distribution
mains contain asbestos-cement(A-C) pipe. This study did not
addressthe response of A-C pipe to the different treatment
techniques.Other studies,however,have analyzedZOP effects
on A-C pipe. Mab and Boatman(27) reportedthat a mixture of
lime and ZOP was the only inhibitor of six tested that was
believed to be beneficial in protecting A-C pipe. This mixture
consistedof lime and orthophosphate(5.0 mg/L) plus zinc (0.3
mg/L). In contrast to materials containing lead, zinc deposits
(not phosphorous)were found on the surface of the A-C pipe
after 218 days of exposure.This tinding was contrary to the
belief that ZOP depositeda film containing zinc and phosphorus such as Zn#O& or Zn3(P0&*4Hz0. Subsequentcomputations of chemical equilibria showed these results to be
reasonableand predictable. Schock and Buelow (28) reported
that orthophosphatesaltsof zinc provided substantialprotection
to A-C pipe when added at proper concentrations and pH
ranges. Zinc was found to be the active agent in coating the

6 Min. Flush

(3)
(1)
(2)
(3)

<5 (2)
7 (2)
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The primary source of lead is leaded solder and faucet fixtures in consumerplumbing.

pipe and protecting against asbestosfiber release and water
attack.

l

Testsat pH 8.2 by EPA’sDrinking WaterResearchDivision
(DWRD) using lead and A-C pipe in the samerecirculation
systemshowedthat ZOP provided corrosion inhibition for both
types of piping material due to the action of the orthophosphate
ion. The lead solubiiity in these systemswas found to be governed by the formation of lead orthophosphate compounds
rather than ZOP Protection of distribution materialsalso would
depend,at the least, on pH and dissolved carbonateconcentrations.

0 Sequential sampling at locations with elevated lead levels
showed that faucet fixtures at these locations contributed
significantly to the high lead levels.
Selectedsample sites representeda broad cross section and
included residential and commercial structures. Included in
the 16 sites were eight commercial locations, one mobile
home, one residence with lead-free solder, one residence
built after 1982 with lead solder, and five residencesbuilt
prior to 1982 with lead solder, Only one of these sites met
the requirements of the lead and copper rule.

l

54.5 Conclusions
l

A review of corrosion studies shows that a successfulcorrosion control treatment for a particular water might be ineffective in anotherwater, or might even increasecorrosion
of certain materials in contact with that water.

l

Each distribution and residential plumbing material has its
own dissolution characteristics.

l

Each contacted material might be affected differently by
water quality constituents(chemical and physical), external
factors (electrical grounding), and dissimilar materials contacting eachother.

The absenceof lead service lines and interior plumbing in
CWD householdslimits all sample sites to homesthat were
built, or that replacedinterior plumbing, between 1983 and
1986.
All the highest averagelead levels were at commercial locations.
Sites showedeither consistently low (cl0 CLgn)lead levels
or significant variations.

5.4.6 Recommendations
Initiate the materials survey and establish monitoring sites
as specified in the lead and copper rule as soon as possible.

Past corrosion control studies and treatments by utilities
probably have been broader in scope than future studies
designedto comply with the lead and copperrule might be.
Future studies required by the lead and copper rule might
mistakenly be narrowly targeted at reducing lead corrosion
from sourcesidentified in a specific water system.

Set up an acceleratedsampling program from the identified
samplebase.
Assessthe probability of the action level being exceededin
any one monitoring period.

Identical materials of different agescan responddifferently
to identical water chemistries.

Review literature further as to zinc concentrationseffective
in A-C pipe corrosion control.

Lead pipe an&or lead couponsresponddifferently to a water
than does leaded sol&r in copper plumbing. If use of lead
coupons is anticipated, corrosion rates correlatedwith consumer tap lead levels might be beneficial.

Establish asbestosfiber levels from A-C pipe.
Basedon literature review, asbestosfiber levels, and documentation of lead levels at lead and copperrule samplesites,
test on a full-scale basis a ZOP formulation that maintains
the needed zinc concentration for A-C pipe protection and
that provides a higher orthophosphate concentration (approximately 0.5 to 1.0 mg/L).

The use of steel couponsin bench-scaleor distribution lines
probably has little or no benefit in assessinglead corrosion
responses.Correlating corrosion rate reductionsin steelcoupons to corrosion by-product levels at consumertaps currently is not possible. Steel coupons might be useful in
helping to assessthe general corrosivity of a water.

Determine the effectivenessof the new ZOP formula and
proposea corrosion control treatmentprogram to the state.

Some of the factors that should be consideredin choosing
the best lead control treatment strategy include distribution
materials; type of storage facilities; commercial customer
uses and needs; potential impacts on wastewatertreatment
plants; disinfection by-product levels; and EPA, state, and
local regulatory requirements.

5.51 Background

To date, no lead servicelines or interior lead plumbing have
been identified in CWD households.

The ground water from the Chippewa River Valley in westcentral Wisconsin is naturally soft (hardness= 80 mg CaCO$L)
and generally of good quality, both chemically and bacterially.

5.5 Reducing Corrosion Products in Municipal
Water Supplies: Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin
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The low pH (6.5) of the water makes it aggressiveto metal
plumbing.

The Langelier Index is basedon a chemical analysis of the
water supply and is an indication of the water’s tendency to
precipitate or dissolve calcium carbonate(seeSection5.1.1). A
negative value indicates a tendency for the water to dissolve
calcium carbonate,whereas a positive value indicates a tendency to precipitate calcium carbonate.ChippewaFalls has an
index value of -2.2.

In July 1984,during routine testing of its water supply, the
City of Eau Claire found lead concentrationsat South Junior
High averaging 285 pg/L with some 100~mLsamplescontaining lead concentrationsas high as 1,000pg/L. At that time, the
applicable federal drinking water standard for lead was 50
I@*
The discovery of elevated lead levels at the junior high
school began a chain of events that resulted in a detailed sampling program throughout the area by the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) and the subsequent
requestto the City of ChippewaFalls to centrally treat its water
source to reduce corrosion products. The situation quickly becamea heatedlocal issue.Chippewa Falls was displeasedmore
than the other area communities, not only becauseadditional
expense would be necessaryto provide water treatment, but
also becausethe city’s slogan is “Home of the Worlds Purest
Water.” The local residents did not want corrosion control
chemicals addedto their water supply under any circumstances.

5.5.2 Water System

As an operator of a municipal water supply system, the
city is regulated by the Wisconsin Administrative Code, Rules
of the Department of Natural Resources,Environmental Protection (cited as NR Code). Specific regulations (prior to the
promulgation of EPA’snew lead and copper rule) included the
following:

l

l

Chippewa Falls hired a consultant to study the lead problem and evaluate alternative treatment methods.Work was begun in late March 1985 to develop information and present.
technical solutions. Six areas that were studied and that are
describedbriefly in the following sectionsinclude:

Aging study on corrosion activity
Centralized treatment
Pilot test area
Implementation
ojwatillg results

5.53 Regulations

l

The WDNR contactedcity officials in December1984 and
requestedthat corrosion control methodsbe implemented.In a
letter dated January 1985, WDNR clarified its earlier position
and required the City of Cbippewa Falls to “centrally treat its
water source to reduce corrosion products.”

Hot water flushing of service lines

Wateris supplied to the City of ChippewaFalls from seven
wells. Five wells are located on the east side and two wells are
on the west side of the city (seeFigure 5-27). Wateris distributed to residential, commercial, and industrial customers
through a pipe network of approximately 73 miles. Waterpressure is provided by three elevated storage tanks with a total
capacity of 2.25 million gallons.

l

Many water samplescollected at the customer’staps (250
mL) also have exceededboth the state’s 1 mg/L limit and the
new federal MCLG of 1.3 mg/L for copper.

5.54 Hot Water Flushing
Researchindicates that lead levels at the water tap tend to
decreaseover a period of years.Two theories offer a possible
explanation for this reduction. One idea is that the tinning flux
used by plumbers during construction dissolves over a period
of time and slowly leachesinto the water supply. A secondidea
is that the piping systemtends to becomecoatedwith metallic
oxidation products that prevent rapid dissolution of the lead
solder used in copper piping systems.

NR 109.11establishesa maximum lead concentrationof 50
clg/LNR 102.12 specifies that samplestaken for compliance be
collected at the customers’tap.

To test the first theory,threenewly constructedhomeswere
chosen for testing. Early laboratory work revealed that flux
rapidly dissolves at a water temperatureabove 140°F.To seeif
dissolving the flux would reduce lead levels, a series of four
hot water flushes was made on each of the test homes at approximately 3-week intervals. A portable hot water heater was
connectedto the cold water systemin eachhouse.A hot alkaline
soap solution was circulated through the plumbing system for
severalhours to dissolve residual flux. With the cooperationof
the homeowner,a first-draw tap water samplewas collected on
the day preceding and the day following each flushing. A followup samplealso was collected 3 weeksafter the fourth flushing. The water sampleswere sent to a commercial testing lab
for lead analysis. The results are presentedin Table 5-9.

NR 109.14 allows the WDNR to require the water supplier
to implement corrosion control measures.
NR 109.60 specifies a secondarystandard(aestheticlimit)
of 1.0 mg/L for copper.

Sampling in Fall 1984indicated that somebuildings in the
service area were exceeding the 50 l.rg/L standardfor lead content at the water tap when the first 250 mL was withdrawn in
the morning. Measuredlevels within the distribution systemdid
not reveal elevatedlead concentrationsprior to entering service
lines, indicating corrosion occurring witbin the service piping.
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Figure 5-27. Well locations, Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin.
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Table 5-9. Hot Water (14OOF)Flushing Results’ (lead in pg/L)

5.5.6 Chemical Stabilization

Cycle No.

After the failure of the hot water flushing to give consistently low lead tap water readings, an estimateof the cost to
chemically stabilize the water was developed.A secondbenefit
of stabilization is lower copperconcentrationsat the customers’
taPa

Before one
After one
Before two
After two
Before three
After three
Before four
After four
Followup

Home A

Home B

Home C

660
330
610
140
22
12
120
52
60

400
200
230
96
180
540
150
230
110

730
820
760
177
850
590
510
230
610

Reviewing the characteristics of the chemicals available
for stabilization (lime, polyphosphate,and sodium hydroxide)
resulted in a decision to use sodium hydroxide (caustic soda)
in a 50 percentby weight concentration.The multiple locations
and the relative easeand safety of handling the materials were
the major factors in the decision. Each well pump will be interlocked with a small chemical feed pump to raise the water
pH prior to entry into the distribution system.

l 250-mL sample size.

Test results show a lower lead level in the final samples
than originally measured.Consistentresults were not obtained,
however, and only generaltrendscan be evaluated It is evident
that levels below 50 l.tg/L were not obtained through the hot
water flushing program.Further work in this areawasnot done.

55.5 Aging of Service Pipe
To determine if lead and copper concentrations decrease
with time, city residential customer taps were sampled. Six
sampling groups were developedbasedon the ageof the home.
The agesand sample size by group were:
l

Less than 1 year-9 homes

l

1 to 2 years-10 homes

l

3 to 5 years-10 homes

l

5 to 10 years-10 homes

l

10 to 20 years-12 homes

l

Greater than 20 years-12 homes

The Langelier SaturationIndex would indicate an optimum
pH of approximately 8.5 to provide a water that is neither
corrosive nor depositing in referenceto calcium carbonate.It
must be rememberedthat the Langelier Index was developed
for use on waters subject to softening via the lime-soda ash
method. The application in ChippewaFalls is different. To raise
the pH too high would result in inefficient use of chemicals;
too low a pH level would not adequatelyreduce the corrosion
products.
A review of the technical literature revealeda wide range
of operatingpH limits. No credible experimentaldata applicable to the Chippewa Falls water were found. It was decided to
estimatethe cost for chemical stabilization basedon a pH of
7.9. The pH of 7.9 was not basedon any scientific rationale
but rather on experience by other local water utilities. Cost
estimatesfor caustic soda stabilization for the sevenwells are
$91,000 for capital costs and an annual operation and maintenancecost of $52,600 at the pH 7.9 level.

5.5.7 Administrative Order
Becausethe city had not taken action voluntarily to correct
the corrosive water problem in the city water supply system,
WDNR issued an Administrative Order. On August 16, 1985,
the city received this order from the WDNR, Division of Enforcement,which required the city to select a plan that would
reduce corrosion products to levels within the drinking water
standardson a systemwidebasis. In responseto this order, the
City Council initiated the following actions:

A minimum of nine homesin eachage group was sampledfor
first morning water drawn from the kitchen tap. Samples(250
mL) were sent to a commercial testing laboratory.
A total of 63 sampleswas collected. Ten of the samples
exceededthe state’s 50 pg/L standardfor lead. All but one of
these homes with elevated lead levels were less than 2 years
old. The tenth samplewas from a home more than 20 years of
age, which had been replumbed recently. Based on the sampling, it appearsthat the elevated lead levels diminish over a
2-year period

l

Scheduleda special Election for a ReferendumQuestion.

l

Retained special legal counsel to fight the WDNR order.

l

Copper levels also were measuredin 63 samples.Only 11
of the 61 samplescollected were below 1.3 mg/L. Six of these
low levels occurred in homesmore than 20 yearsold. The other
5 samples testing at low levels were distributed among the
remaining sample groupings. Copper concentrations did not
appearto decreasewith time.

Hired a consultant to prepare plans and specifications for
chemical treatment.

5.5.8 Referendum
To support the city’s legal position and to verify that the
Mayor and Council were supportingthe feelings of the majority
of the citizens regarding chemical treatment,a special election
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study. It also was agreedthat, during the pilot study, the contestedcasehearing would be held in abeyance.Also, during the
pilot study, the city would continue to supply bottled water on
request to those homes where tests indicated lead levels in
excessof the health standard.

was scheduled.At this election, the voters considered the following referendumquestion:
Shall the city of Chippewa Fallscentrally treat its water with
chemicals to lower its corrosivity in order to meet state
drinking water health standardsas to lead andtasteandcolor
standardsasto copper?

5.510 Pi&d study
With water supplied from sevenwells through four pump
houseson two sidesof the city, central treatment,in fact, would
require treatmentat multiple locations.

On October 8,1985, the citizens of ChippewaFalls showed
that they were in agreementwith the Mayor and Council, with
343 voting “Yes” and 1,508 voting “No” to chemical addition
to control corrosion in the water system.

Since any treatmentmethod would involve construction to
house the neededequipment, it was necessaryto know what
the spacerequirementswould be. The total treatmentrequired
had to be determined before construction and equipment pnrchasesbegan.A pilot study was desirableto verify whether the
addition of caustic sodawould sufficiently reduce the lead and
copper to comply with the current standardand the proposed
standards.The pilot systemwould determinethe levels of lead
and copper that could be reached with caustic soda alone. If
additional treatment was needed,an orthophosphatecould be
added and its effects &tern&d.

5.5.9 Legal Action
The legal channels were explored becausethe Mayor and
Council were not convinced that systemwidetreatmentwas the
proper courseof action. The Wisconsin Departmentof Industry,
Labor, and Human Relations (DILHR) had issued an emergency order (g/25/84 to u22/85) that banned the use of lead
solder. DILHR reasonedthat if the sourcesof the elevatedlead
were in fact the 50150 lead solder and the flux used in the
soldering processand this sourcewas removed, the lead levels
should drop within a few years. Only a small percentageof
homesexperiencedelevatedlead levels, and the majority of the
citizens were not in favor of chenlical treatment.Furthermore,
the city was willing to test anyone’s water, and if elevatedlead
levels were detected,to furnish bottled water for drinking.

Dr. Snoeyinlc believed that the pilot system also was desirable to seewhat the effectswould be on homeswith galvanized (pipe) services. With the change in water quality, the
corrosion of galvanized services should be less than without
any treatment, but that had to be verified. Also, a possibility
existed that the treated water might releasethe scale built up
in galvanizedservicesand actually causea poorer water quality
as the pipes were cleaned.

In addition, raising the pH by chemical addition to the
water would result in economic burdens.Fit, there would be
a capital investment for the chemical treatment facilities and
annual operation and maintenance costs. Second, two major
industries, Leinenkugel Brewery and Cray Research,were concerned when the discussion of treatment of the city water supply began. If the pH had been increased to 8.5 to 9.0 as
originally thought, both industries would need to lower the pH
for some of their applications.

The size of the pilot project wasreviewed and the first plan
considered was to select and treat buildings known to show
high lead levels. This plan was not believed to be a feasible
alternative, becauseit would not accuratelysimulate.what was
being done with the whole system. If individual homes were
treated,it would not be very easy to control the feed rate.

The city requesteda contestedcasehearing and on October
1, 1985, a “Notice of &hearing Conference” was issued by
the Division of Hearings and Appeals. On October 22, 1985,a
prehearing conferencewas to be held for the purpose of i&ntifying all parties to the proceeding, to simplify the issuesthat
would ultimately be contestedat the hearing, and to establish
appropriate schedulesfor the presubmission of documentary
evidence and for prehearingdiscovery. No testimony would be
heard at the prehearing conference;however, a date would be
set for the hearing on the merits at the conference.

A map of the city was studied and an areaon the south end
of the city was selected(seeFigure 5-28). By closing one valve
on a 20-inch water main, the total flow from the well would be
directed to the test area.This areais controlled with only three
small water main outlets, all near the northeast comer of the
area. The plan was to feed caustic soda with equipment that
ultimately would be used at this well when treatment was installed.

55.11 Goals of the pilot Study

On October 14, 1985, the city met with its special legal
counsel and its expert on corrosion, VernonL. Snoeyink,Ph.D.,
of the Department of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign.During this meeting with Dr. Snoeyink,
the problem and potential solutions were discussed.This discussion led to the idea of proposing a “‘pilot study” to the
WDNR.

If the addition of causticsodaresultedin meetingthe drinking water standards for lead and copper, the city agreed to
implement systemwide treatment. If caustic soda was not effective in meeting standardsfor lead and copper,the city would
add an orthophosphatewith the caustic soda (probably at reduced concentrations)for up to 3 additional months with monitoring. If the WDm or the useof orthophosphatesrequired the
addition of other chemicals (such as chlorine) or if the orthophosphatecausedadverseoperationaleffects,then the city was
not obligated to perform systemwidetreatment.If either of the

On October 21, 1985, a meeting between WDNR and the
city was held at the Governor’s requestin his 0%~ in the state
capitol. During this meeting, it was agreedto implement a pilot
87
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Figure 5-28. Pilot test area, Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin.
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above situations occurred or if the health limits were not attamed,both parties agreedto resumenegotiations.

5.5.12 Implkmentation of the Pilot Study

Figure 5-30 shows the results from the testsat 467 Chippewa Greet. This site is one of four with a galvanized water
service and galvanized plumbing. It appearsthat the addition
of caustic sodahad no noticeableeffect on the levels of iron or
zinc in the water.

Prior to starting the chemical addition, a test program
would be started to get baseline results to help determine the
effectsof the pH adjustment.Sampleswould be collected on a
weekly basis for 1 month prior to starting chemical addition.
WDNR and the city jointly selected10 siteswith copperplumbing and 4 sites with galvanizedplumbing. Thesehomeshad all
shown elevated levels of lead and/or copper.
During the month that baseline data were being gathered,
the chemical feed equipment and a day tank were purchased
and installed After starting chemical feed and closing the valve
to restrict the flow from the test well into the test area,problems
developedwith trying to control the pumps to maintain equal
water levels in all elevated tanks. By partially closing the discharge valve of the test well to reduce the volume of water
delivered to the test area,the water levels in the tanks could be
controlled. This action increasedthe operatingpressure,and the
feed pump selected did not feed accurately at the increased
pressure.A different feedpump had to be installed. It took about
2 weeksto get an evenpH and work out mechanicalproblems.
Because of these difficulties, the pH was not raised to the
desired 8.5 level. By mid-December,however, weekly test results were showing that lead levels and copper levels were
meeting drinking water standardswithout reachinga pH of 8.5.
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Figure 6-39. pH, iron, and zinc at the 467 Chippewa Street galvanized
service.

Basedon the lower lead and copper results at a lower pH,
the WDNR agreed to allow chemical feed to continue at reduced feed rates and to study the effects. If needed,the feed
ratescould be raiseduntil allowable lead and copperlevels were
attained.

55.13 Decision to lkeat

On December19,1985, the city and WDNR personnelmet
to review test results. Testresults showed that in the test homes
where the pH had beenraised from 6.5 to 7.8, lead and copper
levels were below health standards.

The following factors prompted the city to proceed with
chemical addition on a systemwidebasis:
1. The useof 95/5 solder in new homeswasnot successful
in attaining lead levels meeting the primary (health)
drinking water standards.

Figure 5-29 showsthe results from the tests at 461 A Street.
This site had a copper water service and copper plumbing and
had shown elevated lead and copper levels before the pilot
study. In May and September1985, the lead had been at 3 10
and 490 l.tgiL, respectively.Tbis figure shows that with the pH
below 7.0, the health standardswere being met. The other test
sites showed similar results. In fact, after November only three
sites had auy samplesthat exceeded15 l.@L.

2. Indications were that the state’s secondary(aesthetic)
drinking water standardof 1.0 mg/L for copper would
soon be changedto a primary (health) standardof 1.3
mg/L.
3. It was proposedto reduce the state’sprimary standard
for lead from 50 PgiL to 20 l&IL.
4. Meeting the standardsfor lead and copperwere attainable with the pH at 7.0 and no chlorination, producing
no noticeable changeto the water.
On March 4, 1986, the City Council adopteda resolution
stating that becausethe pilot project for addition of caustic soda
had been successful, systemwide treatment (50% NaOH)
should be implemented.
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5.5.14 Implementation of Central Treatment
On April 19, 1986,a letter from the city to WDNR advised
the departmentthat the schedulebelow had been approvedby
the Chippewa Falls Common Council on March 18, 1986,and
that the city should proceedon this schedule:

Lead

Figure S-29. pH, copper, and lead at the 461 A Street copper services
during pilot study.
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plamwnere
com&red to actual hosts are listed in Table 5-10.
l

Board of Public Works reviews and makesrecommendation
on April 21,1986.

l

City Council awards contract on May 6,1986.

l

Construction begins on May 15, 1986.

Estimated
Building Additions
Equipment, Tanks, Piping, Misc.
Installation Costs
TOTAL

Contractor completeswork; city begins equipment installation on July 15, 1986.

l

The Council authorizedthe preparationof plans and specifications as well as advertising for bids for the building additions to the pumphouses to accommodatewater treatment
equipment. The initial schematic plans submitted to WDNR
were approved. Public Utilities staff prepared bid plans and
specificationsfor the building additions. Bids were openedon
April 17, 1985, and an award was made on May 6, 1986.
Construction began in late May and was completed in early
August 1986. Public Utilities staff sought quotations on the
neededequipmentand tanks. AlI equipmentwaspurchasedand
installation, with the exception of electrical work, was completed by Public Utilities staff.

The WDNR required monitoring of the treatment,and in
September 1986, the city proposed a monitoring program to
WDNR. The proposal was based on input from the WDNR
district engineeron the frequency of sampling and on the analysis of several parameters.The city’s proposal was as follows:
In conjunction with sampling for bacteria, collect pH samples at the 15 sites sampledeach month.

At the EastWell Field, where five pumps are located a 20
ft x 22 ft addition wasbuilt onto the existing pumphouse.Inside
are housedtwo 1,600-gallonstoragecontainersfor bulk caustic
soda. A separatechemical feed and day tank are provided for
each well pump. The chemical feed pumps are electricaIly interlocked to the matching well pump.

On a daily basis,monitor the pH at the wastewatertreatment
plant laboratory.
Three times per week, monitor the pH at the individual
wells.

At eachWestWell Field pumphouse,a 10ft x 22 ft addition
was constructed.Each of thesebuildings contains a l,OOO-galIon storagetank along with a chemical feedpump andday tank.
At each of the installations, the main storagetanks are within
a containmentareaof sufftcient size to hold the contentsof the
tanks.

l

Select 10 sites for the monitoring of copper, lead, and pH
of first-draw water to evaluate the effects of treatment in
reducing corrosion products.
Implement a sampling scheduleas follows:
-

All installations also have:

l

$44,127
33,172
2,821
$80,220

5.5.16 Monitoring

5.5.15 Facilities Constructed

l

$38,300
31,100
8,800
$78,200

Actual

The engineering report also estimated $11,900for design
costs. With the utility staff doing this work, these costs were
included in the normal operating budget aud not included
above. Installation costs also are distorted becausestaff labor
costs are not included above.

City completesequipment installation on August 15, 1986.

l

Table S-10. Construction Costs

A transferpump to move the chemical from the storagetanks
to the day tanks.

For the first 3 months, sampleand analyzeon a monthly
basis.

- For the next 9 months, sampleand analyze on a quarterly basis.

Connections for transfer of caustic from transport to the
storagetank.

-

Water supply for flushing and safety eye wash stations.

Thereafter, sampleand analyze on an annual basis.

A stand-by chlorine feed system including a day tank and
pump interlocked to each well.

Continue to use the samelaboratory for the copperand lead
analysis, thus avoiding the need to split sampleswith the
state laboratory to verify accuracy.

As part of the central control system,a temperaturealarm
was added(becauseof the high freezing temperatureof caustic
soda) along with a flooding alann If the liquid level on the
floor rises l/8 inch above the floor, an alarm will be sounded.
All alarms are transmitted back to the wastewatertreatment

In October 1986, the WDNR Area, District, and Central
offices reviewed and approvedthis monitoring programwithout
change. They indicated that modifications to the monitoring
program might be necessarybased on monitoring results and
the evaluation of treatmenteffectiveness.

l
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1 3amptmngrrotocot

250 mL 811,000 mL Sampl

The sampling protocol up to this stagewas to collect three
250~mLsamplesin the morning after the water had been in the
pipes overnight. The first sample was taken in the morning
before any water was used.The secondsamplewas taken after
the water was run for approximately 2 minutes or until the
water felt cool. The third samplewas taken after the water was
run for approximately 5 minutes after the first sample.The lirst
samplereflected the water in the faucet assembly,the second
samplereflected the water in the houseplumbing, and the third
samplereflected the water in the distribution system.

”

1StDrW
m

The samplefrom 1301 Waldheim Road taken on October
25, 1984, shown in Table 5-11, is typical of most results. It
shows that as the water was run, the lead levels dropped. This
finding indicated that the elevated lead seemedto come from
the faucet assembly,and a lesseramount of lead from the house
plumbing.

md Draw
7/5iU7-25OmL

m

3rd Draw
7M57

- 1,000 mL

Figure 5-31. Lead levels in samples collected at 1301 Waldheim Road.

Table 5-11. Lead Levels in the Samples Collected at 1301 Waldheim
Road (w&l
Lead
First Draw
Second Draw
Third Draw

400
8
4
”

let Draw

During early sampling, there was some discussion about
whether the first-draw sample should be used for determining
compliance with the health standard, or if an average of the
three samplesshould be used. With an average, a first-draw
sample could be well in excess of the 50 pg/L limit and the
averagewould still be less than the limit.

m

First Draw
Second Draw
Third Draw

Copper
OWL)

18
<3
c3

3.3
3.8
0.32

6
c3

5.2
4.0

- 1,m

ml.

First Draw
Second Draw
Third Draw

1,000 mL

Lead
(I@-)

Copper
6-W)

Lead
bm

Copper
@WU

17
31
4

0.67
1.50
0.93

20
8

0.82
0.56

with a 1,000~mLsamplestill appearedto be.an averageof the
frost-andsecond-drawlead levels with the 250-mL samples.
At a third location where this procedure was used, 1100
WestRiver Street (Table 5-14), the lead results were different.
The results indicated elevated lead levels in all samples,with

1,000 mL
Lead
b@-1

7isl57

250 mL

Table 5-12. Lead and Copper Levels in the Samples Collected at 1301
Waldheim Road

Copper
b-W

m

Table S-13. Lead and Copper Levels in Samples Collected at 47 Stump
Lake Road

Table5-12 showsa comparisonat the samehomeas above.
These results also are compared in Figure 5-31 for the lead
results and Figure 5-32 for the copper results. The 1,000~mL
sampleappearsto be about an averageof the first-and seconddraw of the 250~mL.

Lead
w-1

7/5i57-250mL

3rd Draw

Figure 5-32. Copper levels in samples collected at 1301 Waldheim
Road.

In July 1987, WDNR tried to comparethe three 250~mL
sampling procedurewith a two 1,000~mLsampleroutine. The
250~mLand 1,000~mLsampleswere taken at a home on successivedays in the morning before any water had been used.

250 mL

2nd Draw

Table 5-14. Lead and Copper Levels in Samples Collected at 1100
West River Street
250 mL

On the same days, the same sampling procedures were
usedin anotherhome (at 47 StumpLake Road), shown in Table
5-13. In that case,the first-draw had a lower lead level than the
second-drawusing the 250~mLsample.However, the first-draw

First Draw
Second Draw
Third Draw
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1,000 mL

Lead
(Pa)

Copper
OW-1

Lead
(PM-)

Copper
(mg/L)

81
28
16

.86
1.9
.29

62
63

.82
.51

location shouldbe considereddifferently, &cause this location
is not a residence. It is the Water Department Maintenance
Building, which has a large plumbing system with little water
usageexcept when water metersare beiig tested.

120

S

In all three of the above cases,the data indicated that the
copper levels were elevated for all water sitting in the house
plumbing. Theselevels varied dependingon time as well as on
water chemistry.
0
0-3
lmss

Based on thesedata, although the existing standardswere
not violated at every location, corrosion products were clearly
present at elevated levels. As a result, WDNR asked that the
city:

Jul

Od

+

Jan
IWO
L-d

My
1991
*

copprr
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Figure 5-34. pH, lead, and copper at 4345 Stump Lake Road.

at only the two locations that showed some significant levels
of lead and copper: 1301 Waldheim Road and 43 Stump Lake
Road. If thesesamplesindicated that the treatmentcould attain
the desired results, then the city would require pH monitoring
only.

If it should wish to attemptsomeother method to reducethe
level of corrosion products, submit that proposal to WDNR
by October 1, 1987.

On January 20, 1988, the city and WDNR met to discuss
the corrosion product monitoring. The WDNR District Engineer summarizedthe meeting as follows:

Begin monthly sampling for lead, copper, and pH at the 10
selected locations once the treatment scheme was implemented.
Figures 5-33 and 5-34 show the past 2 l/2 years’ results
from 1301Waldheim Road and 43 to 45 Stump Lake Road. At
1301Waldheim Road, the last exceedanceof the 50 pg/L limit
was in October 1988. The last time this site exceededthe new
15 pg/L limit was May 1990. At Stump Lake Road, which is
au eight-unit condominium, the last exceedanceof the 50 cLg/L
limit was in April 1989.The last time it exceededthe 15 pg/L
limit was in May 1990. The third site, 1100WestRiver Street,
has not exceededthe 50 pg/L limit since February 1989 and
has not exceededthe 15 pg/L, limit since August 1990.

mm’0
120

rP

--pn

Raise the pH in the system to 8.0 or above. This was still
not at the saturationpoint but would be closer.WDNR was
willing to allow the city to operate at a lower pH provided
that the treatmentwas effective.

lw

Jan

1989

Monitoring Frequency and Location. Most of the sitesthat
are being monitored show lead levels well below the standard. The city believed that these additional data serve no
purposebecauselittle has changedover the past year. Copper levels also were down significantly from where they
were prior to treatment. The city believed that since the
standardfor copperat that time was not a health-basedstandard, any reduction was au indication that the treatmentwas
working. The recommendationwas that the city continue to
monitor at StumpLake Road, 1301 WaldheimRoad,and the
WaterDepartmentshop (1100 WestRiver Street)on a quarterly basis for lead and copper.
Optimum pH. The industries in the city were reporting
problems from the higher pH and customercomplaints had
increased.These issues,coupled with the cost of treatment,
promptedthe city to look for an optimum pH level to maintain. Using copper levels as an indicator and choosing an
arbitrary level of 1.0 to 1.3 mg/L as appropriate,it appeared
that a maximum pH of about 7.8 would be effective. Realizing that the pH tends to vary within the system,the city
proposedto aim for apH of 7.5 to 7.8 throughout the system.
The recommendationwas au operating pH of 7.5 to 7.8.

s
PH

pH Variations. Sampling data often showed a wide variation of pH within the system on any given day. The city
would initiate some bench testing to determine a causefor
this variation.

Figure 543. pH, lead, and copper at 1301 Waldheim Road.

Summary. It appearsthat the caustic addition was having a
measurableeffect on the level of corrosion products. It was
suggestedthat the pH be maintainedbetween7.5 to 7.8 and
monitored at three locations quarterly. If significant levels

On December 15, 1987, the city proposedthat data from
the 10 selectedlocations were not providing significant information to warrant continuing. A proposal was madeto monitor
92

performed.
On February 8,1988, the city was notified that monitoring
at the three locations for lead, copper, and pH should continue
and that the pH should be maintained at a minimum of 7.7 in
the system
During 1987, only one site had a lead level that exceeded
50 pg/L. This was 1100 West River Street, the Water Department MaintenanceBuilding. Two of the 10 sites had exceeded
the new 15 pg/L lit but were under the 50 l.tg/L limit at that
time.
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Figure 5-35. Annual operation and maintenance costs for the chemical
feed system.

5.5.18 Feed Rates
Based on the results observed during the pilot study, the
feed rates were set to attain a pH of 7.0 rather than the design
pH of 7.9 or the calculated pH of 8.5 to reach the Langelier
Saturation Index.

Originally, in late 1986, the price for caustic soda(sodium
hydroxide) was $155 per anhydrous ton. Since then, the cost
has increasedas shown in Table 5-17. This increaseis shown
graphically in Figure 5-36. In 1989, there was a shortageof
caustic soda and suppliers establishedquotas for existing customers and would not take any new customers.As a result of
the monthly quotas, shortagesexisted in some of the wells,
which causedpH adjustmentto cease.

The feed rate at startup,basedon the pilot study,was about
20 to 21 gallons of caustic soda per million gallons of water.
When the systemwidetreatmentwas started,the feedrateswere
up to 24 to 26 gallons per million gallons. When WDNR required that the pH be raised to 7.7, the feed rates had to be
raised to average about 28 to 30 gallons per million gallons.
The averagefeed ratesand averagedaily pumpageare listed in
Table 5-15 by year.

Table 517. Caustic Soda Costs
Month/Year of Increase

Avg. MGD

Caustic Soda
GaVMG

1986
1967
1968
1989
1990

3,504
4,056
4,156
3,951
3,854

24.5
24.0
26.5
30.8
28.0

$155.00

1986

Table 5-15. Chemical Feed Rates of Caustic Soda
Year

Cost Per Anhvdrous Ton

5.5.19 Operatim and Maintenance Costs
The annual operation, maintenance,and chemical costsfor
the past 5 years are listed in Table 5-16 and displayed in Figure
5-35.

September 1987

195.00

December 1987

215.00

May 1988

245.00

August 1988

300.00

October 1988

330.00

January 1989

350.00

April 1989

420.00

July 1989

410.00

September 1989

375.00

May 1990

400.00

October 1990

420.00

The operationcostshave decreasedasthe systemproblems
are worked out and as less monitoring and testing is conducted.
The caustic soda costshave increaseddrastically. This increase
was due to the higher feedratesand was also due to rising costs
for caustic soda.
Table 5-16. Annual Operation and Maintenance Costs
Year

Operation

Maintenance

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

$ 81133.24
21,422.80
14579.74
14597.68
7,814.17

$1,678.81
1,678.81
236.33
687.77
2,089.53

Caustic
Soda
$lO,QlO.OO
20,990.OO
38,325.OO
57,345.oo
51,080.OO

0’
Aug
1986

Ssp Dac w

1997

Aug

Oft

Jan
Ap
1989
1999
MONTH OF PRICE CHANGE

t
Aug

Figure 5-36. Cost of caustic soda per anhydrous ton.
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Table 5-19. Lead Levels in Samples of Flushed and Static Water from
Various Locations

5.6 Evaluating a Chemical ‘Ikeatment Program to
Reduce Lead in a Building: A Case Study

Pb (w/L)
Sample Locations

For many people, a significant fraction of total daily water
intake comesfrom the workplace, such as an office building, a
factory, or a school. Most people spendabout one-third of their
work days in the building environment, which is being scrutinized for health andsafety factorsby employeesandemployers.
Buildings have the sametypes of plumbing materials as residencesand are subjectto the sametypes of potential problems.
Corrosion of the distribution system componentsresults in the
leaching of lead and copper into the drinking water. Buildings
also have unique situations and problems. A large building
might have hundredsor even thousandsof water tapsandmight
serve a population larger than a small community. Becauseof
concernsaboutthe quality of drinking water in buildings, more
and more tenants are getting their drinking water from water
coolers,drinking water fountains, and water tapsthat havebeen
analyzedfor levels of lead and copper.If theselevels are high,
solutions are being investigated and implemented at the site.
A building that EPA has studied is a researchfacility constructed5 or 6 yearsago in the Washington,DC, area.Because
of a variety of construction problems, several years and $10 to
$15 million were spent correcting structural and other defects
in the building. When the drinking water was sampled,however, elevatedlead levels were found throughout the building.
The water had the characteristicsshown in Table 5-18. The pH
was in the mid-7s, the alkalinity was 37, and hardnesswas at
about 50. As Table 5-19 shows, the flush samplesrangedfrom
less than 5 to about 81. Sixty to 70 locations were sampled.A
4day static test was made and the lead levels ranged from 63
to more than 100 pg/L.

PH
Alkalinity
Total Hardness
Calcium

14 mg/L

Magnesium

2.9 ma/L

Iron

0.11 mgIL

Manganese

co.05 mg/L

Chloride

14 mglL

Sulfate

13rr@L

Fluoride

0.82 mg/L

Silica

1.3 mg/L

25

>5

>5

63

101

72
36

27
11

47
21

246
21

Static (2-12-91)
1
2

40
13

96
242

121
69

189
1,480

Several weeks later sampleswere collected again, and the
lead levels were as high as 1,000p.g/L. According to the specifications, the building did not contain lead solder. As shown in
Table 5-20, the percentageof lead from about 20 different
locations varied from very low to approximately 50 percent,
indicating 50/50 lead solder.It was apparentthat the contractor
had not followed specificationsand had usedlead solder at least
in part of the building.
Table 5-20. Percentage of Lead in Solder Samples
Sample

Percentage of Lead

1

51.2

5
6

46.9 mgA

81

183

4

37 mgIL (as CaCD3)

Lab Sink

63

3
7.53

Fountain
Flushed (15 min.)
(12-14-90)
4-Day Static
(12-26-90)
Flushed (2-8-91)
1
2

2
Table 518. Water Quality Characteristics

Locker
Room
Sink

Utility
Closet

0.17
58.0
0.13
34.1
0.15

7

39.3

8

49.1

9

46.4

10

42.0

EPA’s Drinking Water Research Division in Cincinnati,
Ohio, was contacted at this point, and the division explained
some potential problems: lead solder joints, brass valves, and
brassfittings. The building had more than 600 outlets and thousands of lead-solderedjoints. Usually, three or four soldered
joints are associatedwith each fixture. The main lines might
have seven or eight additional soldered joints. Several large
brass valves located on the incoming water lines could cause
potential problems at the water coolers, which now carry warnings.

It was decided that a possible solution might be to flush
the water system,putting 7 million gallons through the building
in 4 to 5 days. Presumably,the flushing would remove some
of the lead and perhapsage the system.But flushing 7 million
gallons of water through a system (requiring 6 months under
normal circumstances)does not necessarily age the system
After flushing, two sequentialsamplesshowedlead levels ranging from 11 to more than 200 l.lg/L.

The primary question was: “What are the main sourcesof
lead?” EPA believed that the main sourceswould he the brass
fixtures and the lead solder. The second question was: “Can
you determine the amount of lead from each source?” The
94

intent was to go back to the contractor and recover somefunds
to help pay for a solution or to be compensatedfor the lead
problems. Facility personnel had not been fully aware of the
lead levels that could result from brass fixtures. EPA sampled
about 40 taps and found the same elevated lead levels. EPA
collected 250~mL samplesof 24-hour standing water and the
lead levels varied extensively. The values EPA obtained were
different from the initial samples,even though tire samesites
were sampled.A total of 12 sequential sampleswere collected
at about six locations that were likely to produce high values.
The first 2 sampleswere 60-mL samplesand the remaining 3
to 12 sampleswere 125~mLsamples.The sampleswere ana-
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Figure 6-36. Lead (a) and zinc (b) concentrations in samples collected
sequentially (Room 1618).
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Potential solutions were presentedto the building management. The people who worked in the building were well aware
of the problem and were urging managementto replace all of
the plumbing. Managementestimated that this would cost $2
million to $4 million and probably would take 6 months to 1
year. Although new plumbing was a potential solution, it was
ruled out becauseof the time it would take to implement this
solution. A point-of-use(POU) manufacturerwascontactedand
there was some discussion about installing POU systems at
eachtap. It was impractical, however, to place POU devices at
each of more than 600 taps. POU devices could be placed
within the lines, taking out the lead from the solder, but the
problem with the brassvalve would still exist. As a result, POU
devices were not considereda practical solution.
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Figure 6-37. Lead (a) and zinc (b) concentrations in samples collected
sequentially (Room 3329).

lyzed for lead, zinc, and copper. Figures 5-37 and 5-38 show
the results of the data for zinc (part of the brass in the brass
fixture) and lead. High levels of zinc were noticed in the first
two samplesat 60 mL eachand representthe water contact with
the fixture. If the only sourceof lead was thebrassfixture (brass
generally contains about 7 or 8 percent lead) then the concentration pattern of lead would be similar to that of zinc. As shown
in Figure 5-37, higher lead levels were found at the 6th and 7th
sampleand at around the 9th through 12th samples,indicating
that lead was coming from the solder. On the other hand, if no
lead was found in the brassand the only sourceof lead was the
solder, the first few sampleswould have had low lead levels
and the following sampleswould have had high lead levels.
With these data, it was apparent that the fixtures, solder, and
somebrass valves were contributing to the high lead levels.

The third potential solution, chemical treatment (such as
using corrosion inhibitors) was selected.A researchplan was
developed to determine which chemical treatment scenario
would be most effective for the system.The researchplan had
two phases.First, the effect of water usageon lead leaching
was evaluated.This new building had not been used and EPA
was convinced that, with water usage, the lead levels would
decrease.Second,the effect of adding a corrosion inhibitor was
evaluated.Three inhibitors were selected for evaluation: zinc
ortbophosphate,“calcium” orthophosphate(manufacturerdesignation), and sodium silicate. In discussingthese,someof the
managementpeople, particularly the technical people, objected
to all three. They continued to favor having all the plumbing
replaced. Some were concerned about the potential for high
95

sodium and others were concernedabout zinc. Eventually, the
building personnelwere convinced that action should be taken
and that it was likely that the water utility would add a corrosion inhibitor in the future.
Half of the building is devoted to laboratories, and as a
result, a total of eight sectionsof the building could be isolated.
A program was set up in which water would be run 5 days a
week for 30 minutes at a time, four times a day, with an hour
and a half betweeneachtime. Standingsamples(16 hours) were
collected twice a week. All of these samples were 250~mL
samples.A meter was placed on the line leading into each
isolated section.Tap water from nine laboratorieswas sampled
in each-wing.
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Baseline data, produced by collecting flushed water samples, are shown in Table 5-21. On the ground floor, the lead in

Figure 539. Water usage study-lead
Room G402.

concentrations over time in

Table 5-21. Lead Baseline Data Collected at the Ground Floor and at
the Third Floor
Results - Initial (Pb @g/L) Tests
Third floor

Ground Floor
Tap

Flush

Standing

FlUSh

Standing

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Avg.

11
8
3
5
4
6
2
6
2
5

131
112
50
291
117
330
99
125
109
152

11
5
5
14
6
3
102
7
4
17 (6.9)

46
583
79
101
167
118
135
309
75
179
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Figure 5-40. Water usage study-lead
Room 3325.

concentrations over time in

‘6.9 is the average value excluding tap 7.

the samples averaged about 5 pg/L; on the third floor, the
averagewas about 7 j.tg/L. Standing sampleswere collected on
the ground floor and the third floor. The lead levels had a wide
range,but the averageproduced at the taps on the ground floor
was 152 pg/L, and on the third floor, 179 l.qg/L. During the
operationof the system,the lead levels had varied (Figures5-39
and 540). The chemists who performed the analysis at the
laboratory in Cincinnati indicated that most of the sampleswith
high lead levels had some particulate material in the sample,
indicating that the system was still being flushed. There also
might have been someparticulate in the line from solder being
broken off.
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After about 80 days, there appearedto be a consistent
reduction in lead levels. Figure 5-41 shows averagevalues for
the ground floor (nine taps). Until the 62nd day, the lead levels
varied greatly. Then the lead levels declined, probably due to
aging or film developing on the insides of the pipes. Figure
5-42 shows the average values for the third floor. The third
floor is the top floor; those rooms have not been used. Some
administrative and maintenancepeople had been using several

Figure 5-41. Water usage study-average
ground floor.

lead concentrations from the

laboratories on the ground floor. It was assumedthat these
individuals had used some of the taps in these laboratories,
which might explain why the ground floor lead levels seem to
be slightly lower than the third floor lead levels.
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ground floor. The goal is to have all taps eventually below 15
l-e.

200

160

5.7 Iowa’s Lead in Schools’ Drinking Water
Program: More Than Just a Monitoring
Program

1 loo

5.7.1 Zntroduction
60

The Lead Contamination Control Act of 1988(LCCA) was
enacted on October 31, 1988. The passageof this act was
prompted by concerns that children were being exposed to
excessive levels of lead in drinking water in schools, preschools,and daycarecenters.The water at theselocations was
of particular concern for three reasons.First, severalmodels of
water coolers found in schools at this time were known to have
lead-lined storagetanks that contributed high levels of lead to
the water. Second,the pattern of water usagein thesebuildings
meant that water could sit in contact with any lead in the
plumbing for an extended period of time, leading to high lead
levels in the drinking water. Finally, children are more likely
than adults to suffer adverse health effects from exposure to
lead.
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Figure 5-42. Water usage study-average
third floor.

leadconcentrations
from the

The number of samplescollected at the tapsthat are below
50 l.rg/L is increasing (Figures 5-43 and 544). Building personnel must makea decision about when they believe the water
is safe or potable. The third floor response to treatment is
slightly slower than that of the ground floor. It is suspectedthat
the slowdown results from the regular water usage on the

5.7.2 Requirements of the LCCA
The LCCA placed requirements on EPA, the Consumer
Product SafetyCommission (CPSC),the states,the Centersfor
DiseaseControl (CDC), schools, preschools,and daycarecenters. The law also prohibited the sale of water coolers that are
not lead-free.

7
0
I

EPA was directed to distribute a list of water coolers that
were not lead-free and a guidance documentand water testing
protocol to the statesby February 1989.EPA also was directed
to make grants to states for the purpose of helping schools,
preschools,and daycare centersto test their water for lead and
to solve problems. These grants were never funded by Congress.
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The CPSCwas directed to initiate a recall or other corrective action for water coolers with lead-lined tanks by October
31, 1989.

Ffgure 543. Water usage study-number of samples with less than 50
pgil and 15 pg/L lead from the ground floor.

8

The states were directed to distribute the EPA guidance
information, the list of certified laboratories, and the list of
water coolers that were not lead-free. The states also were
directed to establish programs by July 31, 1989, to assist
schools,preschools,and daycare centersin testing their water.
The state programs were directed to ensure that schools, preschools,and daycarecenterswould take stepsto eliminate lead
contamination from coolers that were not lead-freeby January
31, 1990.
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The law is somewhat unclear as to whether schools, preschools,and daycarecentersare required to test their water for
lead. The requirement actually is for the statesto ensure that
the testing is done rather than for the institutions to perform
testing. If institutions do test their water, however, they are
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Agure 5-44. Water usage study-number of samples with less than 50
pgil and 15 pg/L lead from the third floor.
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required to notify the public that the test results are available
for their inspection.
The CDC was directed to provide grants for prevention of
childhood lead poisoning. These grants were funded by Congress.

5.7.3 More Than a Monitoring Program
Two years after implementation, Iowa’s program was perceived to be simply a “monitoring” program, that is, a program
to monitor the levels of lead that the schools found in water.
The LCCA directed, however, that lead levels abovethe action
level of 20 l.@L (25OmL sample sire) be reduced to safe
levels; if the monitoring showed problems, solutions were
needed.The distinguishing feature of Iowa’s program hasbeen
that it helps schools,preschools,and daycarecenterswith widespreadcontaminationproblems to find solutions.

5.7.4 Implementation in Iowa: Monitoring Results
In Iowa, this program was assignedby the Governor to the
Iowa Departmentof Public Health (IDPI-I). IDPH assignedthe
programinternally to the Health Engineering Section.This section provides technical assistanceto the public and to local
health officials in the areasof plumbing, health effectsof drinking water contamination, well construction, and other related
subjects.No money was allocated specifically for this program.
An interagency effort and existing technical assistanceprograms were used, however, to overcome this lack of specific
funding.
The programwasinitially implementedthrough threemailings made to all schools, preschools, and daycarecenters.An
initial informational mailing was sent in May 1989.A followup
survey was sent in October 1989, and a secondinformational
mailing was sent in July 1990. The Iowa Departmentsof Education and Human Servicesprovided mailing lists for schools,
preschools, and daycare centers and shared the printing and
mailing costs for all mailings.
The first informational mailing (May 1989) contained a
memooffering assistancefrom IDPH, a list of Iowa laboratories
certified to test for lead in water, a list of coolersthat were not
lead-free, and the EPA booklet, Lead in Schools’ Drinking
Water, which contained the water testing protocol. The followup survey asked schools, preschools, and daycare centers
to let IDPH know whether they were finding any coolers that
were not lead-free, whether they were testing their water for
lead, and if they were testing, what lead levels were found. The
secondinformational mailing (July 1990) containedan updated
list of coolers that were not lead-free, a question-and-answer
sheet to help alleviate some of the confusion revealedby the
responsesto the followup survey,and a secondfollowup survey
to be filled out and returned to IDPH.
The responses to the initial followup survey (October
1989) revealed that schools, preschools, and daycare centers
were confusedabout the requirementsof the law and about the
level of lead that was to trigger action on their part to lower
the lead levels. Some thought that the law mandatedwater

testing, while others thought that it was a voluntary program.
Some schools thought that it was sufficient to test only a few
outlets rather than all drinking water outlets. In some cases,
schools took no action to reduce the high levels of lead that
were discovered.In addition, there was confusion about the 50
kg/L MCL as opposed to the 20 CLgn action level that the
schools were directed to use. An effort was made to clear up
this confusion with the question-and-answersheetthat was included in the second informational mailing. In addition, the
University Hygienic Laboratory agreed to send out a special
notice with test results to schools,preschools,and daycarecenters to inform them of the 20 cLg/Laction level and to direct
them to call IDPH with any questions.
In addition to indicating confusion, the responsesto the
followup surveys indicated that schools, preschools,and daycare centerswere finding problems and neededhelp in solving
them. Becausethe program was assigned to a section of the
health departmentthat already provided extensivetechnical assistanceto the public, it was natural that the program would
progressbeyond a simple monitoring program to providing the
neededtechnical assistance.

5.7.5 Implementation in Iowa: Technical Assistance
Program
The technical assistanceprogram consists of telephone
consultations to answer questions and limited assistanceand
onsite investigations as neededto solve widespreadcontamination problems. The onsite investigation component of Iowa’s
program is unique among the states.Local health officials and
water utilities are involved whenever possible. The investigations consist of a visit to the building to look at the plumbing,
take metal samplesfrom solder and fixtures to screenfor lead,
and determine where to take additional water samplesto pinpoint the source of the problem and to provide a solution.
Extensive water testing often is required to find the source(s)
of lead and the solution. This water testing is provided free of
charge to the school through the statelaboratory as part of the
investigation. To date, six investigations have been completed,
six more are under way or pending, and many more are needed.

57.6

TestResultsfrom Iowa’s Program

Statistics have been compiled from the returned followup
surveys to show the extent of lead contamination being found
by schools, preschools, and daycare centers.Two items were
consideredwhen interpreting these results. Fit, these are results from 250-mL samples taken in the morning before any
water is used. Second,not all institutions sampledall types of
sources,such as coolers, bubblers, and faucets.Somesampled
only coolers or only coolers and bubblers. The results of this
sampling showed that an unexpectednumber of schools, preschools, and daycarecentersfound lead levels higher than the
20 CLgnaction level.
There are 800 public school districts and private schools
in Iowa and 1,300 licensed preschools and daycarecenters.A
followup survey was returned by 48 percent of the schoolsand
44 percent of the preschools,although many of these surveys
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Additional tests were taken in September1989, shortly after
school started.Nine out of 9 faucetstestedhghter than 20 j.tg/L.
Eight of thesewere repeat samples.All of the lead levels were
lower than those found in the summer samples,even though
they were higher than 20 j@L.

were not complete. Some 34 percent of the schools and 25
percent of the preschoolsand daycarecenterssampleddrinking
water outlets for lead. A slightly smaller number (32 percent of
the schools and 23 percent of the preschools)actually reported
test results to IDPH. Of those reporting test results, 27 percent
of the schools and 8 percent of the preschoolshad at least one
sourcetesting abovethe action level of 20 pg/L. Becauseit was
anticipatedthat the standardfor lead in water might be lowered,
the number of institutions reporting levels between10 l.rg/L and
20 pg/L was also recorded. Forty-one percent of the schools
and 13 percent of the preschools/daycarecenters had at least
one source that tested in this range. A summary of the lead
results is presentedin Table 5-22.

According to the EPA protocol, the next step was to take
flushed samples.For coolers, this test involved a 15-minute
flush. ‘Rvo out of the three coolers testedhad levels almost as
high after flushing asthey did on first-draw samples.This result
indicated that the problem was likely to be in the upstream
plumbing. Flushed samplesalso were taken from the faucets.
Six out of 9 faucetstestedlower than 10 j.rg/Lafter a 30-second
flush. The remaining th&e faucetstestedbetween 10 l.tg/L and
20 CLgn.This finding again indicates that the upstreamplumbing is contributing to the high levels.

Table 5-22. Summary of Lead Levels Found by Institutions
Level Found (p.@L)

Facilities Reporting

20 - 30

47

30 - 40

32

40 - 50

24

50 - 60

12

60 - 70

12

70 - 80

The service connection and water main sampleswere all
low, indicating that the problem was within the building.
The school continued to follow the EPA protocol and attemptedto testthe upstreamplumbing. They took thesesamples
at shut-off valves upstream.The valve stempackings/sealswere
partially dismantled to collect the samples.Thesesampleshad
lead levels 5 to 10 times higher than any first-draw or flushed
samples taken at the sonrces. The EPA protocol gave little
guidance for what should be done when the flushed samples
came back much higher than the first-draw samples.At this
point, the school contactedIDPH for assistance.

7

E

80 - 90

7

Qo- 100

6

>lOO

17

The IDPH onsite investigation revealed that the distribution system within the building was made primarily of galvanized pipe. The system was oversized in that it had 60 ft of
Cinch pipe for a school with approximately 400 students.
Analysis of solder and brasswith a lead-in-soldertest kit indicated the likely presenceof lead in some solder and brass at
the school. It appearedfrom the test results to datethat the high
lead levels could be isolated largely to one part of the building.
(The EPA protocol recommendstrying to isolate the levels.)
This line of reasoning was followed initially in the IDPH investigation, but it turned out that there was actually a different
reason for high- and low-testing areas.

The points of water sampling where lead levels greaterthan
20 pg/L were reported and the highest lead level recordedfor
each type of sampling point are presentedin Table 5-23. The
highest level reported on a followup survey was 3,700 FLgn,
and the highest level found by the University Hygienic Laboratory in a sample sent in by a school was 10,000Ilgn.
Table S-23. Number of Facilities Reporting Lead Levels above 20 @L
and the Highest Lead Levels Recorded from Those Facilities

Point of Sampling’

Facilities
Reporting >20
MM-

Coolf!r
Non-cooled bubbler
Faucet
Steam kettle

45
28
44
4

Highest Levels

Additional sampleswere taken at Iowa’s expense,but the
results were confusing becausethere were large variations in
lead levels for water samplestaken from the samesource.The
results indicated that water corrosivity as measured by the Langelier Index should not be a problem. After all of the original
and additional sampleswere listed togetherby sourceand analyzed, a pattern of high and low readingsaccordingto the time
that the samplewas taken appeared.The lead levels were high
when taken during the summeror just after schoolstartedwhen
water usage was low and stagnant water had not been completely flushed from the pipes. The lead levels were mostly
lower than 20 l.rg/L during periods of high water usageduring
the school year.This result was confirmed by selectedretesting.
The high lead levels found in the upstreamsamplesarebelieved
to be due to contamination introduced from the valve bodies in
the abrasive action of dismantling them prior to the water sampling. These valves are not believed to contribute to the high

1wl.W
3,700 w
1,100 p@300 PclfL

‘250-mL sample, overnight standing.

5.7.7 Example of a Solution: Finding a Solution for
New Hamptin High School
In Summer 1989. New Hampton High School began sampling for lead in water according to the EPAprotocol. Officials
flushed outlets the day before testing to simulate normal use
during the school year. Three of 12 coolers testedhigher than
20 pg/L. Eight of the 9 remaining coolers testedhigher than 10
pg/L. All of the 8 faucetstestedhad levels higher than 20 cLg/L.
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leacilevels at me pomts of lmttal samplmg (coolers, bubblers,
or faucets).
The major source of contamination is believed to be sediment in the galvanized pipe, compoundedby the presenceof
oversizedpipe (becausea large amount of water must be used
to completely empty the distribution systemof stagnantwater).
Smaller amounts of lead are contributed by lead solder and
brass faucetsat the sources.
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Appendix A
EPA/AWWA National Workshop on Control of Lead and
Copper in Drinking Water
Workshop Agenda
Monday, September23,199l
8:45 a.m.
9:oo a.m.
9:30 a.m.

10:00 a.m.
lo:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
Noon
1:30 p.m.
2:15 p.m.

2:45 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
3:45 p.m.

4:15 p.m.
4:45 p.m.

WELCOME
Dale S. Bryson, Water Division, U.S. EPA Region 5
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECI’IVE
Jon DeBoer,AWWA
LEAD AND COPPERREGULATION
Jeff Cohen, Office of Drinking Water,U.S. EPA
Han-y Pawlowski, Office of Drinking Water,U.S. EPA
LEAD AND COPPERMONITORING PROGRAM USING EMPLOYEES AND CUSTOMERS
Jack DeMarco, Cincinnati WaterWorks
AT THE TAP MONITORING
Doug Neden, GreaterVancouverRegional District
BREAK
SELECTION OF AN ANALYTICAL LABORATORY
Jack C. Dice, Denver, Colorado Water Department
LUNCH
CHARACTERIZING THE SYSTEM-BASELINE MONITORING
Wdliam G. Richards,Roy F. Weston,Inc.
IOWA’S LEAD IN SCHOOL’S DRINKING WATERPROGRAM: MORE THAN JUST A
MONITORING PROGRAM
Rita M. Gergely,Iowa Departmentof Public Health
BREAK
INTEGRATING WATERTESTING AND OCCUPANCY CERTIFICATION
Tom Bailey, Durham, North Carolina Departmentof WaterResources
EVALUATING CHEMICAL TREATMENT TO REDUCE LEAD IN A BUILDING:
A CASE STUDY
Thomas J. Sorg,Risk Reduction Engineering Laboratory, U.S. EPA
CORROSION CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS
Vernon L. Snoeyink, University of Illinois
ADJOURN
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24. 1991
8:00 a.m.
8:45 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

1090 am.
lo:30 a.m.
11:OOa.m.
11:30 am.
l:oo p.m.

1:30 p.m.
2:oo pm

2:30 pm.
3:00 pm.

3:30 pm
4:00 pm.

430 p.m.
5: 15 pm

OVERVIEW OF CONTROL STRATEGIES
Mike Schock,Risk Reduction Engineering Laboratory, U.S. EPA
SECONDARY EFFECTS-CONFLICTS WITH CONTROL STRATEGIES
Richard H. Moser, American WaterWorks Service Co., Inc.
BREAK
OVERVIEW OF DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS FOR CORROSION STUDIES
Michelle M. Frey, Black & Veatch
IMPLEMENTING THE LEAD AND COPPERRULE AT THE STATE LEVEL
Lou Allyn Byus, State of Illinois EPA
STATEPERSPECTIVE
William F. Parrish, Jr., Maryland Departmentof Environment
LUNCH
SODIUM SILICATE FOR THE SIMULTANEOUS CONTROL OF LEAD,
COPPER,AND IRON-BASED CORROSION
JonathanA..Clement.,Wright-Pierce Engineers& Surveyors
ZINC ORTHOPHOSPHATEVS. pH ADJUSTMENT, AN OVERVIEW OF TEST
Al Ilges, Champlain, VT Water District
BENCH-SCALE CORROSION STUDIES AT BOULDER, COLORADO RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Brad D. Segal, City of Boulder WaterDepartment
BREAK
REDUCING CORROSION PRODUCTS IN MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLIES
John W. Allen, Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin
William F. Barry, Ayres Associates
SMALL WATER SYSTEM SOLUTION TO LEAD AND COPPERREGULATION
Victor Ertman, CassRural Water Users,Inc.
ARLINGTON’S EXPERIENCE WITH pH ADJUSTMENT AS ITS CORROSION
CONTROL STRATEGY
Travis Andrews, Pierce-Birch TreatmentPlant, Arlington, Texas
METHODOLOGIES FOR ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION MEASUREMENT
Steve H. Reiber, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
OPEN DISCUSSION

Wednesday,September251991
8130 a.m.

TWO CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS

lo:15 a.m.
Noon

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR PIPE LOOP TESTING
Anne Sandvig, Economic and Engineering Services,Inc.
S. Boris Prokop, Economic and Engineering Services,Inc.
Mike Schock, Risk Reduction Engineering Laboratory, U.S. EPA
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND PROCEDURESFOR COUPON TESTS
ChesterH. Neff, Illinois StateWater Survey
John Ferguson,University of Washington
WORKSHOPSREPEATED
ADJOURN
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Appendix B
Units and Conversions
Metric to inch-pound units

Inch-pound to metric units

LENGTH

LENGTH

1 millimeter (mm)=O.OOlm=O.O3937in.

1 inch (in.)=25.4 mm=2.54 cm=O.O254m

1 centimeter (cm)=O.Olm=O.3937inAI.0328 ft

1 foot (t-t)=12in.=30.48 cm&3048 m

1 meter (m)=39.37 in.=3.28 ft=1.09 yd

1 yard (yd)=3ft=O.9144m=O.O009144km

1 kilometer (km)=l,OOOm&62 mi

1 mile (r&=5,280 ft=1,609 m=1.609 km

AREA

AREA

1 cnAO.155 in.2

1 in2=6.4516 cm2

1 m2=10.758ft2=1.196 yd2

1 ft2=929 cm2=0.0929m2

1 km2=247 acreMI.386 mi2

1 mi2=2.59 km2

VOLUME

VOLUME

1 cm3=0.061in3

1 in.3=0.00058ft3=16.39 cm3

1 m3=1,000d-264 U.S. gal=35.314 ft3

1 ft3=1728 in3=0.02832

1 liter (L)=l,OOOcm3=0.264U.S. gal

1 gallon (gal)=231 in.3=0.13368 ft3=0.00379m3

n4Mss

MASS

1 microgram (j.lg)=0.000001g

1 ounce (oz)=O.O625lb=28.35 g

1 milligram (mg)=O.OOlg

1 pound (lb)=16 oz=O.4536kg

1 gram (g&O.03527 oz=O.O02205lb
1 kilogram fJcg)=l,OOO
g=2.205 lb
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